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Section 1

INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of experimental and theoretical investigations on
advanced combustion-diagnostic techniques and the application of these techniques
to turbulent flames studies. The goals of this effort were to develop and evaluate
advanced laser-based combustion diagnostic techniques and to apply the most
promising techniques to the study of flame systems of interest in combustion-model
evaluation and validation.

In addressing the technical goals of combustor designers (especially for advanced
engine designs), models must be developed which not only provide design and test-
ing aids but also produce new insights into the basic behavior of high-temperature
chemically reacting flows. Major strides in the development of computational-fluid-
dynamic (CFD) models have been made over the past decade; however, the ability to
calculate accurately the fields of velocity, species concentration, temperature, and
pollutants in practical systems (i.e., gas turbines, internal-combustion engines, and
industrial furnaces) remains limited.

Validation of CFD models requires the measurement of velocity in conjunction with
several scalars which allows evaluation of cross correlations. The techniques devel-
oped and evaluated during the course of this program were directed toward the mea-
surement of quantities which are important for model development and evaluation.
The techniques investigated and/or developed include a combined coherent anti-
Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS)/laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV) system for
simultaneous temperature/velocity measurements and correlations; thin-filament
pyrometry (TFP) for high-speed and multi-dimensional thermometry; flame visualiza-
tion techniques [reactive Mie scattering (RMS), two-dimensional Rayleigh, and planar
laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) of the OH radical] for obtaining two-dimensional
flame-structure information; two-color particle-imaging velocimetry (PIV) for two-
dimensional veocity measurements in low- and high-speed flowfields; hardened
CARS system for thermometry in large-scale combustion systems; and a combined
CARS/phase Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA) system for temperature, velocity, and
particle-size measurements in spray-combustion systems. In addition, the LDV tech-
nique was extensively utilized for pointwise velocity measurements.



These techniques were developed, evaluated, and applied to the study of turbulent-
combustion flames. Experimental results obtained with the advanced diagnostic
instrumentation were utilized in the evaluation of several numerical flame models.
Both small (Bunsen and jet diffusion flames) and large (6- and 10-in.-diam. combus-
tors) systems were studied with the advanced diagnostic techniques.

The research conducted during this program resulted in 96 publications, presenta-
tions, and patents; a list of these is included in the Appendix to this volume. The sum-

mary of research efforts in this report is divided into two parts. The first (summarized in
Sect. 2 of Volume 1) deals with the development and evaluation of advanced diag-
nostic techniques, while the second (summarized in this volume) treats the applica-
tions of the advanced techniques to combustion studies.
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Section 2

APPLICATIONS OF ADVANCED DIAGNOSTIC TECHNIQUES TO
COMBUSTION STUDIES

2.1 JET DIFFUSION FLAMES

The RMS technique discussed in Sect. 2.4 of Volume 1 of this report was used exten-
sively to study the flame structure of jet diffusion flames. This effort was conducted in
cooperation with visiting scientists from the University of Iowa, and the results have
been reported in several papers. The first entitled, "Structure of Jet Diffusion Flames,"
was presented at the 1987 Spring Technical Meeting of the Central States Section of
the Combustion Institute (see p. 4). This study examined the effects of fuel exit velocity
upon the structure of jet diffusion flames. The second paper which reported the effects
of buoyancy upon flame structure was entitled, "Buoyant Diffusion Flames," and was
presented at the 22nd Symposium (International) on Combustion. (see p. 11). A third
paper entitled, "The Structure of Jet Diffusion Flames," which appeared in Turbulent
Reactive Flows presented results of analyses of photographs and high-speed movies
of flames in terms of their visible structure (see p. 19). A fourth paper entitled, "Effects
nf Fuel DiIIRnts on ift-Off of Jet Diffusion Flarnes," which was presented at the 1990
Spring Technical Meeting of the Central States Section of the Combustion Institute
dealt with the determination of lift-off conditions for a series of diluted hydrocarbon jet
diffusion flames (see p. 35). A fifth paper dealing with jet-flame structure which was
entitled, "Planar Visualization of Propane Jets and Propane Jet Diffusion flames." was
presented at the 1990 ASME Fluids Engineering Division Meeting (see p. 41).
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Structure of Jet Diffusion Flames

W. M. Roquemore
AFWAL/Aero Propulsion Laboratory

Wright Patterson AFB, OH 45433-6563

L. P. Goss and W. F. Lynn
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

Dayton, OH 45440-3696

L-D. Chen
University of Iowa

Iowa City, IA 52242

Abstract

This paper presents some of the more important structural characteristics of jet
diffusion flame as obtained using a 2-dimensional laser sheet-lighting vicualization
technique. The effects of fuel exit velocity on the structure of jet diffusion flames are
discussed. The temperature field of a propane jet diffusion flame, with a Reynolds number
of 4000, is probed using Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS). The flow
visualization results are used to interpret the mean, rms and pdf temperature data.

Introduction

Most of the past investigations on the structure of hydrocarbon jet flames reported
statistical quantities (e.g., mean and higher-order moments) from point measurements and
schlieren/shadowgraph visualization. The point measurements can not ,atisfactorily
describe the dynamics of the flow and schlieren/shadowgraph suffers the integrated effects
along the light path. It has been shown1 that a 2-D visualization technique, utilizing a
reactive scheme to form light-scattering particles, is a valuable tool in studying flame
structures. The main objectives of this paper are to discuss some of the insights into the
structure of jet diffusion flames obtained from examinations of flame photographs taken at
low fuel velocities to flame lift-off conditions and to interpret CARS temperature
measurements in terms of the observed structurc. It is shown that many of the
characteristics of jet flames can be readily interpreted using the 2D sheet lighting technique.

Experimentai

The sheet lighting technique involves seeding the fuel jet and the dry annulus air jet
with TiC14 vapor. TiCl4 reacts spontaneously and nearly instantaneously with the water
product of the flame to form micron size TiO 2 particles and HC1. Mie scattering from the
TiO 2 particles is observed at righz angles to the plane of the laser-sheet formed by the
vertical expansion of a laser beam. The scattered light, which is recorded on film by a
camera, provides a view of the air/water product interface outside the visible flame surface
and the fuel/water produce interface inside the flame. Both contoured nozzles and tubes
have been used as fuel jets. Propane, methane and ethylene fuels have been examined. The
fuel jet is surrounded by a 15 cm/s air flow from a 25 cm diameter coannular jet.
Additional information is prescnted in the literature (Ref. 1).
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Results and Discussion

General Flame Structure

Yule, et al. 2 have made detail studies of the structure of a transitional/turbulent
propane jet flame having a burner equivalence ratio of 10.4 (propane and air). Their flame
was stabilized on a contoured nozzle with a diameter of 2.54 cm and had a Reynolds
number of 10000 (based on air properties). A 1 m/s sheath of air surrounded the flame.
Sketches of the flame structure they observed using a color schlieren visualization
technique are illustrated in Fig. 1 Also included in Fig. 1, is the visualization of a
transitional propane jet diffusion flame (Re=4000) we obtained with the TiCI4 , laser sheet-
lighting technique. The flame is stablized on a 1 cm diameter nozzle that is contoured to
give a flat velocity exit profile.

The present visualization agreed qualitatively with Yule, et al, in Ref. 2. They
identified two regions containing organized structures. One region, located outside of the
flame surface, consisted of large slow moving vortices that occurred at a frequency of
about 30 Hz. They referred to this as an outer preheat zone. Another zone, referred to as
the inner preheat zone, was located inside the flame at the potential core interface. These
type of structures are clearly identified in the flame photograph in Fig. 1. The structures
inside the visible flame surface represent the fuel and H2 0 combustion product interface
and the large structures outside the flame surface mark the air, H 2 0 product interface. The
frequency of the outer structures in our experiments was about 12 Hz. The characteristics
of the outer and inner structures and influence they have on the flame properties will be
discussed in the next few paragraphs.

Outer Structures

At low and intermediate fuel velocities, the toroidal vortices observed outside the
visible flame surface play a dominating role in determining the flame structure. The rotation
of the toroidal vortices can pull the flame radially outward forming a flame bulge. This is
illustrated in Fig. 2 for a low flow rate methane jet flame. As the fuel velocity is increased,
the flame has less time to be affected by the rotation of the outer vortices and the flame
bulge is reduced in size as illustrated by the methane jet flame shown in Fig. 3. The
frequency of the outer vortices (same as that of the flame bulge) corresponds to the flame
flicker frequency of about 12 Hz and is relatively independent of fuel type and central
nozzle design for a wide range of fuel velocities. The outer structures are believed to be
established by a buoyancy driven shear layer. At high fuel flow rates, the outer structures
are reduce in size and appear to be responsible, in part, for the wrinkled appearance of the
visible flame.

Inner Structures

The turbulent characteristics of jet diffusion flames are most cleaily illustrated by
the fuel/water product interface occurring inside the flame surface. An initial instability
wave forms in the potential core region of the jet at very low fuel flow rates as showr in the
low Reynolds number flame in Fig. 2. This inner instability develops into coherent
vortices as the fuel velocity is increased (Fig. 3). At higher fuel flow rates, the inner vor -
tices start to coalesce at some distance downstream and their coherence is lost. The flame
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spreading angle increases at the axial location where the vortices start to coalesce mvch like
a nonreacting shear layer grows when vortices coalesce. These characteristics are shown in
Fig. 4. Small-scale, unorganized vortex structures, shown in Fig. 4, are formed when the
vortices coalesce. We believe that flamelets (small protrusions of the flame surface) are the
result of localized collisions of the small-scale vortices with the flame surface. When a
vortex (with a very large radial velocity component) collides with the flame surface, the
flame can stretch to the extent that it is quenched and a localized hole, where there is no
visible flame, appears in the flame surface. Normally, if a hole is formed high-up in the
flame, the surrounding flame will reignite the unburned fuel in the hole. If the hole is
formed near the jet exit where the flame is already highly stressed, the hole will open up
and the flame will lift.

CARS Temperature Measurements

To ascertain the temperature field in a jet diffusion flame, a detailed series of CARS
temperature profile measurements were madc on a propane jet flame with an exit velocity of
1.8 m/s. A view of this flame, as obtained using the laser sheet lighting technique, is
shown in Fig. 1. The experimental CARS setup is described elsewhere and will not be
discussed here. 3 Six axial locations were chosen for study including 10, 50, 100, 150,
200 and 250 mm above the nozzle exit. A radial profile was measured at each of these axial
locations at 1 to 0.2 mm increments, depending on the flame characteristics. A nonresonant
fitting code was developed to analyze the N2 CARS spectra in and around the fuel jet.
Measurements inside the fuel jet were limited to those areas where N2 from the surrounded
air had penetrated.

The average, rms and pdf temperature profiles at six axial locations are shown in
Fig. 5. The average and rms profiles are plotted with the same spatial scale as the flame
shown in Fig. 1. At the 10 mm location the peak temperature occurs at a radial location of
about 8 mm. The temperature pdf at this location is Gaussian. The low rms values indicate
the the flame surface is relatively stable at this axial location.

At an axial location of 150 mm, the mean temperature peaks at a radial location of
about 10 mm with an inflection point occurring at a location of 20 mm. The photograph of
the flame shows that the visible flame surface expands outward at some distance
downstream. This bulging effect appears to result from the rotation of the outside vortices
pulling the flame outward. It is a dynamic effect in that the bulge moves upward at the
axial velocity of the flame. A temperature measurement at the 20 mm position will depend
on the location of the flame bulge at the time the measurement is make. If the flame surface
is at the 20 mm position, a high temperature will be measured. If the flame surface is
located at 10 mm, essentially room air with some combustion products is present at the 20
mm position and a low temperature will be measured. The pdf s support this description.
The shape of the mean temperature profile is determined by the fraction of time that the
flame surface spends at a given location. The inflection point, at the 20 mm location,
probably represents the maximum spatial extent of the flame at this axial location. The rms
profile reflects the dynamics of the flame surface w'th a peak occurring where the hot and
cold modes are equally prrbable.

Conclusions

A systematic examination of jet diffusion flames, from very low velocities to lift-off
conditions using a 2D visualization technique, shows the presence of large toroidal vortices

3
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outside the visible flame surface. These vortices are believed to be responsible for the
flame flicker frequency and are believed to be driven by buoyant forces. At low and
transitional fuel flow rates, the rotation of these outside vortices create a dynamic bulging
motion in the flame surface that is responsible for the shapes of the mean and rms
temperature profiles. Thus, for transition flames, the temperature characteristics of the
flame are determined to a large extent by buoyant driven structures that are outside the
flame surface.

The turbulent nature of jet diffusion flames is primarily determined by the internal
structures formed along the fuel/product interface. Well organized vortex structures are
formed for transitional flow conditions. Turbulence, involving the formation of small,
unorganized, 3D vortices in the flame, starts at the axial location where the organized
vortex structures start to coalesce. The coalescence starts high in the flame and moves
toward the nozzle as the flow rate increases. An increased spreading of the flame is
observed at the axial location where coalescence occurs. Thus, the flame growth appears to
be similar to the growth of a nonreacting shear layer by coalescence of vortices. The
appearance of the flamelets, normally associated with turbulence, is a result of collisions of
small scale vortices with the flame surface. If the collision involves a vortex with a very
high radial velocity component, the flame can stretch to the point that it is quenched locally
around the vortex. Flame lift-off can occur when a localized hole, due to the collision
process, is formed near the lip of the nozzle. This is most likely to occur at the axial
location where the organized inner vortices start to coalesce.

References
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Figure. 2. Methane, Re = 400. Figure 3. Methane, Re = 1800. Figure 4. Methane, Re = 5800
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BUOYANT DIFFUSION FLAMES

L.-D CHEN 'IND J. P. SEABA

Department of Mechanical Engineering
The University of Iowa
Iowa City. Iowa 52242

W. M. ROQUEMORE
Wright Aeronautical Laboratories

Aero Propulsion Laboratory
Wriight-Patterson AFB. Ohio 45433

kND

L. P. GOSS

Systems Research Laboratories. Inc.
Dayton. OH 45440-3696

Planar %isualization was employed to study flame structure and low frequency flame os-
cllation. Two distinct vortices were visualized in the flames studies: large toroidal vortices
outside the luminous flame and small roll-up vortices inside the luminous flame. The flame
oscillation frequency and the convective velocity of the toroidal vortices were measured for
eth.lene. methane, and propane diffusion flames over a wide range of test conditions. The
frequency was typically in the range 10 to 20 Hz and the convective velocity was approxi-
mateh. 0.8 m/s. The frequency of the toroidal vortices was found to correlate with the flame
oscillation frequency. The potential effects of the toroidal vortices on the flame dynamics at
low hinel flow rates are discussed, for example. low frequency flame oscillation, non-linear
tIlame bulge motion, and quenching of the luminous flame surface.

Introduction Two different vortices have been identified in jet
diffusion flames6 2- 14 small roll-up vortices inside
the luminous flame and large toroidal vortices out-

Low frequency flame oscillations, also known as side the luminous flame. The small vortices are due
the flame flicker' and flare,' have been observed to Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the jet, similar to
fbr some time. The flicker frequency observed in that observed in cold jets. The role of the inner
uonprernixed and partially premixed flames is typ- vortices in turbulent jet diffusion flames in relation

icall% iii the range of 10 to 20 Hz. e.g., see Refs. to laminar flamelets and the lift-off phenomenon
1-10. The frequency is relatively independent of were discussed in Ref. 12. The toroidal %ortices
the fuel t% pe. nozzle size. and jet exit velocity. This outside the luminous flame are due to the buoy-
-in'ariant" nature has puzzled the combusion com- ancy driven Kelvin-Helmholtz type of instability
munit. for years. Different hypotheses and conjec- The occurring frequency and convective velocity of
tures were proposed to explain the phenomenon. the toroidal vortices and its potential impact on the
Employing a linear instability analysis. Buckmaster flame dynamics are discussed in this paper
and Peters t ' showed that a modified Kelvin-Helm- The present study employs a planar %isualization
holtz type instability exists in diffusion flames, pre- technique known as Reactive Mic Scattering RISI
dicting a low frequency oscillation around 17 Hz. in which Mie scattering TiO 2 particles were rormed
The instabilit% is due to a buoyancy -induced veloc- by chemical reaction between the combustion
ity field which surrounds a forced convective flow. product H20 and the seeded gas TiCI4 . The RMS
In an independent study,11'12 it was speculated that technique can provide detailed information on flow
the vortical structures outside the luminous flame structures, -12 .15.16 and can be applied rather eas-
are due to buoyancy-driven instability and are also ily. More detailed discussions on the technique can
responsible for the low frequency flame oscillation. be found in Refs. 15, 16.
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6-78 TURBULENT COMBUSTION: NONPREMIXED FLAMES

Experimental Methods frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser Quanta Ray Model
DCR-2) was used as the light source (at 532 nm)

Mie scattering particles are formed in the flow- for still photographs. The laser was operated in a
field resulting from mixing between fuel and com- single pulse mode (15 ns pulse output). The laser
bustion products. or air and combustion products. was electronically triggered when the camera shut-
In the experiments, a small amount of TiC4 vapor ter was opened. High speed movies were made with
was added to the fuel and air. As a result, TiO2  a high repetition rate 16000 pulse/s copper vapor
particles are formed due to the chemical reaction laser as the light source. The framing rate was 1000
of TiCI4 and the combustion product H20. The re- frames/sec. The cameras for still photographs and
action stoichiometry is high-speed movies were positioned normal to the

vertical light plane which passed through the cen-
TiCI4 -,- 2HO = TiO 2 + 4 HCI (1) ter of the burner.

.Mie scattering from TiO2 particles illuminated by
The amount of TiCI4 added to the flow was not me- an argon ion laser 1514.5 nm) or a copper vapor
tered but limited to the vapor pressure of 1.38 kPa laser (at 510 and 578 nm) was recorded using a 1/
at 298 K.Y1 The reaction of TiC4 and H20 is weakly 4-m spectrometer and photomultiplier assembly
exothermic. The effects on the flame properties, similar to Ref. 21. The spectrometer was tuned to
however. are not significant. The equilibrium cal- the maximum intensity of the light source. A sec-
culations employing a NASA equilibrium code"5 yield ond photomultiplier was used to record the total
stoichiometric temperatures of 2168 K (at a mixture radiation including emission and Mie scattering from
fraction f = 0.0584), 2312 K (f = 0.0636). and 2210 the flame. The two photomultipliers were posi-
K If = 0.0584), respectively for methane, ethylene, tioned at desired locations using a He-Ne laser for
and propane. The above calculation was made set- alignment. The output from the photomultipher was
ting the vapor pressure of TiCI4 to 1.38 kPa and amplified (bandpass set at I kHz), recorded by an
the reactant temperature to 298 K. The corre- FM tape recorder (operated at a speed of 30 ips for
sponding stoichiometric conditions without TiCL4 for one minute), and monitored by an oscilloscope. The
methane, ethylene, and propane are 2226 K f = signal was then analyzed by an FFT spectrum ana-
0.0548), 2370 K f = 0.0634), and 2266 K (f = lyzer.
0.0600), respectively. The 35-60 K decrease in
stoichiometric temperatures is mainly due to the
equilibrium shift as HCI and TiO 2 formed at the Results and Discussion
expense of combustion products. H20 and CO.

The mean diameter of TiO, particles formed due Visualization of a transitional jet diffusion flame
to the reaction of TiCI4 and moist room air was re- is shown in Fig. 1. The experiment was conducted
ported as 1. 1 Am. 9 The frequency response of I using a 10 mm nozzle fueled with methane gas at
Lm TiO. particles in gas flows is known in the range Re = 2390 (Uo = 4.09 m/s). The photograph was

of I to 10 kHz.20 The frequency response is ade- taken with a still camera aimed at a right angle to
quate for Mie scattering experiments at the con- the vertical light sheet. The vertical light sheet, as
ditions studied in this paper. discussed earlier, was positioned across the center-

The test apparatus was described in Refs. 12, 16, line of the jet flame. The photograph thus recorded
21. In summary, a fuel nozzle was located at the a two-dimensional image of %lie scattering super-
center of a small vertical combustion tunnel point- imposed with a planar projection of the three di-
ing upward. The low velocity and low turbulence mensional luminous flame.
coflowing air was supplied through an annular jet The visualization revealed two distinct vortical
having a divergent section and a flow straightener structures. i.e., large toroidal vortices outside the
ihoneycomb and fine mesh screen). The annular air luminous flame termed outer vortices in the dis-
has a diameter of 254 mm. The annulus air velocity cussion herein) and small roll-up vortices inside the

CL'al was maintained at 0.15 m/s for the data pre- flame (inner vortices). The first identifiable outer
sented in this paper, unless specified otherwise. vortex, at this particular instant, was located at 80
Dried air having a dew point of -38* C was used. to 150 mm above the burner, and followed by a
The experiments were conducted using three fuel second vortex that was located at 150 to 200' rm
nozzles. i.e.. a contoured nozzle iDo = 11 mm and above the burner. An obvious flame bulge was seen
two tube burners (Do = 10 mm and 22.5 mm. tube at a height W near 130 mm, or near the 'dislocated
length of 40 mm). Commercial grade methane, saddle" point A. The flame bulge is probably formed
ethylene, and propane were used as the fuel. The due to the rotational flow inside the outer %ortices.
fuel and air flowrates were regulated with cali- The mechanism is speculated to be that the toroidal
brated rotameters. vortex below the flame bulge moves the flame sur-

The optical arrangement for the RMS visualiza- face radially outward while the one above the bulge
tion was similar to that cited in Refs. 14, 16. A drags the flame surface inward. Thus a bulge was

12
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formed. It was also due to this view that the dis-
located saddle point A was named. 2 Inside the lu-
minous flame, well defined roll-up vortices first ap-
peared at : > 20 mm tor >2 Do). The inner vortices
grew rapidly until : - 40 mm was reached. Be-
yond that location, the size of the inner vortices'Mu remained relatively constant before a height of 80
mm. or Point B, was reached. Point B is the lower
critical" point or the boundary of the observable

outer vortex. Downstream of Point B, inner vor-
tices seemed to be stretched before vortex pairing
or coalescence was observed near the flame bulge.

The outer vortex is the flow structure due to
buoyancy-driven Kelvin-Helmholtz type instability.
The frequencies of these vortices are well corre-
lated with the flame bulge and the flame oscillation
frequency. As an example. the time histories of the
flame bulge. Point A, and Point B (c.f., Fig. 1) are
illustrated in Fig. 2. The results were obtained by
image analysis of high-speed movies (1000 fps) taken
from the methane jet diffusion flame shown in Fig.
1. Periodicity in outer vortices and flame bulge is
illustrated by the three cycles shown in Fig. 2. The
frequency for this condition is 14.3 Hz.

A two stage behavior of the flame bulge motion
is seen in Fig. 2. The flame bulge first moved in
parallel with Point A, until 80 ms in the first cycle.
150 ms in the second cycle, and 220 ms in the third
cycle, then it accelerated passing Point A. The ac-
celeration of the flame bulge momentarily increased
the convective velocity of Point A near the inter-
section of the two curves (Flame Bulge and Point
A). This suggests that two inflection points with re-
spect to time probably exist in the convective ve-
locity of Point A they occurred prior to and im-
mediately after the time of the crossing. The crossing
of the flame bulge through the saddle point can be
seen in Fig. 3(a). The methane diffusion flame shown
in Fig. 3(a) was issued from a contoured nozzle at
Re = 410 1Do = 10 mm. Uo = 07 m/s. The

300

Flame Buke I name ule 2 -'ame Buqe 3

200

EEAl - A3

1004
Bi 92 53

0 '00 200 300
FIG I Planar %nsualization of a methane jet dif- T"Fe (ms)

f'usiol flame Re = 2390. 10 mm nozzlet, FIf. 2. Time history of a methane jet diffusion
flame (Re = 2390. 10 mm nozzle)
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LV-

FI(.. .3. Planar visualization of methane let diffusion tlaine., at Re = 410. 10 non nozzle 1, lie = 1o.
I I mm tube. (c Re = 64'20. 10 mm nozzle

photograph showed that a flame bulge at z - 25(0 well defined. the outer %ortices. h, %cw r till can
m, accelerates. passing the saddle point located be identified. For example Fig ),( is, .L m'ualiz-
at : 2 20 nn. The acceleration and the rotational ation ota methane Iet diffitsion tlamni t tic = ( 420
mnotion inside the outer %ortices that causes the flame .Do = 10 nam. o = I1 in/ .t this uiditimon.
to he stretched in the axial direction. lore ignif- the tame surface 15 not av simooth i m t -it - .
lcant stretching was observed at low fuel flow rates. Fifs I and 3a' Flanmelets are fiim.d duc to miner
At some instance, a portion of the flame ma be %ortices colliding \%ith otherise inoo ,th tlaii ,ir-
quenched b, the outer %ortex as shown in Fig. 3(1). t ice The flarne now c.perietwi.s J limlh stramin
At high fuel flow rates, the tdame bulge is no longer rate at locationN %%here the miner \,rt(v.s proitride

14
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FIG. 4. Spectra of a methane jet diffusion flame FIG. 5. Frequency of jet diffusion flames test
,',c - i3'j. mm tube, conditions summarized in Table 1).

the flame surtace. A high straining rate is also ex- order harmonics at 28 Hz and 42.5 Hz. The ob-
penenced by the flame at locations near the burner servation showed that the flame oscillation and the
exit where high %elocity gradients exist. outer vortex are correlated.

To further illustrate the correlation h-tween the The results of the frequency measurements with
flame bulge and the outer vortex, pow - spectra of the two techniques described above jimaging and
the flame luminosity and Nie scattenngi from the spectrum analysis) are summarized in Fig. 5. The
outer vortex are shown in Fig. 4. The measure- flame oscillation or the outer vortex occurrence fre-
ments were made with a tube burner iDo = 11 quency was found in the range of 11.4 to 17.4 Hz
mm) fueled with methane gas at Re = 2370 while for the conditions summarized in Table 1-rela-
L'a was miuntained at 0. 11 m/s. The data were taken tively independent of the fuel type, burner geom-
at - 113 mm using two photomultipliers. The etry. and burner exit velocity, consistent with ear-
photomultipliers were aimed at the center of the lier studies. 1- A general trend, however, can be
flame and focused at the laser light sheet tabout 30 extracted from reviewing the data available to us.
mm away trom the centerline) for flame luminosity The frequency was found to increase as the burner
and Mie scattering measurements respectively; To velocity is increased or the coflowing air velocity is
eliminate detection of Mie scattering signals due to increased. The increase in coflowing air velocity will
the flow inside the luminous flame. TiCI4 seeding delay the inflection point in axial velocity to a
to the fuel jet was stopped. On the other hand. the downstream location. As a result, the frequency is
Mie scattenng detection was checked examining the expected to increase following the analysis bN Buck-
signals ,Aith the laser source being blocked. Satis- master and Petersil) in that a z"" dependence was
factorv results were obtained. A frequency of 14 Hz found. The burner geometry also exhibits a weak
was recorded by the two detectors, as well as higher- influence on flame oscillation frequencies. It was

TABLE I
Summary of test conditions

Fuel Tspe Do (mm) Burner Type Uo Im/s) La m/s'

Eth-lene 22.3 Tube 0.4 l1.3
Eth\ lene t0 Coitoured Nozzle 1 26-4 09 0 13

Methane to Contoured Nozzle 1,81-6,83 0 (65.) 13
Methane it Tube 0 79-4.02 0)1.0. 13
Mlethane 22.5 Tube 0S-269 0 13
Propane 10 Contoured Nozzle 1.06-2.44 1)1
Propane 11 Tube 0.2-2.37 007J) 1.0 11
Propane 22.5 Tube 0 71-1 .36 0. 13

15
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1ound" that long pipes generally had a higher fre- Z
quenc. than contoured nozzles at a similar condi- Z (nun)
tion ,Do and Re). The oscillation frequency also ;I |
showed' a weaker dependence in Re. or L'o. a Re" 07

dependence was found for long pipes while Re" 14 245

was found for nozzles. J,
The %ortex convective velocity extracted from -

image analhsis is shown in Fig. 6. The convective
%ehitie% of Points A and B are quite constant, with
A ha m u a Nlightlv higher %elocit,. The correlation 212
coefficient of position %ersus time is better than |
99 9% for the data presented in Fig. 6. The slightly
higher conective .elocit% at Point A is consistent -
%vith the observation that the outer sortex first grew
&xi.ll. and then radially. Growth in the radial di-
recton is probabiv due to entrainment of the cool
anbient ar. thereby slowing down the vortex mo-
tion. allo%%ng the flame bulge to accelerate passing
Point X. The data reported in Fig. 6 are for two -,
burner confiurations t1l0 mm nozzle and 11 mm
tube' and three fuels tethvlene. methane and pro-
pane- with Ua maintained at 0.15 or 0.1 m/s. Un-
tler these conditions, the con'ective velocity varied
in the range 0.66 to 0.87 m/s with Point A and 108
Point B rnosing at similar speeds. Point A. never- A
theless. had a slightly higher velocity for most con-
ditions. It is interesting to note that the character- 0 10 20 30 40 50
itic \ elo it% of the kinetic energ due to buoyancy
forces is Wi8 m/s. based on gravitational acceler- FREQUENCY (Hz)
ation of 9.1 m/s 2 . height of 40 mm. and a density FiG. 7. Spectra of ethylene jet diffusion flames
difference of I kg/rn3 . This value is typical of the tRe = 2500, 22.3 mm tube)
utrtex Lon'ective velocity observed in the present
stud%.

An interesting buoyancy effect on the flame dy- m/s) are shown in Fig. 7. The photomultiplier was
naniles is the "pairing" or "merging" of the lumi- aimed at the center of the flame at different Lxial
nous flame The spectra of an ethylene diffusion locations. Predominant frequencies of 12 and 24 Hz
flame at Re 2.300 Do 22.5 mm. Uo = 0.95 (fundamental and harmonic) were registered at _ =

108 mm. The 12 Hz frequency is what would be
normally identified as the flame oscillation fre-
quency. At downstream locations, e.g. z = 190 and
212 mm. the strength of the harmonic frequency
increased and higher order harmonics became ob-

* sersable At - = 245 mm. a iub-harmonic fre-

!" I. :quencv of6 Hz was seen. The sub-harmonic prob-
- abk results from the "merging' of the flame bulge.

£ , a The process of merging" can be seen clearl% in high-
speed movies: when a flame bulge moved up and

0 Methane a outward, its convective velocity slowed down allow-
- Methane. A

V1 4 Ethylene. B ing the next flame bulge to catch up. As a result.
A Ethylene. A the preceding flame bulge interacts with the trail-
* Propane a ing one. The process occurred it esern other flame
SPropane A bulge formed near the burner exit. thus a sub-har-

monic frequency was registered.
S' ' , , ,Flame oscillations ha~e been obsersted t let dif-0 2 4 6 a fusion flames at low Re~nolds number condition.

Fuel VelOCty (rtS)/ e.g.. Figs. 3a) and tb). Non-oscillating laminar dif-
fusion flames, however, were obserxed using a .5

Ft(. f (u'onsectine selocity of outer toroidal vor- mm nozzle fueled with methane at Re = 120 Uo
ie - 0.39 m/s). A non-oscillating laminar diffusion

16
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flame may also be observed when the fuel gas was ding inside a propane diffusion flame t22.5 mm tube
mixed with an inert gas. This was seen in a hv- burner at Re = 1100) was shown2' to correlate with
drogen and nitrogen diffusion flame at Re = 3452 the flame oscillation at a frequency of 13 Hz. Fur-
,based on Uo = 6.21 m/s, Do = 10 mm, and the ther study of the interaction between the buoy-
mixture viscositv) and a volumetric ratio of nitrogen ancy-driven vortices and fluid motion inside the
to h.drogen equal to 2.67. The suppression of the flame is needed to better understand the phenom-
outer vortex (thus the flame bulge) is due to the enon.
change in stotchioietric mixture fraction (from
0 0283 for pure hydrogen to 0.5282 for the mixture)
that moses the flame location toward the inner Nomenclature
boundary ol the shear laver adjacent to the poten-
tial core. As a result, the near-flame regime is no Symbol Description
longer l)uoyancy dominated but momentum domi-
nated. suppressing the formation of outer vortices. Do burner diameter
Consequentiy. the flame bulge was not observed. f mixture fraction
It was noted that further decrease (slichtly in the Re burner exit Reynolds number based on Do.
H,/N, ratio results in a blow-off of the previously Uo and kinematic ,iscosity of the fuel gas
stabized flame. at 298 K

Ua annulus air velocity
Uo burner exit velocity, 4Q/7rDo2. where Q is

Summary and Conclusions the volumetnc flow rate
Z vertical distance above the burner exit plane

Buckmaster and Peters10 employed a linear in-
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* stoichiometric mixture fraction, tossird the inner
boundar% of the shear laver higher stoichiometric
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S R. Turns. Pennsylvania State Unit -. SA The location c-an be mused to A momentum domiuiated
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exterior to the flame zone. Since the vortex passing Strouhal number around 0 3. based oni the %%idth
Frequents in the outer zone is essentially indepen. of the outer %ortices. its frequencs iand (omet tis e
dent Of both flow velocity And fuel tsp.abuyn velocity) as presented in the oral preemumation. iia%
iiistahilits drisen by the temperature difference be. work Wt ork is in progress to usuvtatiair flii -h
tx'eeii the flame and the surroundings would seem sersatioti
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Abstract

This paper presents the structural characteristics of free, round, jet diffusion flames as

obtained using a new 2D laser she6t lighting visualization technique referred to as the RMS

(Reactive Mie Scattering) method. The results of analyzing photographs and high speed

movies of flames using the RMS method are discussed in terms of the visible flame structure.

The fuel velocity is varied from 0.16 to 17 -Vs. The presence of large toroidal vortices formed

outside the visible flame zone have been known for many years but their importance in

determining the dynamic structure of free jet diffusion flames has not been fully appreciated.

The influence of the outer vortices on flame structure is prevalent for near laminar and
transitional flames and diminishes for near turbulent flames. They are believed to result from

a Kelvin-Helmholtz type instability formed by a buoyantly driven shear layer. They appear to

be responsible for flame flicker defined by the separation of the flame tip or the oscillations of
the flame surface and for determining the shape .1 the mean, rms, and pdf radial profiles of
temperature. Vortex structures have also been observed inside the visible flame zone. In
transitional flames established by a contoured nozzle, these structures are shown to be on

the scale of the 10 mm diameter nozzle, toroidal, anid coherent for a long distance
downstream. However, they may have only a wininmal impact on the mean ,emperature

characteristics of transitional flames. Their impact on the visible flame structure of near

turbulent flames is large. At high fuel velocities, coalescence of the large vortices appear to
be correlated with the formation of small 3D vortices which are randomly distributed in size
and space. Collisions of the small vortices with the visible flame front produce small
localized flamelets which are responsible for the wrinkled appearance of the visible flame

surface. The localized stretching of the flame surface is believed to invoke finite rate
chemistry effects. Indeed, collisions are observed where the flame stretch is large enough to

cause localized holes to form in the flame surface. This appears to occur when the radial
velocities of the inner vortices are large. Holes formed near the lip of the jet are postulated to

be one mechanism that induces flame lift-off.
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Introducin

The Reactive Mie Scattering laser sheet-lighting technique has demonstrated the

capability of providing Information on bluff-body stabilized1 .2 and jet diffusion flames3.4 in

more detail than obtained by conventional Schlieren and shadowgraphic techniques. The

technique involves adding titanium tetrachloride (TICI4) vapor to both the dry co-flowing air
and the fuel. The TICI4 mixes with the water product of the flame and reacts spontaneously,

near-instantaneously and near-isothermnlly to form 0.7 to 5 micron diameter titanium dioxide

(Ti02) particles. The particles are visualized by Mle scattering from a sheet of laser light.
This provides a 2D view of the flow instead of a path integrated result.

Much of the detail provided by the technique results because the particles tend to

highlight the regions where thb water product mixes with the fuel and air on a molecular
level. Since the scattering cross-section is significantly reduced at higher temperatures,5 the

cooler regions of the flame are marked. Also, the diffusion of the T102 particles is
considerably less than that for gas molecules. Thus, the particles tend to highlight the

convection rather than molecular diffusion processes. The 2D flow visualization technique
will be referred to as the RMS (Reactive Mls Scattering) method since the technique uses a

reactive media (TICI4) to form the Ml scattering particles.

This paper discusses some of the Insights into the visible structure of jet diffusion

flames provided by examining flame photographs obtained using the RMS technique.

Photographs were taken of near laminar, transitional and lifted flames. CARS temperature

measurements were made in a transitional flame and the results are interpreted in terms of

the observed flame structure.

Experimental Methods

The experimental set-up for visualizing the flame by the RMS method is shown in Fig.

1. TiC14 vapor was added to both the dried annulus air and the fuel. The co-flowing air

stream had a velocity of 15 cm/s wKich was sufficient to reduce the room air disturbances
while not causing a significant effect on the visible flame structure. The annulus jet had a

diameter of 245 mm. An 11 mm diameter tube was used for the flame shown in Fig. 3a, all

other photographs were made with a 10 mm diameter nozzle which was contoured to provide

a flat velocity profile at the exit. The fuel type, either methane or propane, is Indicated for

each figure.

Mie scattering from the Tie2 particles were observed at right angles to the laser sheet.

A pulsed Nd:'AG laser was used as a light source and was electronically triggered when the

camera shutter was opened. Both the orange colored blackbody radiation from the soot par-
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ticies and the green Mie scattered laser light were recorded on the film. The flame luminosity

was integrated over the 2 ms camera shutter speed, while the Mte scattered light was cap-

tured during the 15 ns duration of the laser pulse. Additional information on the experimental

set-up is given in Ref. 3.

The luminous flame surface appears to be 2D in the photographs which can be mis-

leading, since it is really a 3D surface superimposed on the 2D photograph. However, using

the color discrimination between the luminous flame and the 2D Mie scattered light, one can

normally obtain a clear interpretation of the flame photographs. Unfortunately, the reader will

be hampered by the published black and white photographs. To partly negate this problem.

the flame, Mie scattered light, and other interesting features have been marked on some of

the photographs.

The Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy (CARS) system used to make tem-

perature measurements was developed by Goss, et al..6 and only the salient features will be

mentioned here. The system used the frequency doubled output from a pulsed Nd: YAG

laser to: pump a broadband dye laser and as the pump beam in the CARS process. A tem-

perature measurement was made during the 15 ns firing of the Nd: YAG laser. Fifteen hun-

dred measurements were made at each spatial location. This sample size was shown to be

sufficient to obtain stable mean, rms and pdf temperature measurements. The precision of

each single shot CARS measurement in a constant temperature environment is about +75 K.

The precision of the mean is estimated to be ±10 K.

A folded BOXCARS configuration was used to achieve a spatial resolution of less than

2 mm in the direction of laser beam propagation. There is undoubtedly some spatial

integration occurring In the measurement volume. This could broaden the pdrs, reduce the

rms values, reduce the probability of measuring near stoichiometric temperatures and reduce

the sharpness of the mean temperature gradients. The uncertainties in the temperature

measurements resulting from the size of the measurement volume will depend on the

characteristics of the flame being studied and are unknown. The impact of the measurement

volume size was somewhat reduced by traversing the burner in a direction perpendicular to

the propagation direction of the laser beams when making the radial profile measurements.

Results and Discussion

General Flame Structure

Yule, et al. 7 made detailed studies of the structure of a transitional premixed

(propanes+air) jet flame having an equivalence ratio of 10.4. This flame was stabilized on a

contoured nozzle with a diameter of 25.4 mm. The mass averaged fuel exit velocity was 640
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cm/s and Reynolds number was 104 (based on air properties). A 100 cm/s sheath of air sur-
rounded the flame. Their sketches of the flame structure, obtained from studies of color

Schlieren photographs, are illustrated In Fig. 2. Also Included in Fig. 2, is a photograph of a

transitional propane jet diffusion flame (Re a 5318) obtained with the RMS technique. This

flame is stabilized on a 10 mm diameter contoured nozzle.

A very good qualitative agreement between the Schleren and RMS results are shown
in Fig. 2. Yule, at al.7 identified two regions containing organized structures. One region, lo-

cated outside of the flame surface, consisted of large slow moving vortices that occurred at a
frequency of about 30 Hz. They referred to this region as an outer preheat zone. Another re-

gion, referred to as the inner preheat zone, was located inside the flame at the potential core

interface. These type of structures are clearly identified in the flame photograph in Fig. 2.
The structures Inside the visible flame surface represent the fuel/H20 product interface and
the large structures outside the flame surface mark the air/H2 0 product Interface. The fre-
quency of the outer structures in our experiments was about 15 Hz. We observed that the
frequency of the outer structures increased with an increase in annulus air velocity. This may

account, in part, for the 30 Hz frequency observed by Yule, et al. since their annulus flow was
considerably larger than ofirs. The characteristics of the outer and inner structures and the
influence they have on the flame properties will be discussed in the next few paragraphs.

Outer Structures

The outer structures are bqlleved to be established by a natural convection, buoyancy-

driven shear layer. The flow field outside the stoichiometric flame surface consists of three
components, two forced components and a natural convection component. The forced
components are due to the momentum of the annular and fuel jets. From studies of high
speed movies it appears, for the methane and propane flames under study, that most of the
forced flow from the fuel jet was Inside the visible (luminous) flame surface and did not
contribute greatly to flow field outside the flame surface. The annulus flow velocity was
significant in the lower regions of the flame but appeared to be overcome by the constant

acceleration of the buoyancy driven flow at a height of about 70 mm from the nozzle exit.
This height Is noteworthy because it identifies the location where an instability in the outer

flow had developed into a larger toroidal vortex. This location was nearly constant for all of
our experiments which suggest that it was weakly dependent on fuel nozzle design, fuel type
and fuel velocity. It was, however, strongly dependent on the annulus air velocity. Thus, we

believe that the flow field outside the flame surface was dominated by natural convection

induced by buoyancy.

The outer vortices result from an Instability in the outer shear layer. Their impact on

the flame structure at low and intermediate fuel velocities Is significant If not dominating in the
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flames studied. The outer vortices are believed to be responsible for flame flicker as defined

by the separation of the flame tip from the main body of the flame or the natural low frequency

oscillation of the flame surface. This assessment Is In agreement with the analysis reported

by Buckmaster and Peters8 who predicted that the flame flicker frequency results from an

instability In the outer shear layer. The clipping of the flame tip is shown in Fig. 3a. The

height of this flame was just above the height where the outer vortices are formed. This

appeared to be a necessary condition for making the flame tip susceptible to the stretching

and quenching actions of the outer vortices. Schlieren and flame photographs of the flame

clipping process were taken by Kimura 9 and Toong et al. 10 but the photographs were not

sufficiently revealing to allow a clear explanation of the phenomena.

Another form of flame flicker Is the oscillation of the luminous flame surface. This oc-

curs for longer flames (higher fuel flow rates) than that shown in Fig. 3a. Figure 3b illustrates

the flame oscillation process. The flame surface is pulled radially outwards as the toroidal

vortices rotate. This results in the formation of the bulge in the flame surface shown in Fig.

3b. To an observer in the laboratory, the upwards convective motion of the oscillating flame

surface will have a flickering appearance. If velocities or temperatures are measured as a

function of time at a point in the flow field, near sinusodal oscillations will result as observed

by Toong et al. 10 and Duro and Whtelaw.1 1 The frequency of oscillation will correspond to

the frequency of the outer vortices which was about 15 Hz in our experiment. This frequency

was nearly independent of fuel type Aind fuel nozzle design (diameter, tube or contoured

nozzle) tor a wide range of fuel velocities. This is consistent with previously reported obser-

vations. 9 10. 1 1 With an additional increase in fuel velocity, the flame has less time to be af-

fected by the rotation of the outer vortices and the flame bulge is reduced In size, as Illus-

trated by the methane jet flames shown in Figs. 3c and 3d. Thus, the flame flicker, resulting

from large scale oscillations in the flame surface, appears to diminish as the relative velocity

betweent the flame surface and the outer vortices increases. At the high fuel flow rates shown

in Fig. 4. the outer structures are small and not easily recognizable. However, studies of high

speed movies indicate that the outer structures still have some impact on the flame even at

these relatively high velocities. They appear to be responsible, in part, for a long wavelength

oscillation in the visible flame surface.

Entrainment of air is another important effect of the outer vortex structures. As the vor-

lices rotate, they entrain air which is preheated by mixing with combustion products picked up

Irom the flame surface. The preheated air and products are transported to the flame surface

by rotation of the vortices where the oxygen reacts with the fuel which is supplied, in part, by
the convective motion of vortex structures internal to the flame. At high fuel flow rates, the

Outer vortices are transformed to a layer of hot gases with very little rotational motion (See

Fig. 4). However, air is still entrained, mixed and preheated in this hot layer and transported
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to the flame surface by diffusive and convective actions.

The transport of air and products from outside the high temperature flame surface Into

the interior of the flame could be a two step process. The first step is the entrainment of air

by the outer vortices and the second is the transport of outside fluid into the interior of the
flame. The rates of these two processes may also be different. The entrainment of air into the
outer vortices is probably large judging by the volume they encompass; whereas, the

transport across the high temperature surface of the flame will most likely be inhibited the by
the high viscosity layer of the flame. The processes are complicated by a dependence on

such parameters as air and fuel velocities and nozzle diameter. The entrainment processes

are very important to our understanding of jet diffusion flames and are not clearly understood.

We have approached the discussions of the outer vortices from the view that they are

causing the oscillation in the flame surface and not the motion of the flame surface inducing

an instability in the outer shear layer. This view is suggested theoretically by the instability
analysis performed by Buckmaster and Peters.8 Experimental evidence also suggests that

this view is correct. For example, the outer vortex structure is not changing greatly in Figs. 3b,

3c, and 3d (the photograph in Fig. 3b is not at the same spatial scale as those in Figs. 3c and

3d due to a difference in camera location); but, the outward extent of the flame bulge is
reduced with an increase in fuel flow rate. This is difficult to understand if the flame was

inducing the outer vortex motion. If the outer vortices are driving the flame oscillations, then

eliminating the vortices should eliminate the oscillations. This requires replacing the natural

buoyancy-induced convection by a dominating forced flow field. We performed such an ex-
periment by adding a sufficient quantity of N2 to a H2 jet diffusion flame so that the stoichio-

metric surface lies well within the body of the momentum forced shear layer of tha jet. When

this was done the outer structures were not present and the bulges in the flame surface did

not occur. It should also be possible to eliminate the outer vortices by forcing the annular air
flow at a sufficiently high velocity to mask the natural convection. This experiment was not

performed because our air supply was not large enough. Such an experiment was however

performed by Kimura, 9 as well as an experiment where air was added to the primary jet
(which would bring the stoichometric flame surface into the body of the jet shear layer so the
impact of the natural convection of the outer shear layer would be reduced just as for our

H2/N2 flame). The result was that the flame flicker was not present. Kimura did not comment

on whether the large vortex structures were absent in the above experiment since he did not

attribute this effect to the elimination of the natural convection in the outer shear layer.

Inner Structures

Vortex structures located inside the flame surface also develop as the fuel velocity is

Increased from near laminar conditions to near turbulent conditions. The development of the
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inner vortex structures can couple to the outside structures under certain conditions, which

ar not clearly understood. This was not as evident In this study as it was In studies using
larger fuel jets.4 .7

In contrast with the outer vortex structures, the structures of the inner vortices are very

dependent on the magnitude and radial profile of the fuel velocity at the nozzle exit. This
dependence is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for a contoured nozzle. At a low fuel flow rate such as
that illustrated by the flame in Fig. 3b, an initial wave develops In the shear layer between the

potential core and the flame. This instability develops into coherent vortices as the fuel
velocity is increased (Figs. 3c). At the higher fuel flow rate shown in Fig. 3d, the inner vortices

coalesce at some distance downstream. Shortly after the vortices coalesce, they lose their

coherence ar " small-scale, unorganized vortex structures are observed. The height above
the nozzle, where coalescence starts, decreases as the fuel velocity increases. Also, the

flame spreading angle increases at the axial location where the vortices start to coalesce,
much like a nonreacting shear layer grows when vortices coalesce.12 These characteristics

are shown in Figs. 3d, 4a and 4b.

A small scale wrinkling In the visible flame occurs at higher fuel flow rate which could
also be interpreted as flame flicker. 13 However, the mechanism of flicker is very different
from that discussed earlier. Color photographs and high speed movies of the flame show

that small scale wrinkles or protrusions of the flame surface, which we will refer to as
flamelets, are the result of localized collisions of the small-scale vortices with the flame sur-

face. Small, localized flamelets are evident on close examination of Fig. 4b and the lifted
flame in Fig. 4c. When a vortex (with a very large radial velocity component) collides with the

flame surface, the flame can stretch to the extent that t is quenched, presumably in the fash-
ion predicted by Peters and Wiliams, 14 and a localized hole appears in the flame surface.

Normally, if a hole is formed high-up in the flame, the surrounding flame will reignite the un-
burned fuel in the hole. If the hole Is formed near the jet exit where the flame is already
highly stretched, the hole will open up and the flame will lift. The association of the abrupt
lifting of the flame with the formation of a localized hole was first observed by Eickhoff, Lenze

and LeuckelS using Schlieren photography. This process was captured in Fig. 4d where the
right side of the flame Is attached and the left side is lifted to a height of about 3 nozzle

diameters.

There are several interesting features associated with the lifting process captured in
Fig 4d. The inner vortices on the attached side maintain their coherence for a downstream

distance of about 5 diameters; whereas, the inner structures on the lifted side are washed-out
by the air entrained into the base of the flame. This flame has a Reynolds number of 22,600
based on nozzle diameter and cold flow Inlet conditions and would normally be considered

turbulent in a classical sense. However, the coherence of the inner vortices near the nozzle
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exit raises a question about whether It Is indeed turbulent within the first five diameters of the
nozzle exit. It is not known whether the coherent structures are the result of a change in fuel
viscosity due to heating or whether they result from an inviscid instability due to the
characteristics of the shear layer. This Is an Important point that needs additional study.

CARS Temperature Measurements

To ascertain the temperature field in a jet diffusion flame, a detailed series of CARS
temperature profile measurements were made on a propane flame with an exit velocity of 1.8
rn/s. A view of this flame, as obtained using the RMS technique, is shown in Fig. 5. Six axial
locations were chosen for study: 10, 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250 mm above the nozzle exit.
Radial temperature profiles were obtained at each of these axial locations at I to 0.2 mm
increments, depending on the flame characteristics. Measurements inside the fuel jet were
limited to those areas where N2 from the surrounding air had penetrated.

To aid in interpreting the single point measurements in terms of the dynamic charac-
teristics of the flame, radial profiles of mean (plots right of centerline) and rms (left of
centerline) temperatures are plotted to the same spatial scale as the flame photograph in Fig.
5. Probability density functions (pdfs) can be interpreted as the fraction of time that the flame
spends in a given temperature state. Values of pdfrs at three axial locations are also shown
in Fig. 5. At the 10 mm location the mean peak temperature occurs at a radial location of
about 8 mm. The temperature pdf at this location is single mode and Gaussian-like. The low
rms values indicate that the flame surface is relatively stable at this axial location. This Is also
supported by the result that the peak temperature occurs just outside of the visible flame
surface. The rms temperature peaks well inside the flame surface very near the shear layer
of the inner vortices.

At an axial location of 100 mm, the mean temperature peaks at a radial location of
about 10 mm with an inflection point occurring at a location of 20 mm. The photograph of the
flame shows that the visible flame surface expands outward at some distance downstream.
This bulging effect results from the rotation of the outside vortices pulling the flame outward.
It is a dynamic effect in that the bulge moves upward at the axial velocity of the flame. At a
stationary measurement the movement of the flame surface would appear as a sinusoidal
oscillation. A temperature measurement at the 20 mm position will depend on the location of
the flame bulge at the time the measurement is made. If the flame surface is at the 20 mm
position, a high temperature will be measured. If the flame surface Is located radially at 10
mm, essentially room air with some combustion products is present at the 20 mm position
and a low temperature will be measured. The bimodal shape of the pdf's at these radial
locations support this description. The shape of the mean temperature profile is determined
by the fraction of time that the flame surface spends at a given location. The inflection point,
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at the 20 mm location, probably represents the maximum spatial extent of the flame at the

100 mm axial location. The rms profile reflects the dynamic oscillation of the flame surface

with one peak occurring where the hot and cold modes are equally probable and another
peak occurring in the inner shear layer. It should be noted that i one were making spectral

measurements of temperature or velocity that at least two discrete frequencies would result,
one associated with the flame oscillation and the other associated with the inner vortex.

At the 200 mm axial station, the direction of rotation of the Inner vortices changes.
Observation of this effect was recently reported by Eickhoff and Winandy.16 A vortex always
rotates from the high to the low velocity side. The inner structures rotate outwards towards
the flame surface until a height of about 175 mm at which point they rotate inward toward the
centerline. This indicates that above 175 mm the flame surface has been accelerated by
buoyancy to the point where it is moving faster than the inner, cooler fuel. This apparent
change in direction of rotation does not have any obvious impact on the mean, rms or pdf
temperature profiles at the 200 mm axial location. Indeed, the temperature profiles appear to
be primarily determined by the time weighting of the flame oscillations Induced by the outside
vortices.

Summary and Conclusions

A systematic examination of jet diffusion flames, from very low velocities to lift-off con-
ditions using the RMS technique, shows the presence of large toroidal vortices outside the
visible flame surface. These vortices are believed to develop from a Kelvin-Helmholtz type
instability driven by buoyancy. The vortices are responsible for flame flicker associated with
the separation of the flame tip from the main body of the flame or oscillations of the flame
Surface. The flicker, resulting from the clipping of the flame tip, occurs when the height of the
flame is a little larger than the height at which the outer vortices are formed. The oscillations
Of the flame surface occur in near laminar and transitional flames with heights that are ap-
preciably larger than the formation height of the vortices. Flame flicker also results form the
rotation of the outside vortices which creates a dynamic bulging motion in the flame surface.
This oscillation of the flame surface is responsible for the shapes of the mean, rms and pdf
temperature profiles. Thus, for transition flames, the temperature characteristics of the flame
are determined to a large extent by buoyancy driven structures that are outside the flame

surface.

The wrinkled, turbulent appearance of jet diffusion flames is primarily determined by
small scale vortex structures formed inside the visible flame surface. Well organized vortex
structures are formed for transitional flow conditions. Turbulent like characteristics, involving

the formation of small, unorganized, 3D vortices in the flame, starts at the axial location just
dOwnstream of where the organized vortex structures start to coalesce. The coalescence
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starts high in the flame for low flow rates and moves toward the nozzle as the flow rate Is in-

creased. An increased spreading of the flame is observed at the axial location where coa-

lescence occurs. Thus, the growth in flame width by coalescence is similar to the growth of

a nonreacting shear. The appearance of the flamelets, normally associated with turbulence,

is a result of collisions of small scale vortices with the flame surface. If the collision involves a

vortex with a very high radial velocity component, the flame can stretch to the point that it is

quenched locally around the vortex. Flame lift-off can occur when a localized hole, due to the

collision process, is formed near the lip of the nozzle. This is most likely to occur at the axial

location where the organized inner vortices start to coalesce.
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ABSTRACT
The lift-off conditions of diluted hydrocarbon jet diffusion flames in co-flowing air are

experimentally determined. The fuel gases are methane and propane. The inert gases are helium
argon and nitrogen. The lift-off velocity of the fuel jet decreases as the inert gas concentration is
increased, with argon exhibiting the least destabilizing effects and helium the most.

INTRODUCTION
The burner stability has been studied for a long time. For example, Wohl, et. al. (1949)

studied the stability of jet flames in open air and identified different regimes concerning the flame
stability. In this paper, the lift-off condition is referred to as the instant when the flame detaches
from the nozzle in a discontinuous manner. After the flame detaches from the burner rim, it may
stabilize at a downstream location (i.e., lifted flame) or it may result in flame-off conditions (or the
blow-off condition defined by Wohl, et al.).

Recently, there have been a number of investigations to study the burner stabilities at
different conditions, e.g. see Peters and Williams (1983), Takahashi, et al. (1984 and 1990),
Broadwell, et al. (1985), Gollahalli, et al. (1986), Dahm and Dibble (1988) and Pitts (1988). The
present investigation is similar to Takahashi, et al. (1984) in that the fuel jet is diluted with inert
gases, but hydrocarbon fuels instead of hydrogen are considered in the present study. In
Takahashi, et al.'s (1984) experiments, the oxidant stream (co-flowing air) is made of oxygen and
inert gases (helium, argon and nitrogen) but dry air is used in the present study.

EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATION
The experiments are conducted with a small vertical combustion tunnel at the Air Force

Aero Propulsion and Power Laboratory of Wright Research and Development Center
(WRDC/APPL). A schematic of the experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The fuel and inert
gas flows are regulated by rotameters (Matheson). The dry annulus air (dew point at -400F) is
metered by a mass flow meter (Technology, Inc. mass flowmeter and controller, in conjunction
with an automated pneumatic valve). The inert gas is added only to the fuel flow. The lift-off
conditions of methane and propane diluted with three inert gases, nitrogen, helium, and argon, are
experimentally determined. The dilution gas mass fraction varies from 0 to 85%. The pressure
gage downstream of the rotameters, cf. Fig. 1, is used to monitor the pressure drop between the
;otameters and the burner exit. The pressure drop for the conditions reported here is less than 0.1
psig. The pressure gauge also serves as an indicator for blockage in the fuel line or when a choked
flow condition is reached in the fuel line. The burner is positioned vertically upward, at the center
of the annulus that has a diameter of 250 mm. The burner tip extends above the annulus exit plane
by about 25 mm. A stainless steel honeycomb mesh with 2 mm sections and 25.4 mm thickness
was placed perpendicular to the axial direction, upstream of the burner exit plane. The burner
assembly was situated under a forced draft exhaust system with window screens hanging from the
exhaust hood. The exhaust system is equipped with a fan rated at 2000 ft3/min. and with an 18 in.
(46 cm) duct.

Two burner configurations are used, the contoured and the tapered nozzles. Both burners
are 5 mm in diameter. The burners are made of long stainless steel tubes, having an outside
diameter of one inch and a reducing section near the burner tip. The contoured nozzle has a sudden
contraction near the tube exit. The contraction takes place over a 20 mm axial length. The tapered
nozzle has a gradually tapered section, at a rate of 1 to 20 radius-to-length ratio or over a length of
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100 mm, forming a 2.90 angle. Both contoured and tapered burners have a sharp lip, about 0.3
mm in thickness, and both nozzles yield flat velocity profiles at the burner exit.

It is reported (Dahm and Dibble, 1988) that the lift-off of jet diffusion flames is quite
sensitive to the velocity of co-flowing air. Three different annulus air velocities, i.e. mean velocity
at 0.07, 0.15 or 0.30 m/s, are examined in the present work. In the discussion, the three annulus
air flow conditions will be identified as Conditions A, B and C for velocities 0.07, 0.15 and 0.30
m/s, respectively; the corresponding Reynolds numbers (based on annulus hydraulic diameter and
air properties at 250C) are 1590, 3180 and 6340. At each co-flowing air condition, the lift-off
condition is determined by increasing the inert gas flow while keeping the fuel flowrate constant.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The lift-off velocity of propane and methane jet diffusion flames decreases as the co-

flowing air velocity is increased. The results at three air flow conditions are shown in Fig. 2. The
lift-off velocity of methane jet diffusion flames is higher than that of propane jet diffusion flames,
in agreement with the findings in the literature. It is also noted that, similar to Dahm and Dibble
(1988), the fuel jet lift-off velocity is found very sensitive to variations in annular air velocity.

The burner geometry effects on lift-off conditions are examined with the two configurations
discussed earlier. The lift-off conditions of argon diluted methane jet diffusion flames at two
annulus air flows are summarized in ?ig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, the lift-off velocity decreases
from 31.4 to 1.0 m/s as the initial argon mass fraction is increased (or the fuel mass fraction is
decreased from 1.0 to 0.15) and that the lift-off velocity decreases as the annulus air velocity is
increased (e.g. comparing the results at annulus Conditions C and A in Fig. 3). It is interesting to
note that at low annulus air (Cond. A, or 0.07 m/s), the lift-off velocities are nearly the same for
the two burner geometries, but at a higher annulus air flow (Cond. C, or 0.15 n/s), the contoured
burner has a higher lift-off velocity (ranging from 28 to 1.0 m/s) than the tapered burner (ranging
from 19.5 to 1.0 m/s). Similar effects are also observed for nitrogen diluted methane jet diffusion
flames but not for helium diluted methane jet diffusion flames. The observation suggests that at
higher co-flowing air flows, the contoured nozzle can provide a better stabilization for jet diffusion
flames. It is not clear why the contoured nozzle yields a better stabilization; however, it is
speculated that the sudden contraction nearthe burner exit may act as a bluff-body, providing flow
recirculation at a higher co-flowing annulus air velocity. This effect is expected to diminish when a
high inert-gas concentration is added to the fuel as the stoichiometric mixture fraction will increase
and the stoichiometric flame location will move toward the center of the jet.

The effects of the diluents on lift-off conditions of methane jet diffusion flames are
illustrated in Fig. 4.. Only the conditions with the tapered nozzle and at annulus air Condition A
are reported here. The three inert gases exhibit similar effects on lift-off of jet diffusion flames; for
example, the lift-off velocity decreases as the inert gas concentration is increased. Based on the
diluent mass fraction, the argon gas shows the least destabilizing effects while the helium gas the
most destabilizing. It should be mentioned that the dilution with helium yields a narrow range of
lifted flames in terms of initial diluent mass fraction; for example, the initial helium mass fraction is
limited to 0 to 15%. At a higher helium concentration, the lift-off of the flame from the burner
results in a blow-off condition. A similar trend is also observed for propane jet diffusion flames
shown in Fig. 5. Figure 5 also displays the difference in lift-off velocities between propane and
methane at comparable conditions. Methane consistently has a higher lift-off velocity at the same
diluent concentration for each inert gas examined. As the diluent gas concentration increases, the
difference (magnitude) in the lift-off velocity of two fuels decreases. It is noted that Takahashi, et
al. (1984) show that the helium gas is the least destabilizing additive in hydrogen jet diffusion
flames. The present study shows that helium is the most destabilizing additive for propane and
methane jet diffusion flames studied. As stated earlier Takahashi, et al. employed oxygen and inert
gas mixtures as the co-flowing oxidant stream while dry air is used in the present study. The
difference in the destabilizing effects of helium may result from the difference in oxidant streams,
not necessarily an indication of fundamental differences between hydrogen jet diffusion flames and
methane and propane jet diffusion flames.
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SUMMARY
Annular air flow conditions are found to affect the lift-off velocity significantly for the

conditions examined, in agreement with Dahm and Dibble (1988). The burner geometries are
shown to have some effects on the lift-off conditions. For example, at annulus air flo,, of 0.15
m/, a contoured nozzle is shown to have a better stabilization than a long tapered one. It should be
noted that both burners have similar diameters (5 mm) and similar thin lips at the burner exit and
that both burners yield flat velocity profiles.

Adding the diluent gas to fuel jets results in a decrease in the lift-off velocity. Among the
three inert gases used in the experiments, helium is found the most destabilizing while argon is the
least. The comparison is based on the inert-gas mass fraction in fuel steams. This observation is
different from that reported by Takahashi, et al. (1984) for hydrogen jet diffusion flames in which
helium is found the least destabilizing among the three inert gases they studied (helium, nitrogen
and argon). It should be noted that different oxidant streams (inert gas-oxygen) are employed by
Takahashi, et al. while dry room air is used in the present work.

Presently, work is in progress aimed at a better understanding of the lift-off of hydrocarbon
jet diffusion flames due to inert gases in the fuel. The results up-to-date suggest that the variation
in thermochemical properties (e.g., adiabatic flame temperature, thermal diffusivity, and OH and H
equilibrium concentration) alone can not explain the decrease of lift-off velocities we observed.
The classical theory of lifted flame stabilization due to Vanquickenborne and van Tiggelen (1966)
and that of Peters and Williams (1983) on extinction of laminar flamelets, as well as receit works
in this area (e.g. see the INTRODUCTION section), are being revisited for further analysis.
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PLANAR VISUALIZAT:)N OF PROPANE JETS AND PROPANE
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INTRODUCTION concentric jet assembly in which an interchangeable jet nozzle is
Various visualization techniques are available for fluid located at the center of a coaxial annular flow. The annular flow is

mechanics and heat transfer studies, for example, see the reviews by designed with a divergent section and a flow straightener
Merzkinch (1986), Gad-el-Hak (1988) and Hanson (1988). In this (honeycomb and fine mesh screens), providing uniform and low
paper, an old technique, Mie scattering of particles, is employed,. in turbulence flows surrounding the central jet (Roquemore et al.,
conjunction with a reactive scheme to form Mie scattering particles 1984). The annulus air flow is maintained at 0.15 m/s for the
in the flow. The reactive scheme involves adding titanium conditions reported here. The central jet nozzle can be interchanged
tetrachloride (TiCI ) vapor to the flow. In jet diffusion flames, the with different geometries. A contracted nozzle (sudden conuracton
TiCI4 vapor reacts with the combustion product water vapor (H20) near the nozzle exit) with an inside diameter (do) of 10 mm and a
to form titanium dioxide (TiO2 particles and in non-combusting long tube (about 450 mm in length) wish do =11 mm ar used in she
jets, it reacts with the H20 in coflowing annular air. The reaction experiments reported here. All the nozzles have sharp lips at the
follows the stoichiometry: exits.

TIC14 + 2 H20 - M2 + 4 H(1) To form Mie scattering particles, TiCI4 vapor is only added

The chemical reaction between TiCI4 and H20 is spontaneous and to the central jet (or the fuel jet) by passing the fuel flow through a

occurs near-instantaneously and near-isothermally to form micron- TIC34 feeder. For cold jejs, the annulus air is humidified by flowing
size (0.7 to 5 lm) TiO2 particles (e.g. see Freymuth et al., 1985 and dry air (dew point at W40F) through a water feeder/container. For
Roquemore et al., 1984 and 1986). The particles can be visualized jet diffusion flames, dry air (dew point at 40 0F) passing a TiC.,

by Mie scattering from a sheet of laser light, providing a 2-D (two- feeder is used for the annulus flow. The amount of TiCl4 vapor

dimensional) view of the flow. The TiC4 visualization scheme is added to the flow is not known but it is limited by the vapor

similar to that employed by Sherikar and Chevray (1981) in which pressure of 1.38 kPa at 298 K (e.g., see Barin and Hnacke, 1973).
NH 4CI aerosol particles are formed in a planar mixing layer due to The optical arrangement is similar to that employed by Chen

chemical reactions between NH3 and HCI. In the discussion, the and Roquemore (1986). The second harmonic output (532 nm) of a

term RMS (reactive Mie scattering) will be used for the 2-D TiC14 Nd:YAG laser (Quanta Ray Model DCR-3) is used as the light

visualization. The objective of this paper is to illustrate the source. Simple optics (mirrors, condensing and cylindrical lenses)

utilization of the RMS technique in visualizing cold jets and jet are used to to form a thin laser sheet with a visual thickness of

diffusion flames. around 1 mm. The laser sheet is positioned vertically through the
The use of TiC for flow (non-combusting) visualization center of the fuel jet. The Mie scattering from TiO2 particles is

can be dated back as early as 1931 due to Simmons and Dewey as recorded by a still camera (Hasselblad 50 mm camera, ASA 400

discussed by Freymuth (1985). It is only recently the technique color films) positioned at a right angle from the laser sheet. The

being employed for jet diffusion flame visualization (Roquemore et camera shutter speed is set at 2 ms with an f number in the range 5.6
al., 1984). The RMS technique is relatively simple, inexpensive to 11, depending on the flame luminosity. The flame image

and easy to implement. Physical properties of TiC14 are available, recorded by the photographs is, therefore, a 2-D projection of the 3-
e.g., see Barin and Hnacke (1973). The safety aspects of handling luminous saces during the time the aperture is open. At the

TiCI4 is discussed by Freymuth (1985) and Roquemore, et al. same time, the laser is electronically triggered by the camera (via the

(1984). The potential effects of TiCI4 on flame stoichietry and camera flash output) for single-shots, yielding an effective shutter

temperatures of methane, propane and ethylene diffusion flames aem speed of 10 ns (laser pulse duration) for the RMS visualization.

discussed by Chen, et al. (1988). RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS As discussed earlier, the salient feature of the RMS scheme

The experiments reported here are conducted with a small is that Mie scattering particles aem formed due to the reaction of TiC14

vertical combustion tunnel at the Air Force Aero Propulsion and and H20. The particles thus mark the reacting interface

Power Laboratory, Wright Research and Development Center representative of certain mixing conditions that are dictated by the
(WRDCIAPPL). The test facility was essentially the same as that stoichiometry of the TiCL4 and H20 reaction, and the initial

reported by Roquemore, et al. (1984 and 1986) and Chen and concentrations of TiCl4 and H2 Oin each steam of the flow. Since

Roquemore (1986). The small vertical combustion tunnel is a the diffusion of particles in the flow is less effective than that of a
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gas species, the RMS images thus highlights the convective aspect difference in flow structures between the cold jet and a jet diffusion
of the flow, not necessarily the combined convective (large flame using the same nozzle is also evident. The roll-up vortices
structure) and molecular mixing of the flow. This is similar to the inside a jet diffusion flame do not grow exponentially as expected
reactive scheme employed for liquid-flow visualization when a large from a linear stability analysis but rather they remain similar in size.
S, .. n , ber is encouhi,.. _'.aochesfahani and Dimotakis, The transitior of 2-D t, 13 D 'lke structures is not seen irn jet
'.8 5). As a result, the convective aspect of vortical structures are diffusion flamnes downstream of the locations where pairing of inner

emphasized with the RMS technique while seeding the flow with vortices is seen, while the transition to 3-D motion within the
pre-forned particles can only mark the boundary of the mixing vortices is seen for cold jets downstream of the pairing locations (cf.
(Chen and Roquemore, 1986). To illustrate the utilization of the Fig. 1). In fact, the inner vortices of the propane jet diffusion flame
RMS technique, we compare the visualization of cold jets and jet shown in Fig. 1 change the rotational direction at downstream
difff:sion flames in this paper. locations not shown in Fig. 1, e.g. see Fig. 5 of Roquemore, et al.

The near-filed (x/d 9 - 10, where x is the axial distance above (1989)- implying the change of vorticity from negative to positive
aie nozzle exit) visualization of propane cold jets and jet diffusion for the flow field inside the luminous flame. The change in the sign
flames using a 10 mm contoured nozzle at transitional and turbulent of the vorticity is a result of the vorticity destruction in hydrocarbon
Reynolds numbers are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively. The jet diffusion flames. Indeed, employing a simple analysis, we
Reyr.olds numbers (Re) are based on the volumetric mean velocity at conclude that both baroclinic and volumetric expansion terms in the
the nozzle exit, nozzle diameter and nozzle fluid kinematic viscosity vorticity transport are against the initial shear layer vorticity direction
at 298.15 K. The propane jets shown in Fig. 1 are at Re = 3988 (Chen et al., 1990). It is also noted that the width of the luminous
(cold jet at left and jet diffusion flame at right). The non-combusting flame and the spread of the inner vortices in jet diffusion flames
propane jet shown in Fig. 2 is at Re = 21270 and propane jet shown in Fig.s I and 3 are narrower that those of the cold jets at
diffusion flame is at Re = 22600. The propane jets from an II mm comparable nozzle exit Reynolds number;, however, in nearfield
tube noz7le at Re similar to those of Figs. 1 and 2 are shown in shown here, the width of the outer boundary of jet diffusion flames
Figs. 3 and 4. The cold jet in Fig. 3 has a Re = 3626 and the jet seem wider than the cold jet.
diffusion flame has a Re = 3988 while those for Fig. 4 am at Re = The jet diffusion flames shown in Figs. 2 and 4 are near-
19340 and 20550, respectively. As stated earlier, TiCI4 vapor is lifted and lifted diffusion flames, respectively. At near-lift, the
added to the fuel jet and to the coflowing air for jet diffusion flame flame stabilization is very sensitive to the initial (or boundary)
visualization. The TiO2 particles thus mark two regimes of the conditions of the fuel jet and the coflowing annulus air. At low jet
flow, one between the fuel jet and the flame (or the inner mixing velocities, the flame stabilizes near the burner exit (e.g. see Figs. 1
zone) and the other between the coflowing annular air and the flame and 3); whereas at high jet velocities, the flame may lift from the
(or the outer mixing zone). The inner zone is marked by particles burner and then stabilizes at locations in the jet shear layer
formed due to chemical reactions of TiCl4 vapor in the fuel and H20 downstream of the burner. As an example, Fig. 2 shows that one
vapor from the flame. The outer zone is marked by particles formed side of the flame lifted from the burner rim and the other side of the
resulting from the chemical reaction of TiCI4 vapor in the annular air flame anchored near the burner. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that TiO2
and the combustion product H20. The two mixing regimes are best particles are not formed below where the flame stabilizes- an
seen at low Reynolds numbers (e.g., Re - 3988). For example, indication of no H20 vapor in the flow which is a consequence of
small roll-up vortices (or the inner structure) appear inside the no H20 vapor in the flow (recall that dry air is used for the annulus
luminous flame and large toroidal vortices (or the outer structure) flow and no combustion flame upstream of the stabilization
appeared outside the luminous flame, e. g., see Figs. 1 and 3. The location). It is noted that fine flow structures are observed
inner vortices are due to Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities in jet shear immediately downstream of the flame at the lifted side. At the
layer, similar to the cold jets shown in the same figure. The inner attached flame side, roll up vortices are seen within one diameter
vortices are responsible for forming the laminar flamelets (e.g. flame downstream of the burner. The roll-up vortices grow nonlinearly in
trush) in turbulent jet diffusion flames at high Reynolds numbers as space and form large visually "coherent" structures. The large inner
shown in Figs. 2 and 4, or see Roquemore. et al. (1989). The outer vortices are seen to penetrate the luminous flame to form "flamelet"
',ortices that appear in the upper portion of the photographs are due like structures. It is also observed that beyond the end of the
to buoyancy induced Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities outside the potential core (say xld o > 8) the flow structures are not visually
luminous flame, e.g. see Buckmaster and Perters (1986) and Davis, discernible regarding where the vortices are originated. Figure 4
ct al. (1990). The buoyancy driven vortices are responsible for low shows the RMS and luminous flame images of a lifted jet diffusion
frequency flame oscillations (or flickers) in buoyant jet diffusion flame from a long tube and the cold jet at a similar burner exit
flames. A better visualization of these vortices can be found in Reynolds number. As stated earlier, humidified annulus air is used
Chen, et al. (1988) and Roquemore, et al. (1989). for the visualization of lifted flames; TiO2 particles are formed below

The RMS visualization of the cold jets is essentially a the lifted flame as a result of the mixing between the fuel jet and the
representation of isothermal reactive flows in which condensed annulus air. The flow structures are qualitatively similar between
phase products (TiO2 particles) are formed due to the chemical the cold jet and jet diffusion flames shown in Fig. 4.
reaction between TiCL4 and H20. The reaction to form TiO-2  As discussed in this short paper, the RMS technique
particles is spontaneous and occurs nearly instantaneously. The provides useful inside on the flow structures of jets and jet diffusion
process is diffusion controlled, i.e. the chemical reaction rate is flames. The technique can be applied to other gaseous flows
much faster than the mixing rate between initially separated involving the mixing of two streams of fluids; for example, ducted
reactants, similar to diffusion flames. The flow structures, jets and mixing layers. The use of a pulsed laser as light source is
however, are quite different in the nearfield shown in Figs. 1-4. desired but not a requirement. One may use a strobe light for

At transitional Reynolds numbers, the sharp velocity visualization of the instantaneous flow structure and a continuous
gradient and the thin shear layer in the cold jet from a contoured lamp for visualization of low velocity flows. In addition, the optical
nozzle are expected to yield well defined 2-D like roll-up vortices in arrangement is not crucial for qualitative visualization. In the past,
the near-nozzle regime (i.e., x/do < 4 in our visualization) of the we have used a 6 mm glass rod (1/4 in.), and alike, to yield
cold jet shown in Fig. 1, while less visually organized vortical adequate visualizations of jet diffusion flames. At the present, the
structui es are observed for the cold jet from a long tube exit shown RMS technique, in conjunction with a phase-lock technique (e.g.,
in Fig. 3, in which a fully developed velocity profile is expected at see the p1Pper by Vilimpoc, ct al. to be presented at this Forum) is
the nozzle exit. Comparing Figs. I and 3, it seems that the jet shear applied to study nearly periodic buoyant jet diffusion flames. The
layer instability has some effects on the inner structures of jet RMS technique is a useful tool for us to study jet diffusion flames.
diffusion flames. For example, 2-D roll-up vortices with spatial and
temporal periodicity are seen inside the luminous flame when the ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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2.2 NUMERICAL-EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
HYDROCARBON JET DIFFUSION FLAME

This study represerts the initiai efforts on a joint numerical/experimental investigation
of the structure of a propane-nitrogen jet diffusion flame. The nature of the unsteady
interactions between the flame and vortex motions, which are crucial in attempts to
understand buoyant jet flames, was examined. Numerical solutions of the time-
dependent Navier-Stokes equations with a laminar flame sheet model were obtained
by R.W. Davis and E. F. Moore at the National Institute of Standards and Technology.
Experimental visualizations of the flame were obtained and compared with their calcu-
lations. This comparison is discussed in three papers, the first of which is entitled.
"Numerical/Experimental Study of the Dynamic Structure of a Buoyant Jet Diffusion
Flame," and was presented at the 1989 Spring Technical Meeting of the Central
States Section of the Combustion Institute (see p. 45). The second paper entitled, "A
Numerical-Experimental Investigation of the Dynamic Structure of A Buoyant Jet Dif-
fusion Flame," was presented at 1989 AlChE Conference on Combustion and Reac-
tion Engineering I: Numerical Methods (see p. 51). The third paper which deals with
the numerical-experimental comparison is entitled, "Preliminary Results of Numeri-
cal/Experimental Study of the Structure of a Buoyant Jet Diffusion Flame," and has
been accepted for publication in Combustion and Flame (see p. 58).
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the initial results of a joint numerical/experimental investigation of the
structure of a 10 cm/s, 50/50 mixture by mass of propane and nitrogen, stabiiized on a 22.5 mm
diameter tube. The nature of the unsteady interactions between the flame and the vortex motions,
which are crucial in any attempt to understand buoyant jet flames, is examined. Numerical
solutions of the time dependent Navier-Stokes equations with a laminar flame sheet model are
visualized by means of passive marker particles. The numerical results show counterrotating vortex
structures internal and external to the flame surface which interact and move downstream along
with flame sheet bulges. The bulges are believed to account for one type of flame flicker. Another
type of flicker in which the outer vortices periodically cut the tip of the flame is also predicted. The
predicted flicker frequency of 11 to 15 Hz is the same as that measured experimentall-'. When the
gravitational acceleration is set to zero in the computation, the outer structures disappear and the
flame no longer flickers (has bulges). The structures bear close resemblance to those observed
experimentally using the Reactive Mie Scattering (RMS) laser sheet-lighting technique. SiC
filaments are used to measure the nearly instantaneous radial profiles of temperature at five axial
locations in the flame. The experimental and numerical results are compared near two .of these
locations.

INTRODUCTION

The investigation into the dynamic structure of jet diffusion flames has become an im-
portant area of research within the last decade [1-4]. This is because, although geometrically
simple, these flames exhibit many features which are generic to complex combusting flows. In
particular, the interactions between flame surfaces and vortex motions form a crucial part of the
underlying physics associated with low frequevicy flame instabilities which often show up as flame
flicker. The connection of flame flicker with vortices formed outside the flame surface has become
dramatically apparent through the recent use of laser sheet-lighting techniques to visualize the
structure of jet diffusion flames [3,5]. It is now clear that no attempt to understand the dynamics
of buoyant jet diffusion flames can succeed without accounting for these vortex structures. Thus,
any numerical model which is developed to investigate the basic physical processes occurring in jet
diffusion flames with large vortices outside the flame surface must incorporate both unsteadiness
and buoyancy.

To address the many questions regarding buoyant jet diffusion flame structure and flame
flicker, a joint numerical/experimental investigation is being performed. The dual character of this
research (both experimental and numerical) is intended to provide maximum insight into the
problem. It will be seen that the structural features observed by both investigative techniques are
very similar, with buoyancy effects playing a dominant role in vortex development.
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NUMERICAL MODEL

Several previous numerical models for axisymmetric jet diffusion flames have been
developed [6-10]. However, these have all been for the steady case and, thus, exclude vortex
motions. Simulations of spatially developing axisymmetric and two dimensional mixing layers,
which do account for vortex dynamics, have been reported, but are for nonreacting flows [1 1-131.
In addition, temporally-developing mixing layers with chemical heat release have been
computationally investigated [14-16]. The heat release has been shown to substantially alter the
vortex behavior due to vorticity generation via volumetric expansion and baroclinicity. It is
reasonable to expect similar dramatic changes due to heat release in the spatially-developing case
(i.e.. jet diffusion flame).

The numerical model being developed here is unsteady, axisymmetric and fully elliptic.
The finite difference numerical scheme being utilized is basically the same as was employed in a
prior study of vortex dynamics in nonreacting incompressible coflowing jets [I I], where its
performance was deemed highly satisfactory. This scheme was modified for the present case
through the inclusion of variable transport properties and thermal compressibility. No turbulence
model is employed. A flame sheet approximation along with conserved variables for species
concentrations and enthalpy are employed, thus assuming a unity Lewis number. Buoyancy and
variable thermophysical properties (e.g., viscosity, specific heat, mass diffusion coefficient) are
accounted for. A simulation is carried out by first generating a steady flame solution by means of a
false-transient marching procedure [10]. This solution provides the initial field for the time
accurate unsteady flame code under discussion here. After a while, the flow field enters into a
quasi-periodic state (11-15 Hz). The large scale structures which appear and interact will be
discussed subsequently.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The central jet has a 22.5 mm diameter and is
surrounded by an annular jet with a 254 mm diameter. The velocities of the central and annular jets
are 10 and 15 cm/s, respectively. This low velocity flame is very susceptible to room air
disturbances. Screens placed around the burner did a reasonably good job of shielding the flame
from outside disturbances; however, some asymmetry in the flame is noted. The fuel for the
central jet is a 50/50 mixture by mass of propane and nitrogen.

The Reactive Mie Scattering (RMS) technique [5] is used to visualize the mixing of the fuel
and products inside the flame surface and the air and products outside the flame surface. This
technique involves seeding the dry fuel and air with TiC14 vapor. Regions where the water
product mix with the TiC.4 in the fuel and air are marked by the formation of micron-sized TiCI4
particles. These particles are visualized by Mie scattering observed at right angles to a sheet of
laser light. Instantaneous radial temperature profiles are measured using blackbody radiation from
five, 15 I diameter silicon carbide filaments (Thin Filament Pyrometry). The blackbody radiation
from all five filaments was recorded instantaneously using a CCD diode array camera. Soot
emissions are subtracted from the image. Only temperatures greater than 1200 K can be measured
by this detector. The details of this technique are described elsewhere [ 17].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows both a visualization of the computed flame and an experimental view as
obtained by the RMS technique. Both the theoretical and experimental visualization techniques
provide a streak-line representation (snapshot) of the flow field at one instant of time. The flame is
not forced either experimentally or computationally. The phase of the time evolving theoretical and
experimental flames is approximately matched by comparing computed and experimental snapshots
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of the flame surface made at different times. Specifically, the comparison is made by overlaying
properly sized transparencies of the computed flames in the (nondimensional) time sequence in
Fig. 3 on top of 24 randomly taken photographs of the flame. One of the best matches is shown in
r-ig. Z. Both Figs. 2 and 3 illuminate the computational flow fields via passive marker particles,
with the solid squares representing the flame sheet. It is evident from these figures that the
computation has captured the important dynamic features of the experimentally observed flame
shown in Fig. 2. Experimentally, the shape of the sooting surface, which is a few millimeters on
the rich side of the flame surface, is believed to be a good representation of the shape of the high
temperature flame surface. The shape of the computed laminar flame surface is very similar to that
of the observed sooting surface. The shapes of the large vortex structures outside the flame
surface are also very well reproduced. Even the counter-rotating vortices located in the flame bulge
are predicted. Another interesting feature of the experimental flame is the location of a stationary
recirculation zone in the potential core of the jet flame [5]. This recirculation exists because of
negative buoyancy effects, i.e., propane is denser than air. The computation also predicts this
stationary recirculation zone. Thus, the model is seen to predict the major qualitative features of
this rather complex flame.

The height of the stationary recirculation zone and the height where the inner and outer
vortices are first formed are significantly lower in the predictions than experimentally observed.
This is not as apparent in Fig. 2 as it was when the 24 randomly taken photographs of the flame
were compared to the computed flame streaklines. The effects of the buoyancy are somewhat
overpredicted by the model and may lead to faster development of the vortex structures. The
overprediction of buoyancy presumably oocurs because the flame sheet model does not account for
all the heat losses in the flame.

The large vortex structures outside the flame surface have been known for many years
[18], but their impact on the dynamic characteristics of the flame has only recently been recognized
[3]. These outer vortices appear to be important in establishing flame flicker. The model predicts a
clipping of the flame tip, which is responsible fur one type of flame flicker, and is apparently
caused by the motion of these large outer vortex structures. The predicted frequencies of 11 to 15
Hz compare well with the experimentally determined frequency of 12 Hz. Buckmaster and Peters
[19] postulated that flame flicker is a result of a buoyancy induced Kelvin-Helmholtz type
instability. Their analysis of an infinite candle flame resulted in a flicker frequency within a factor
of 2 of observed flame flicker frequencies. The impact of buoyancy on the flame is shown in Fig.
4 where in one case gravity is included in the calculation and in the other case the gravitational
constant is set equal to zero. The case with g = 0 results in a steady flame with no outside vortex
motions, thus implying that buoyancy is the dominant force in jet diffusion flame dynamics. The
similarities of the temperature and vorticity fields are also apparent in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 presents snapshots of the computed and measured temperature profiles at different
axial locations. The digitized images of the sooting flame with and without background subtraction
are shown along with the five SiC filaments at 5 different axial locations. The nearly
instantaneously measured temperatures are shown for two filaments which are aligned
corresponding to their heights in the adjacent flame. Two calculated temperature profiles for a
flame of nearly the same phase are also shown at their respective heights in the flame along with
the computed flame surface. Note the two peaks in the measured temperature profile of the fourth
filament from the bottom. The double peaks are a result of the entrainment of hot reacting fluid
into the vortex located outside the flame surface (see Fig. 2). As can be seen, similar double
peaks are predicted computationally. The peak measured temperatures are about 10% lower than
the calculated adiabatic flame sheet temperature and may be the result of radiative heat losses.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Initial results are presented in which the time-dependent Navier-Stokes and laminar flame
sheet equations are numerically solved for an unsteady low speed, axisymmetric, jet diffusion
flame. Coordinated experiments are performed.

The computations predict the correct qualitative features of the dynamic vortex structures
inside aid outside the flame surface and the stationary recirculation zone at the end of the potential
core of the fuel jet. The model also predicts the dominant 11 to 15 Hz flame flicker frequency
observed experimentally. The predictions show that flame flicker is the result of buoyancy induced
vortices outside the flame surface. The numerical model also shows that the vortices outside the
flame surface play a dominant role in determining the temperature and velocity profiles in this
region. The model predicts a faster development of the inner and outer vortex structures than are
observed experimentally. This is believed to be due, in part, to the fact that the predicted flame
sheet temperature is higher than that in the actual flame where radiative heat losses occur.

Progress to date has been equivalent to construction of a computational test facility. This
facility (and its future upgrades) will now be used to study the physics underlying jet diffusion
flame structure (free and forced) in conjunction with ongoing experimental efforts.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes the initial results of a joint
numerical/experimental investigation of the structure of a 6.4 cm/s, 50/50
mixture by mass of propane and nitrogen jet diffusion flame, stabilized on a
23 mm diameter tube. The nature of the unsteady interactions between the
flame and the vortex motions, which are crucial in any attempt to understand
buoyant jet flames, is examined. Numerical solutions of the time dependent
Navier-Stokes equations with a laminar flame sheet model are visualized by
means of passive marker particles and isovorticity contours. The numerical
results show counterrotating vortex structures internal and external to the
flame surface which interact and move downstream along with flame sheet
bulges. The bulges are believed to account for one type of flame flicker.
Another type of flicker in which the tip separates from the remainder of the
flame is also predicted. The predicted flicker frequency of 12 Hz compares
well with the 14 Hz that is measured experimentally. The structures bear
close resemblance to those observed experimentally using the Reactive Kie
Scattering (RMS) laser sheet-lighting technique. SiC filaments are used to
measure the phase-averaged near-instantaneous radial profiles of temperature
at various heights in the flame. The experimental and numerical results are
seen to compare well at these locations.

INTRODUCTION

The investigation into the dynamic structure of jet diffusion flames has
become an important area of research within the last decade [1-6]. This is
because, although geometrically simple, these flames exhibit many features
which are generic to complex combusting flows. In particular, the
interactions between flame surfaces and vortex motions form a crucial part of
the underlying physics associated with low frequency flame instabilities which
often appear as flame flicker. The connection of flame flicker with vortices
formed outside the flame surface has become dramatically apparent through the
recent use of laser sheet-lighting techniques to visualize the structure of
jet diffusion flames [3,7]. It is now clear that no attempt to understand the
dynamics of buoyant jet diffusion flames can succeed without accounting for
these vortex structures. Thus, any numerical model which is developed to
investigate the physical processes occurring in jet diffusion flames with
large vortices outside the flame surface must incorporate both unsteadiness
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and buoyancy.
To address the many questions regarding buoyant jet diffusion flame

structure and flame flicker, a joint numerical/experimental investigation is
being performed. The dual character of this research (both experimental and
numerical) is intended to provided maximum insight into the problem.
Comparisons between phase-averaged numerical and experimental results form an
integral part of this research effort. Some initial comparisons will be
presented for flame shapes and temperatures.

NUMERICAL MODEL

Several previous numerical models for axisymmetric jet diffusion flames
have been developed [8-12]. However, these have all been for the steady case
and, thus, exclude vortex motions. Simulations of spatially developing
axisymmetric and two-dimensional mixing layers which do account for vortex
dynamics have been reported but are for nonreacting flows [13-15] or for
reacting flows where the heat release is too small to affect the fluid
dynamics [16-18]. In addition, temporally-developing mixing layers with
significant chemical heat release have been computationally investigated
[19,20]. The heat release has been shown to affect the vortex structures due
to vorticity generation via volumetric expansion and baroclinicity. It is
reasonable to expect similar effects due to heat release in the jet diffusion
flame, along with significant additional effects due to buoyancy.

The numerical model employed here is a direct numerical simulation and is
unsteady, axisymmetric and fully elliptic. The finite difference numerical
scheme being utilized is basically the same as was employed in a prior study
of vortex dynamics in nonreacting incompressible coflowing jets [13], where
its performance was deemed highly satisfactory. This scheme was modified for
the present case through the inclusion of variable transport properties and
thermal compressibility. No turbulence model is employed. A flame sheet
approximation along with conserved variables for species concentrations and
enthalpy are employed, thus assuming a unity Lewis number. Buoyancy and
variable thermophysical properties (e.g., viscosity, specific heat, mass
diffusion coefficient) are accounted for. A simulation is carried out by
first generating a steady flame solution by means of a false-transient
marching procedure (12). Thts qolution provides the initial field for the
time accurate unsteady flame cqde under discussion here. After a while, the
flow field enters into a quasi-periodic state (generally 11-15 Hz). The large
scale structures which appear and interact will be discussed subsequently.

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 1. The central jet has a 23 mm
diameter and is surrounded by an annular jet with a 254 mm diameter. The
velocities of the central and annular jets are 6.4 and 15 cm/s, respectively.
This low velocity flame is very susceptible to room air disturbances. Screens
placed around the burner do a reasonably good job of shielding the flame from
outside disturbances; however, some asymmetry in the flame is noted. The fuel
for the central jet is a 50/50 mixture by mass of propane and nitrogen.

The Reactive Mie Scattering (RMS) technique [7] is used to visualize the
mixing of the fuel and products inside the flame surface and the air and
products outside the flame surface. This technique involves seeding the dry
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fuel and air with TiCl vapor. Regions where the water product mix with the
TiC14 in the fuel and air are marked by the formation of micron-sized TiO 2
particles. These particles are visualized by Mie scattering observed at right
angles to a sheet of laser light. Near-instantaneous radial temperature
profiles are measured using blackbody radiation from 15-pm-diameter silicon
carbide filaments (Thin Filament Pyrometry). The blackbody radiation from
these filaments is recorded using a CCD diode array camera. Soot emissions
are subtracted from the image. Only temperatures greater than 1200 K can be
measured by this detector. The details of this technique are described
elsewhere [211.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2 shows a (nondimensional) time sequence of computational streakline
plots generated by injecting rows of passive marker particles near the base of
the flame, with the solid squares denoting the flame sheet. A moving flame
bulge can clearly be seen here along with counter-rotating inner and outer
vortex structures. These are exactly the types of features observed
experimentally in low speed jet diffusion flames by means of the RMS technique
[5]. Also note in Fig. 2 the presence of a stationary recirculation zone near
the base of the flame caused by negative buoyancy effects, i.e., propane is
denser than air. Fig. 3 presents the same time sequence as visualized via
isovorticity contours. The rapid upward movement of the flame bulge through
the "channel" formed by the slowly-moving outer vortex structures is clear
here. Note that at t = 5.0, the tip of the flame is about to break off
(flicker), a phenomenon also observed experimentally [5]. Also note the
rather unstructured appearance of the large outer buoyancy-driven vortices, an
effect due to local vorticity generation resulting from the heat release.
Fig. 4 presents vorticity and temperature traces as a function of
(nondimensional) time at a fixed point near the fuel jet radius at a height of
13 cm. Peak temperatures (normalized by T, = 294 K) can be seen to occur when
this point is inside the flame, as denoted by the bars near the bottom. Peak
vorticities can be seen to occur between the temperature peaks, corresponding
to the presence of the outer vortex structures. As can also be seen from Fig.
4, the predicted flickering is very regular, as is also observed
experimentally. The predicted frequency of 12 Hz compares well with the
experimental value of 14 Hz for this flame.

Experimental phase-averaged luminous flame surface and temperature data
(plotted as diamonds) are summarized in Fig. 5. Ten filaments and seven phase
angles (00, 50", 101", 151", 201", 252", 302") have been employed. This
phase-averaged data has been obtained from a trigger based on the thermal
radiation from the fifth SiC filament above the burner. A zero phase angle
corresponds to the condition at which a trigger signal was sent to the CCD
camera when the hot zone (not the luminous flame surface) was at its outermost
location on that filament. The phase angles reported in Fig. 5 are based on
incremental time delays of 10 ms and a period of 71 ms (14 Hz). Each phase
angle represents the averaged data of 14 realizations. Also shown in this
figure are the predicted flame surface (squares) and predicted temperature
(dashed lines) at each filament location. The phase angle of the predictions
is based on the predicted frequency of 12 Hz (or period of 83 ms). As can be
seen, the model and the experiment are in reasonable agreement regarding flame
shape and radial temperature profiles. The model, however, over-estimates the
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flame temperature and the development of the upper flame bulge (see the
comparisons at phase angles of 101* and 151*). The predicted flame clipping
at 1510 is not observed experimentally within the field of view. Note,
however, that the experimental results have some uncertainties at flame
locations where more soot is present. For example, the double peaks in the
predicted radial temperature profiles at the higher flame bulge (sixth
filament up at 50" and seventh up at 101") are not observed experimentally.
Work is in progress to examine these discrepancies.

CONCLUSIONS

Initial results have been presented from a joint numerical/experimental
study of the dynamics of a low speed propane/air jet diffusion flame. The
model, a direct numerical simulation, has been shown to reproduce many of the
important features observed experimentally in this type of flame. In
particular, the large buoyancy-driven outer vortex structures closely
associated with flame flicker are seen in the computational results. The
predicted and experimental flicker frequencies compare well. Generally good
agreement is also obtained between predicted and experimental phase-averaged
temperatures and flame shapes. Further such experimental/numerical
comparisons are planned in order to determine more precisely the validity of
the computational model being employed here.
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ABSTRACT

Preliminary results of a joint numerical/experimental investigation of

the dynamic structure of a buoyant jet diffusion flame are presented. The

purpose of this effort is to determine the nature of the unsteady interactions

between flames and their associated vortex motions. A direct numerical

simulation of an unsteady low-speed propane/air jet diffusion flame is carried

out utilizing the flame sheet and conserved variable approximations.

Counterrotating vortex structures internal and external to the flame surface

appear and move upward along with flame sheet bulges. Tip-cutting

(flickering) occurs with a frequency of 11-15 Hz. These dynamic features bear

close resemblance to those observed experimentally by means of the reactive

Mie scattering (RMS) technique. Comparisons between computational and

experimental (determined via Thin Filament Pyrometry) near-instantaneous

radial temperature profiles at four heights in the flame also show good

agreement. The assumption of zero gravity in the computation results in the

complete cessation of dynamical activity, thus demonstrating the important

role that buoyancy plays in the behavior of this flame.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of combustion processes is difficult because of the complex

interactions between the fluid dynamics and the chemistry. In any complicated

situation such as this, it is desirable to isolate certain critical aspects of

the physics by investigating simplified systems. Even after simplification,

however, the coupling among the remaining processes can be very difficult to

sort out. Jet diffusion flames are often used to study the interactions among

the physical and chemical processes occurring in combusting flows. Indeed,

much of the current understanding of non-premixed combustion processes has

resulted from the study of these flames beginning with the development of

laminar diffusion flame theory by Burke and Schumann (1].

The idea of a laminar jet diffusion flame has been extended to the

turbulent case by conceptualizing the flame surface as wrinkled and stretched.

In this school of thought, the turbulent flame is represented by an ensemble

of stretched laminar flamelets. This appears to be a reasonable method of

accounting for the transition from laminar to turbulent flame structure,

although the concept has recently been challenged by Bilger [2].

Investigation of the basic processes underlying the transition from laminar to

turbulent structure in these flames is very difficult from an experimental

viewpoint because of the various types of fluid dynamical and chemical data

that are required simultaneously over a large spatial region. This difficulty

can be reduced by combining an experimental combustion study with a powerful

simulation technique which can provide the required amount of instantaneous

spatially-resolved data. The resulting experimental/computational data set

can then be employed to gain insights into the underlying physical processes,
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with the added power that the impact of changing parameters in the computation

can readily be evaluated. Experiments with jet diffusion flames [3-6] have

clearly shown that any computational method must correctly describe large

scale, time-dependent processes involving buoyancy and large density

variations. A direct numerical simulation based on the governing unsteady

equations of motion appears to be a reasonable way of proceeding and is the

approach that is followed here.

The configuration that has been selected to initiate a joint

experimental/numerical investigation is a low speed buoyant jet diffusion

flame. This configuration has been chosen for several reasons. First, the

lower regions of this flame are laminar, thus eliminating the extreme scale

disparaties caused by turbulence, as well as allowing use of a simple flame

sheet approximation in the model. Second, this buoyant flame has many

distinctive structural features that can be employed to aid in evaluating the

fluid dynamical and thermodynamic aspects of the model. Third, buoyancy is

clearly a dominant factor in low speed jet diffusion flames. In particular,

the role of buoyancy in establishing the large vortical structures outside of

the flame sheet and their relationship to flame flicker is not fully

understood. The impact of these structures on the mean flow field properties

measured in many previous combustion studies has not been fully appreciated.

This has become dramatically apparent through the recent use of the reactive

Mie scattering (RMS) technique to visualize the structure of these flames

[5,7]. Finally, an experimentally-validated model in which the time-

dependent conservation equations are coupled with a laminar flame sheet

approximation will provide an excellent basis on which these flame sheet

models can be systematically studied at higher jet Reynolds numbers.
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NUMERICAL MODEL

The nondimensional continuity, momentum and state equations for the

unsteady axisymmetric flow of a multicomponent fuel jet surrounded by a

coflowing oxidizer stream are

j& + Vo(pq) 0, (1)at

aq A A 1

p - + p(q.V)q = - Vp - pRie z + - (- V x (V x pq) + 4/3 V (pV.q)

V (q • Vp) - qV2 p + VA x (V x q) - (V - q) Vp), (2)

p T Z Ri Yi = P0 . (3)

Here p is density; p is viscosity; T is temperature; q = (v,u), where v and u

are velocity components in an axisymmetric reference frame (r,z); Yi is the
A

mass fraction of species i with gas constant Rj; and ez is the unit normal in

the axial direction. The pressure consists of a constant background pressure,

p., plus a perturbation pressure, p (r,z,t), where p0 > > p. As discussed by

Rehm and Baum [8], the omission of p from Eq. (3) is entirely appropriate

here, resulting in the suppression of acoustic waves while admitting the low

frequency motions due to buoyancy effects. All quantities in Eqs. (1-3) have

been nondimensionalized with respect to conditions in the coaxial oxidizer

stream at thc burner inlet. Thus Re = Reynolds number = UL and Ri = Richard-
V0

son number = , where U. and v. are the entering oxidizer streamUoT

velocity and kinematic viscosity; L is the fuel jet radius; and g is

gravitational acceleration.
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In order to reduce the complexity of the problem while still providing a

good approximation to the physical situation, a flame sheet model (infinite

rate kinetics) will be employed here. In addition, the Lewis number (ratio of

thermal to species diffusivities) is assumed to be unity. Therefore,

conserved variables, fi , for species mass fractions and enthalpy can be

utilized. These obey the simple nondimensional convection-diffusion equation

+ V . (pq Bi) I V • (pD V$B ), (4)
at P pe

where D is binary diffusion coefficient and Pe = Peclet number =
Df

with Df taken as the diffusion coefficient of fuel into nitrogen at the burner

inlet. The conserved variables are defined as

6= Y. + I Y' I 
- Yf

a Yo + Yfz

h -hox + a
62 Y Q + h, -_ h I

a

Here h is enthalpy; Q is heat release per unit mass of oxygen consumed;

SV. , where v is stoichiometric coefficient and M molecular weight;
Vox Mox

subscripts f and ox refer to fuel and oxidizer (with diluent accounted for in

the enthalpy); and superscript I refers to burner inlet conditions. A flame
I

sheet exists at locations where I. = YfI/ (a Yox + Yf'). The analytical model

for the jet diffusion flame under discussion here consists of Eqs. (1-4) along

with appropriate boundary conditions.

This analytical model is solved numerically by means of a modified

version of the finite difference scheme employed previously by Davis and Moore

[9] to simulate cold mixing layer dynamics. This scheme utilizes a variably-
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spaced staggered mesh in which pressures are defined at cell centers and

normal velocities at cell faces. Quadratic upwind differencing is used for

convection, and an explicit Leith-type of temporal differencing is employed.

At each time step (At = 2.5 - 10-3), a Poisson equation for perturbation

pressure is solved by a direct method. Variable thermophysical properties are

calculated as described by Mitchell [10], and no turbulence or radiation

models are employed. Species binary diffusion is taken as fuel into nitrogen

inside the flame and oxygen into nitrogen outside. All relevant variables are

specified at the burner inlet (z = 0); axisymmetry is enforced along the

burner centerline; and zero or constant gradients are employed at very large

axial and radial distances (i.e., no shroud). Mesh dimensions are 5000 fuel

jet radii axially (145 mesh cells) and 50 radially (84 cells), both attained

by employing rapidly expanding mesh cell sizes away from the flame. The

smallest axial grid spacings (0.2) are employed in the initial mixing region

at the base of the flame, while the smallest radial grid spacings (0.05) are

employed for r < 1.5. In some cases, dynamic mesh rezonings have been

utilized in order to maximize the number of grid cells inside the flame at any

given time. Run times on the NIST CYBER 205 are typically several hours, with

initial solution fields obtained by means of a steady-state flame simulation

[11]. After awhile, flame flickering commences in the unsteady computation

without the triggering required in the cold jet case [9].

EXPERIMENTAL

The experimental set-up [5,AJ consists of a round central jet with a 22.5

mm diameter surrounded by an annular coflow with a 254 mm diameter. The
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velocities of the central and annular jets are 10 and 15 cm/s, respectively.

This low velocity flame is very susceptible to room air disturbances. Screens

placed around the burner do a reasonably good job of shielding the flame from

outside disturbances; however, some asymmetry in the flame is noted. The fuel

for the central jet is propane diluted with 50% by mass of nitrogen.

The RMS technique (7] is used to visualize the mixing of the fuel and

products inside the flame surface and the air and products outside the flame

surface. This technique involves seeding the dry fuel and air with TiC14

vapor. Regions where the water product mix with the TiCI 4 in the fuel and air

are marked by the formation of micron-sized TiO2 particles. These particles

are visualized by Mie scattering observed at right angles to a sheet of laser

light.

Simultaneous radial temperature profiles are measured using blackbody

radiation from five, 15-pm-diameter silicon carbide filaments (Thin Filament

Pyrometry). A digitized image of the intensity of the graybody radiation

(spectral emissivity at a nearly constant value greater than 0.9 over the

temperature range 1400 to 2300 K) from the five filaments and soot in the

flame is recorded using a CCD (Charge Couple Device). An approximately 10 cm

by 15 cm area of the flame is recorded in a 384 x 576 pixel format with each

pixel being approximately 25 pm in diameter. The imaging system has a spatial

resolution of about 274 pm per pixel, and the filaments are located axially

about every 30 mm. Soot emissions obtained from background intensity

measurements near a filament arq subtracted from the graybody radiation of

that filament. The filaments were calibrated in place using a hydrogen flame

where the peak intensity along a filament was assumed to correspond to the

stoichiometric flame temperature minus the temperature associated with the
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radiation loss from the flame. The intensity data for the propane flame after

soot background subtraction are scaled by the known hydrogen flame temperature

and converted to temperature data by using Planck's equation and the

convolution of the detector response as a function of wavelength. It is

feasible to subtract the soot background from the total intensity of a

filament because the filament is a more effective radiator than soot particles

for an optically thin flame. Also, since soot formation is a relatively low

temperature process, the intense sooting zone and the high temperature zone

where the filament intensity is highest do not coincide. Errors associated

with the temperature measurements are expected to be less at the peak

temperature and will increase as the temperature decreases. Precisions (8% at

1000 K and 0.3% at 2370 K) comparable to those obtained for hydrogen-air

diffusion flames in Ref. (121 are expected for the present measurements since

the high temperature zone is usually located outside the luminous sooting

area. Good estimates of the errors associated with the temperature

measurements inside the luminous sooting surface have not been obtained. Only

temperatures greater than about 1400 K are measured in these experiments. The

details of the Thin Filament Pyrometry technique are described elsewhere (12].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Computations of the aforementioned jet diffusion flame have been carried

out with Re = 112, Ri = 4.9 and Pe = 156. In the absence of experimental

data, slug flow velocity profiles have been assumed at the burner inlet.

Computations assuming the opposite extreme (a fully-developed parabolic fuel
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jet profile) yield virtually identical results. This is due to the buoyancy-

dominated nature of this low speed flame, where the initial velocity profiles

are rapidly distorted by the large buoyant acceleration. Fig. 1 shows both a

visualization of the computed flame and an experimental view as obtained by

the RMS technique. Both the theoretical and experimental visualization

techniques provide a streak-line representation (snapshot) of the flow field

at one instant of time. The flame is not intentionally forced either

experimentally or computationally. The computational flow field is

illuminated via multicolored passive marker particles, with the solid red line

representing the flame sheet. Experimentally, the shape of the sooting

surface is believed to be a reasonable representation of the shape of the

flame surface [13] and, as can be seen, the shape of the computed laminar

flame is very similar to that of the observed sooting surface. The shapes of

the large outer vortex structures are also very well reproduced

computationally. Even the counter-rotating vortices located in the flame

bulge are predicted. Another interesting feature of the experimental flame is

the location of a stationary recirculation zone in the potential core of the

jet flame [7]. This recirculation exists because of negative buoyancy

effects, i.e., propane is denser than air. The computation also predicts this

stationary recirculation zone. Thus, it is evident from Fig. 1 that the model

is able to qualitatively predict the important dynamic features of this rather

complex flame.

The large vortex structures outside the flame surface have been known for

many years [14], but their impact on the dynamic characteristics of the flame

has only recently been recognized [5,15,16]. These structures' dynamical

importance is apparent from Fig. 2, which presents computed isotherms (with a
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red flame surface) for three different times. The large outer structures (in

blue) are clearly identified as is the separation of the tip (flickering) from

the main body of the flame, an effect which is apparently associated with the

motion of these large vortices. The predicted dominant frequency range of 11

to 15 Hz (as computed over numerous flickering cycles) compares well with the

experimentally determined range of 12 to 14 Hz for this jet flame. Buckmaster

and Peters (15] postulated that flame flicker is the result of a buoyancy

induced Kelvin-Helmholtz type of instability. Their analysis of an idealized

infinite candle flame resulted in a licker frequency of 17 Hz. The impact of

buoyancy on the flame is shown in Fig. 3, where in one case gravity is

included in the calculation and in the other case the gravitational constant

is set equal to zero. The zero-gravity case results in a long steady flame

with no moving vortex structures, thus implying that buoyancy is the dominant

force in jet diffusion flame dynamics. The delineation of the large outer

vortices by both the isovorticity lines and the isotherms can be noted in Fig.

3(a).

Fig. 4 presents near-instantaneous radial temperature profiles and

snapshots to about the same scale of the computed and measured flame

visualizations. Fig. 4(a) shows the digitized image of the sooting flame

surface with background subtraction along with the SiC filaments at four

different axial locations. In Fig. 4(b), the near-instantaneous temperature

profiles measured by the SiC filaments and those calculated by the model at

about the same phase are overlaid on the calculated flame surface plot, with

this surface being represented by solid squares. The filament-measured

temperature profiles have a lower cut-off temperature of about 1400 K, and the

temperature scale is from 0 to 2350 K. The axial locations of the calculated
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and measured temperatures agree to within a few mm. Fig. 4(c) is a

computational streakline snapshot of the flame from which the calculated

radial temperature profiles in Fig. 4(b) were obtained. Note that the sooting

surface in Fig. 4(a) has about the same shape as the flame surface represented

by the solid squares in Fig. 4(c).

As just noted, the phase of the experimental flame was chosen so that the

shapes of the experimental and theoretical flame surfaces were about the same,

thus matching peak temperature locations radially. This method of comparison

could give misleading results since it has not been determined how well the

experimental and theoretical flame shapes actually correlate throughout their

respective flickering cycles. As can be seen, the agreement between the

measured and calculated temperature profiles in Fig. 4(b) is quite good. This

is illustrated by comparing the width of the temperature profiles at different

axial locations. Both the predicted and measured widths of the profiles

nearest the jet exit are narrow. At the next higher axial location, the

profiles become broader as the flame starts to bulge outward. In the

contraction region at the next higher filament location (third filament up)

they are narrow again. Double peaks are noted just below the large flame

bulge at the highest filament location, with the predicted peaks more

pronounced than the measured ones. The predictions and the measurements

agree, however, that the outer peak is much broader than the inner one. This

is believed due to the entrainment of hot gases into the large outer vortex

shown in Fig. 4(c). Examination of the RMS visualizations (not shown)

indicates that three-dimensional effects are beginning to set in at this

location. These effects may be at least partially responsible for the

differences in the predicted and measured widths of the double temperature
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peaks. The transition to a fully three-dimensional flow at greater heights is

currently under study experimentally.

The compressed temperature scale in Fig. 4(b) does not give a highly

accurate comparison between the calculated and measured temperatures. In

general the peak measured temperatures are 5 to 15% lower than the calculated

adiabatic flame sheet temperature. A radiative temperature loss of about 10%,

which is unaccounted for in the model, is not unreasonable for this sooting

flame.

The higher predicted flame temperatures, and thus buoyant accelerations,

may account for another observed difference between the model and the

experimental results. A comparison of numerous snapshots of predicted and

RMS-measured flame shapes shows that the calculated flow develops faster than

the observed flow. The axial location of the calculated recirculation zone

just above the fuel jet exit is usually closer to the nozzle than is observed

experimentally. Likewise, the outer vortex structures, and consequently the

flame bulge with its inner counter-rotating vortices, are predicted to form

closer to the nozzle than indicated by experiment. Consistent with this

reasoning, computational experiments in which the flame temperature is lowered

by about 10% show a slight retardation in flow field development.

CONCLUSIONS

A direct numerical simulation of an axisymmetric, low speed propane/air

jet diffusion flame has been performed. The computational results have been

compared with the results of an experimental investigation of the same flame.

The computations have been shown to predict the correct qualitative features
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of the dynamic vortex structures observed both inside and outside the flame

surface as well as the stationary recirculation zone seen in the potential

core of the fuel jet. The model and experiment also closely agree regarding

the dominant flame flicker frequency range. Comparisons of computational and

experimental near-instantaneous radial temperature profiles at four heights in

the flame have shown good agreement. The predictions show that both flame

flicker and double-peaked temperature profiles are closely associated with

buoyancy-induced vortices outside the flame surface. The model, however,

predicts a faster development of the inner and outer vortex structures than is

observed experimentally. This is believed to be due, at least in part, to the

fact that the predicted flame sheet temperature is higher than that in the

actual flame where radiative heat losses occur. Finally, important three-

dimensional effects have been observed to eventually appear as the flame

bulges and vortex structures move upward, thus rendering the axisymmetric

model inadequate at large heights in the flame. It is clear that additional

experimental/numerical comparisons of instantaneous results are needed over

entire flickering cycles before the model's region of validity can be firmly

established for this buoyant propane/air jet diffusion flame.
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FIGURES

1. Experimental and computational visualizations of jet diffusion flame.

2. Computed isotherms for three times [(a)-(c)] 18.8 milliseconds apart.
The red contour represents the flame surface.

3. Computed vorticity and temperature contours in jet diffusion flame, with
squares denoting the flame sheet. (a) Normal gravity. (b) Zero gravity.

4. Experimental/computational temperature comparison. (a) Digitized image
of sooting flame. (b) Near-instantaneous experimental (dotted curves)
and computational (solid curves) radial temperature profiles. (c)
Computational streakline plot at same phase as digitized image.
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2.3 FLAME-FLOW INTERACTION STUDIES

In this effort the propagation of turbulent propane and methane jet diffusion flames at

critical jet velocities was characterized. Two-dimensional techniques were utilized to

track the dynamic, time-varying features of flame propagation and stabilization near

the flame base. A paper discussing these results entitled, "Flame Lifting and Flame/
Flow Interactions of Jet Diffusion Flames," was presented at the AIAA 27th Aerospace

Sciences Meeting (see p. 78). In this study the completeness of the fuel-air mixing
was examined using two-dimensional Rayleigh imaging, and the progress of the flame
propagation was mapped through temperature profiles obtained using the TFP tech-
nique. A second paper entitled, "Stabilization Zone Structure in jet Diffusion Flames

from Liftoff to Blowout," which was presented at the same meeting contained the
results of direct measurements of the turbulent velocity and length scales of the flame

motion using the TFP technique at high sampling rates (see p. 89). A third paper dealt
with the analysis of flame-propagation data by fractal analysis in an attempt to predict

the turbulent flame velocity. This paper entitled, "Propagation and Fractals of Turbu-
lent Jet Diffusion Flames," was presented at the 1989 AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE 25th

Joint Propulsion Conference (see p. 96).

A fourth paper dealing with the application of the TFP technique to the characterization

and visualization of turbulent jet diffusion flames is entitled, "Turbulent Flame Visuali-
zation Using Thin-Filament Pyrometry at High Sampling Rates," and was presented at

the 1989 Winter Annual Meeting of ASME (see Sect. 2.3 of Volume 1, p. 109). A fifth
paper deals with joint RMS/PLIF (OH) measurements which were used to study the
impact of jet-shear-laypr development upon flame behavior. This paper 9ntitled,

"Characterization of Turbulent Jet Diffusion Flames: Results of Planar Imaging Tech-
niques," was presented at the AIAA 28th Aerospace Sciences Meeting (see p. 103). A
sixth paper, like the fifth, deals with a combined RMS/PLIF (OH) technique for studying

the impact of jet-shear-layer development upon flame behavior. This paper entitled,
"Statistical OH-Zone Structures of Turbulent Hydrocarbon Jet Flames: Results of
RMS/OH PLIF Techniques," i;i now being reviewed for publication in Combustion

Science and Technology (see Sect. 2.4 of Volume 1, p. 125). A final paper which
resulted from these studies is entitled, "Conditional Velocity Measurements at the Base

of Turbulent Lifted Jet Flames," and was presented at the 26th AIAA/ASME/SAE/ASEE
Joint Propulsion Conference and Exhibit (see p. 113).
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Flame Lifting and Flame/Flow Interactions of Jet Diffusion Flames

T. H. Chen* and L P. Goss"
Systemts Research Laboratories, Inc.

A Division of ArviniCalspan
2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, OH 45440-3696

Abstract steps inside the nozzle wall create intense small-scale
turbulence and enhance mixing near the nozzle tip. Mixing

The propagation of turbulent propane and methane time is reduced and stability strongly enhanced, which would
diffusion flames with critical jet velocities was characterized, seem to refute predictions based on Broadwell's theory.
The completeness of the fuel-air mixing was examined using Although the above theories shed light on certain important
two-dimensional Rayleigh imaging. The progress of the flame aspects of liftoff and blowout in diffusion flames, more
propagation was mapped through temperature profiles made research is needed to elucidate the fundamental mechanisms of
using thin-filament pyrometry at high sampling rates. These these phenomena.
recorded time-series temperature profiles were used to deduce In the present study propane and methane jet diffusion
the time and length scales directly assoc'ated with the flames at critical jet velocities were examined by two-
turbulent flame motion. The Karlovitz number and turbulent dimensional imaging of both Rayleigh and Mie scattering.
diffusivity for various flow conditions were obtained from The instantaneous fuel-air mixing was measured with a spatial
these scales. Two flame-lifting mechanisms were identified resolution of 100 Ixm and a temporal resolution of 10 nsec. At
and examined in detail. After the flame lifted, the size of the the critical jet velocity, the flame could be attached, partially
flame cone, the magnitude of the flame fluctuation, and the lifted, or completely lifted from the nozzle. Attention was
radial-velocity fluctuation of the flame surface almost doubled. focused on the near field of the jet flame to permit the flame
The flame displayed a maximum strain rate of - 450 I/sec. structure and flame/flow interactions to be characterized for
The minimum flame thickness observed, - 1.0 mn. is larger evaluating the validity of the above models. Since informa-
than the Kolmogorov scale. ion on the progress of the thermal-zone motion is essential for

understanding flame/flow interactions, thin-filament pyrome-
try (TFP) was used to profile the temperature at a sampling

1.0 Introduction rate of up to 3 kHz. The position and thickness of the thermal
zone as functions of time were obtained at selected axial loca-

The liftoff and blowout processes of jet diffusion flames dons. Statistical analysis of these time series provided time
are of great interest not only to designers of combustion and length scales associated with the flame propagation. The
devices but also to fundamental theoreticians. To date, predic- Karlovitz number, which was often used as a quenchingcriterion for both premixed and diffusion flames, was derivedtion of the liftoff height and blowout velocity -has been from the experimental data. The associated strain rate was

attempted using methods based on various physical models, determined and compared with theoretical results.
A classical prediction is based on premixed flame d etr en comprsiith theocatesuts

concepts 3 wherein the occurrence of flame attachment, l The turbulent diffusivty associated with flame-surface
motion due to large-scale flow disturbance was also measuredoff, and blowout is determined by the balance between the anc

local flow velocity and the turbulent flame speed for the fuel- ompared with the molecular diffusivity of the fuel The
air mixture. The assumption of the premixing of fuel and above comparisons were performed under various flow condi-
which is required in this approach has been challenged by an tions and at different axial locations. Comparison of flow

whc s eurd nti apochhsbencalngd4 ) conditions beyond lfof-prahn lwu-i eotdialternative theory proposed by Peter and William.4 In their alftoff--approaching blowout-is reported in
diffusion flamelet theory, liftoff is associated with the aseparatepaper.
dissipation rate at the stoichiometric surface. The validity of
their model requires that the flame zone be thinner than the
Kolmolgorov scale--which is seldom the case in hydrocar- 2.0 Experimental
bon flames.5 A recent prediction was made based upon the
mixing mechanism via coherent structures proposed by 2.1 Diffusion-Flame Facilities and Flow Conditions
Broadwell, & AL,6  This model applies the flame-stability
criteria based on the ratio of the flow mixing time and the
chemical reaction time.7 8 The model is similar to a widely wA short, tapered contour nozzle of 5-mm inner diameter
accepted method of studying flame stabilization9 11 which waused as the fuel jet. The contraction ratio of the nozzle

sugest tht fameblooutwil ocur f ecesiveamonts was 20 so 1. A 25-cm duct confined the annular air flow.suggests that flame blowout will occur if excessive amounts Propane and methane were used as fuels in this study. Both
of cold air are mixed too rapidly (promoted by coherent fuels were issued with a jet velocity such that the flame could
vortex struc1res , with the hot product. In recent work of be attached or lifted. In the present paper this velocity is
Schadow, .A a.," is was concluded that application of small referred to as the critical jet velocity. The critical jet velocity
*Senior Research Scientist. Senior Member AIAA for the propane flame is 19.5 nVsec and for the methane flame
""Chief Scientist, Optical Diagnostics, Member AIAA is 31 0 m/sec. The annular-air velocity was maintained at 0.15

(opyr.lshi 0 American Inlstitute of Atonautics and
Astronautics. Inc.. 989 All rihits reser'ed.
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m/sec for all test conditions. Since there was concern that the Separate camera systems were used for the Rayleigh- and
facility might have unique properties, the liftoff height as a Mie-scattering experiments. The camera for the Rayleigh
function of the jet exit velocity was recorded and is shown in imaging was equipped with an intensifier to gate and amplify
Fig. I. These data were obtained using the TFP technique de- the signal level for the two-dimensional CCD array-detector
scribed in the next section. which cpnsists of 384 x 576 pixels. With the proper optical

arrangement, a spatial resolution of 100 x 100 lim was

250 achieved. Typical point-measurement techniques such as
LDA, Rayleigh, Raman, and CARS have a resolution of - 100
x 100 x 1000 Wm The temporal resolution of - 10 nsec dictated

-- C¢46  by the Nd:YAG laser is adequate to freeze the motion of the
o ..- C, flow at 50 m/sec. The camera for Mie-scartering imaging does

not require an intensifier, thus, the exposure was controlled by
ISO the combination of laser pulse and mechanical aperture. Video

signals from the cameras were gated, amplified, and sent to a
microcomputer for storage with 12-bit resolution.

100 . The thin-filament pyrometer utilized in this experiment
has been described in detail by Goss, sl ,4  Figure 3 is a

CA" schematic diagram of the optical layout. The blackbody radia-
5L'oF tion, which is a function of temperature, of a segment of the

LIFTFF' filament was scanned by a rotating mirror which has ten planar-e surfaces. The scanned image was fed into an RCA-C30979E
0 , , .. InGaAs photodiode. The risetime of the overall detector cir-0 12 24 36 48 o 72 cuitry in this setup was I psec, and the digitization rate ranged

JET VELOCrTY (m/tc) from 2.5 to 4 MHz. In this application the sampling resolution
was adjusted from 60 to 150 pm to ensure that the scanned

Fig. I Plot of measured liftoff height as function of jet exit image would cover the entire flame cone under various flame
velocity.

TO LY minIIm
2.2 Two-Dimensional maging and Thin-Filament Pyr=me ty

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of the two-dimensional
imaging system employed in this study. Mie scattering was
used to gain qualitative information on the mixing process and
Rayleigh scattering to obtain the temperature or concentration
in both reacting and non-reacting flows. For both techniques N UM

frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser was employed as the light
source; it provided a laser pulse having a l0-nsec width and a U -- m m

532-nm wavelength. The laser beam was spread into a thin
sheet by a cylindrical lens. For Rayleigh scattering the spread-
ing angle must be kept small because this weak process
requires high laser intensity. As a result the sheet dimensions

for flame observation were - 4 x 6 cm. For Mie-scattering C M
observations the sheet dimensions were much larger because

of the stronger scattering signal.

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of thin-filament pyrometer.

,e:,41 SMT FRoMING S conditions. The lower temperature limit of the TIFP technique
in this setup is - 1000 K. while the upper limit is determined by
the filament survivability (over 2300 K). The measured black-

\ body emission thus characterizes the temperature zones above
1000 K. A typical profile recorded across the flame cone is
shown in Fig. 4(a); the two peaks correspond to the flame

MTE ct NTMOIED surface intercepted by the filament. The profile was fitted by
oco camem two Gaussian functions superimposed on a background value

to permit the position of the flame surface and the thickness of
DIPS the thermal zone to be located and measured. Figure 4(b) is an

example of a trace of the flame surface as a function of time.
Because of the high acquisition rate of the TFP technique,

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of two-dimensional imaging system. spectral analysis can be performed to determine the tume scales
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associated with the flame motion. It was observed that beyond character and eventually lifts completely. On the other hand,
the liftoff height, the flame fluctuated at a dominant frequency the propane flame begins to lift at the mouth of the nozzle.
of < 120 Hz. Therefore, most of the data were taken at 1850 With the high contraction ratio (20 to 1) of the short,
Hz. The measurements were performed at axial locations be- tapered contour nozzle, the velocity profile at the jet exit
tvcen the flame base and the end of the blue-flame zone. At should be flat. Shekarchi, e&AI.,15 in a recent study concluded
each selected location, 750 profiles were recorded, that the shape of the velocity profile at the exit of the nozzle

determines the liftoff mechanism of the jet diffusion flame. A
,50 flat velocity profile leads to liftoff which is initiated at the tip

of the nozzle, whereas a rounded velocity profile leads to a
two-zone split flame with extinction above the nozzle. Why

120 the behavior of the methane flame in the present study seems
to be in conflict with the above conclusion can be understood
by examining the experimental data.

90 - Through initial examination of the massive amounts of
acquired data, different physical bases associated with the two
lifting phenomena were found. To aid the understanding of

o - this information, two lifting mechanisms will be described:
1) flame splitting due to multiple-layer interactions and 2)
excessive air entrainment around the nozzle tip. Detailed

30 clarification of the two mechanisms requires further investiga-
tion which is currently underway.

0 3 3.1.2 First Mechanism: Flame Splitting Due to Multiple-Layer1103 2 M5 306 410 512 I t r c i nInteractions

PIXEL NUMER
Muldple-layer structures have been studied to a certain

Fig. 4(a) Flame profile captured by TFP technique. extent, e.g., see Masri, taAL; 16 the conclusion reached was that
for a hydrocarbon diffusion flame, the thermal zone is separate
from the shear zone. However, the present study has shown

160 that the interaction of the two separate layers for methane and
for propane flames could be quite different. Figures 5(a) and

,50 - 5(b) display Mie-scattering images of the methane and propane

(n

IIn

0 -

0 o 50 00 ISO 200 250 3W0

TIME (misc)

Fig. 4(b) Trace of flame surface as function of time.

3.0 Results and Discussion

I Flame-Lifting Mechanisms

II General Observations

Dunng characterization of the liftoff height with respect to
'he fuel-flow rate, it was found that propane and methane lift in
different ways. The methane flame displays holes, or disconti-
ruities, in its surface when liftoff speed is approached. With a Fig. 5 Mie-scattering images of (a) methane and (b) propane
mall increase in fuel velocity, this flame takes on split-flame flames.
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flames under liftoff conditions. These photographs show that appear which are similar to those found by Schefer, r& AIj s

the methane-jet shear layer experiences a sudden transition at With a very small increase in jet velocity, the methane flame
z/D - 3. Beyond this point the shear layer grows very rapidly, splits.
and the fuel jet expands accordingly. The large structures The effect of the layer interactions upon the flames can be
formed in the shear layer "spin out" frequently and may seen in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b). These two photographs show the
penetrate the nearby flame front. This radical ejection of the Rayleigh images for a propane diffusion flame under attached
vortex was also found in a helium jet by Sreenivasan, ta.17 and lifted conditions, respectively, both at the critical jet
When penetrated by the vortex, the methane flame can be velocity. The separation between the shear mixing layer and
locally quenched, producing a hole in the flame surface which the reaction zone can be seen clearly. This type of reacting jet
can eventually cause flame splitting and lifting. For propane, flowfield is characterized by an inner shear layer, an inner
which is heavier than air, the jet shear layer contains finer thermal boundary, a flame sheet, an outer thermal boundar,
structures and is more confined to the jet. The propane jet and an outer shear layer (due to co-flowing annular air). 16 i9
expands less rapidly than the methane jet in the near flowfield. The inner and outer shear layers are driven by velocity

Flame splitting is evident in the TFP results shown in Figs. gradients associated with the fuel jet and outer air jet, whereas
6(a) - 6(c). These figures display three-dimensional plots of the inner and outer thermal boundary layers are driven by the
the thin-filament temperature data for propane and methane temperature gradient associated with the flame sheet. Under
flames under attached conditions. Results for the attached such conditions the coherent structures inside the shear layer
propane flame are shown in Figs. 6(a) - 6(b) for the positions z do not provide the fuel-air mixing across the flame sheet
= 20 and 40 mm, respectively. The propane-flame surface is assumed by some models. Instead, cold fuel and hot combus-
continuous. Results for the methane flame are shown in Fig. tion products are mixed by these structures. Thus, caution
6(c) for the position z = 40 mm. At z = 20 mm the methane- should be exercised when using the Lewis-number
flame surface is continuous, similar to the results shown in Fig. assumption20 to relate turbulent mass to thermal transport in
6(a). Beginning at z = 40 mm, z/d = 8, the flame surface for the study of this type of diffusion flame. Along with the
methane is no longer continuous. Holes - 10 mm in diameter chemical reaction time, separate characteristic times for mass

and thermal mixing should probably be incorporated into any
model for predicting flame lifting and blowout.
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Fig. 6 Three -dimensional plot of TFP results for propane
flame at (a) z = 20 mm and (b) z = 40 mm and Fig. 7 Rayleigh images of (a) attached and (h) lifted propane
methane flame at (c) z = 40 mm. flames.
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The mason for the separation of the flame from the shear the nozzle tip and the flame base is cold and has a high local
mixing layer can be deduced from the concentration contour Reynolds number. Vortex structures grow faster. are more
taken on a non-combusting jet (see Fig. 8). The concentration turbulent in nature and, thus, can have a major impact on
contour is characterized by a highly concentrated central fuel flames at downstream locations. The local Reynolds number

core having diffuse edges. These diffuse edges indicate that a must be reduced for reattachment of the flame under this

iubstantial amount of premix,.ig between fuel and air is occur- circumstance, which explains the familiar hysteresis effects of

ring. This strong premixing is promoted by the associated the flame-lifting phenomena.
vortex engulfment. However, the premixing is not uniform After examining the separation of the shear zone and the
across the entire vortex layer--a diffuse concentration gradient thermal zone, exploring the impact of the interactions of these
is observed. If sufficient time elapses, the concentration may two zones upon the reacting flowfield, and demonstrating that
become uniform throughout the vortex at a downstream the methane-jet shear layer has more potential to interact with
location. In the near field, however, the mixture inside the the flame, the following conclusions were reached: 1) the hole
vortex layer (-30 - 70%) is too fuel-rich to sustain combustion, observed in the methane flame which previously was believed
Therefore, the combustible region is located outside the vortex to be excluded from a jet flame having a flat exit velocity can
layer, as indicated in Figs. 7(a) - 7(b). best be explained by vortex/flame interception; 2) regardless

Separation of the vortex and flame zones allows their of the shape of the exit-velocity profile, if the flow conditions,
independent examination. The concentration contours in Fig. 8 fluid properties and stoichiometry allow interception of the
show that the leading edge of the vortex has high strain, as flame surface by the vortex layer, then local extinction can
indicated by the high concentration gradients; this edge may result.
stretch the flame. On the other hand, the trailing edge of the
vortex displays a higher degree of mixing and a negative 3.1.3 Second Mechanism: Excessive Air Entrainment Around
pressure which tend to stabilize the flame. Thus, when a Nozzle Tip
vortex structure approaches the flame surface, the flame
thickness and position may be modulated. This may account !n the case of propane flame, the vortex layer and the flame
for oscillations in the liftoff height of a lifted flame. 13  surface are distincdy separate through the near field. The

The flame zone can influence the vortex zone just as the conditions for flame splittinr, are not present in this circum-
vortex layer can influence the flame. For example, in Fig. 7, stance, and the flame begins to lift at the nozzle tip. For
the vortex layer in the attached flame is more coherent and attached flames the flame tip is separated from the nozzle
smaller than that in the lifted flame, although the jet velocities mouth by a quenching distance measured to be - 1.5 mim.
are identical. When the flame is lifted, the shear layer between Previous experimental evidence2' has shown that the flame

surface discourages the entrainment of air. Furthermore, the
entrainment is promoted by the body force generated by

PIXEL NUMBER velocity-vorticity production which is at its maximum at the
125 175 225 275 325 375 425 nozzle tip. Thus, the quenching area between the flame base

'a and the nozzle tip becomes the preferred location for air
entrainment. As the jet velocity approaches the critical liftoff

OF VORTEX velocity, the amount of entrained air around the flame base
265 - increases to such an extent that premixing occurs inside the

flame cone and the flame tip becomes premixed-like. This
flame is sensitive to the local jet and entrainment velocities.

This second lifting mechanism is demonstrated in the
3AI schematic diagram in Fig. 9. In this figure F is the body

force created by the vorticity-,elocity production and is
Z 3 TRAILING EDGE

32 OF VORTEX

K 325FLAME NEcKING
OCCURS HERE

345 20

AIR C3Hd AIR

C . I - PURE 'ROKN. t and C TEAR THE FLAME AWAY FROM THE BUMP:
C . 0 - PURE AIR 0 A A HOLE COULD BE OPENED.

0 mm

HELPS ENTRAIN THE AIR THROUGH THE HOLE.

Fig. 8 Concentration contour of propane jet at critical jet
velocity. Fig. 9 Lifting mechanism near nozzle tip.
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respoosible for air entrainment. Even if the flame remains Equations (1) and (2) indicate that the attached and lifted
diffusion-like, the increasing jet velocity will cause an increase propane flames spread at the same angle, with the slope being
in F until it reaches a critical value F.. As a result the 0.20. The sudden increase in flame size--50% increase at z =
flammable region may be pulled closer to the shear layer, thus, 35 mm--after liftoff is due to the unrestricted entrainment of air
the strain on the flame may become sufficiently large to cause through the open area between the flame base and the nozzle
flame extinction at the nozzle tip. tip.

For the methane flame, Fig. 5 demonstrates that the struc-
3.2 ProRAgarion of the Stabilized-Flame Base ture in the shear layer is larger and the angle of the spread

greater than for the propane flame at a similar jet exit
The two lifting mechanisms discussed above may have momentum. The impact of the difference in jet behavior, fluid

even more profound, as-yet-undiscovered effects upon flame properties, and reaction kinetics upon flame spreading as well
behavior. For characterizing the propagation of the stabilized as other characteristics will be described in the following
flame base, flame properties deduced from temperature data for sections.
propane and methane diffusion flames were examined and are From Fig. 10 it is obvious that the methane-jet shear layer
presented in the following sections. Data for the attached and may have interacted with the flame surface initiated at z - 40
lifted flames were taken independently to permit comparison. mm. The resulting local quenching leaves holes in the flame

surface, as shown in Fig. 6. which become preferred areas for
3.2.1 Flame Size and Thermal-Zone Thickness air entrainment. As a result the flame size increases abruptly at

z - 50 mm. Possibly due to this increase in size, the flame is
The flame size is defined as the diameter, Df, of the cross able to avoid the shear layer and resume its linear growth.

section of the flame cone as measured by the TPF technique. Beyond z = 60 mm no evidence of large holes was found.
Variation of d.e flame size as a function of axial location for After the methane flame lifted, the flame also dramatically
the selected flame conditions is shown in Fig. 10. The attached increased in size, as indicated in Fig. 10. Thus, the increase in
methane and propane flames have very similar initial shapes flame size can be explained by the mechanism involved in the
near the nozzle tip. The quenching distance between the flame second type of flame lifting.
tip and nozzle tip was measured to be - 1.5 mn for both The thickness of the thermal zone was determined from the
flames. In addition, the initial flame diameter was - 8 mm temperature profile. The flame thickness was defined as the
which is larger than the nozzle diameter of 5 mm. The air full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of the fitted Gaussian
entrained through the quenched zone causes a rapid growth in function of the TFP result. For the region confined by the
the flame near the nozzle tip, as depicted in this figure. At z = width, the gas temperature is higher than - 1300 K--which is
20 mm, z/D = 4, the rapid-growth trend levels off, and the higher than the ignition temperature. The actual reaction zone
flame begins to follow the spreading of the central fuel jet. is inside this peak and has a thickness which is smaller than the

Between z = 20 and 100 mm, the spreading of the propane FWHM. Therefore, the measured width (FWHM) will be
flame cone is linear, following referred to as the thermal-zone thickness rather than the

reaction-zone thickness. Over 730 individual width values
Df / D = 1.336 + 0.199 (z / D) (1) were averaged to obtain the thickness presented in Fig. II. It

can be seen that the thermal zone grows along the axial
After the flame lifted, the flame base stabilized at z - 35 mm. diroction, indicating expansion of the thermal boundary layer
Under this condition the spread of the lifted-flame cone also associated with the flame surface. In addition, the thermal
has a linear region zone of the methane flame is thicker than that of the propane

flame. Two possible explanations can be given for this result.
Df/D =2.692 0.200 (z /D) (2)
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Fig. 10 Plot of measured flame size as function of downstream Fig. 11 Plot of measured thermal-zone thickness as function (if
locations. downstream locations.
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First, the growth of the laminar thermal boundy is 3.2.3 Flame Fluctuation and Radial Velocity
proportional to the square root of the kinematic viscosity

0.5 The degree of the flame/flow interactions can be quantized
- [(~x)I U0 ] 0(3) by the length and velocity scales of the flame propagation.

From the time series TFP results of the radial flame surface
Note that the thermal diffusivity can be used in this expression position, y(ti), the root mean square (rms) value, y', can be
through the Prandtl-number relation. The ratio of the determined which is defined as the length scale, L. The time
kinematic viscosities of methane and propane is 3.74, which derivative of the flame position, dy(t)/dt, is the instantaneous
means that the growth of the thermal layer of the methane radial velocity, v, of the flame surface; the mean value of the
flame should be - 1.93 times that of the propane flame. radial velocity is zero. However, the rms value v' is not zero
Second, the turbulent interactions between the jet shear layer and represents the turbulent velocity scale. Since these two
and the flame zone enhance the growth of the thermal layer. scales were directly measured from the time variation of the
This interaction is stronger in the methane jet, which results in flame surface, the application of Taylor's hypothesis and
a noticeable increase in thickness at z - 60 mm, as shown in assumption of a turbulent Prandtl number required in other
Fig. II. For the same reason, the 'ifted flame has a thicker techniques aft not necessary for data reduction. These two
thermal zone because it contains a liftoff area which is more important scales associated with the flame surface were
turbulent. The thermal-zone thickness for all the conditions is measured directly and are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The trend
no less than 1.4 mm. The reaction-zone thickness is believed to in the variation of these two quantitites is the same as that of
be no less than - 0.7 mm and is larger than the Kolmogorov the thermal-zone thickness and flame diameter. Note that v'
scale. According to Bilger 5 the flame in this category cannot for the propane attached flame ranges from 0.07 to 0.13 m/sec,
be considered a thin flamelet. which corresponds to 0.7 to 3.0% turbulence intensity, using a

3.2.2 Flame-Crossing Frequency 25

The leading edge of the vortex can stretch and propel the c,.
- ATTAC4ED

flame surface, whereas the trailing edge can attract it. 20 - .... UF'ED

Therefore, the passage of the vortex structures around the CH.
flame surface modulates the surface with a characteristic -ATTAC.ED
passing frequency. The measured spatial-fluctuation frequency vs- LIrD D.,..-"

of the flame surface with respect to the mean flame position is ..0
shown in Fig. 12. By definition, the flame crosses its mean
position twice during each oscillation period. The crossing 10
frequency should, therefore, be twice the oscillation frequency. ,.,
It was found that the crossing frequency falls between 100 and
250 Hz which corresponds to the oscillation frequency range 0.5

50 to 125 Hz.
Generally speaking, the random turbulence field contorts

the flame surface, causing the flame to wiggle at high fraquen- 0 20 40 , W Do i20

cies. Large coherent structures have a lower frequency and AXIAL POSITION (mm)
cause a larger fluctuation in amplitude in the flame motion.

Fig. 13 Plot of measured rms value of flame fluctuation.
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Fig. 12 Plot of measured crossing frequency of flame surface at

different downstream locations. Fig. 14 Plot of measured rrns value of radial flame velocity.
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jet velocity of 10 m/sec as reference. This is smaller than the measured under that circumstance, however, does not

typical turbulent intensity of the shear layer which ranges from necessarily characterize the flame motion.

- 8 to 15%. For the lifted methane flame, v' is - 0.8 m/sec and The measured strain rate, v'/L. and diffusivity, v' L, are

corresponds to a turbulent intensity of - 8%. The radial plotted in Figs. 15 and 16. The strain rate for the propane flame
velocity of 0.8 m/sec is about twice the laminar flame speed. is shown to decrease after the flame lifts. On the contrary, the

strain rate for the methane flame increases with the lifting of
3.2.4 Strain Rate and Turbulent Diffusivity the flame. Without further investigation, it is difficult to

ascertain why this is the case. However, the measured strain
In the flame/flow interaction, the flame is perturbed by rate displays a relatively constant value ranging from - 300 to

flow turbulence. The flame surface is contorted, and the 500 I/sec. For comparison, the maximum strain rate for the
surface area increases accordingly. This increase in surface methane flame was predicted and measured to be - 330-410
area raises the consumption rate of the reactant mixture. l/sec.2 4-2 5 The value quoted by Bilger5 is - 300 I/sec which is
However, the contorted flame surface is also accompanied by deduced from a two-dimensional scalar map. Thus, it appears
an increase in local strain rate. If the strain rate reaches a that the flame surface indeed displays a certain maximum
certain limit, the flame will be quenched. 19' 23 In order to strain rate. If the flow field were modified in such a way as to
obtain a quantitative description of this process, the general reduce the strain rate, e.g., see Schadow, e . 12 flame
form of the Karlovitz number can be used'T stabilization could be strongly enhanced.

To evaluate the turbulent Karlovitz number, K, values of
K = (8/Su)(I/A)(dA/dt) (4) 8/Su for the methane and propane laminar flame are needed.

where 8 is the laminar flame thickness and Su the laminar
flame velocity. In an axisymmetric system, it can be shown Soo
that

K = (8/Su)(I/r)(dr/dt) (5) , . .--- 7-K

where r is the radius of the flame cone. The values of r and 1I 0

dr/dt (= v') can be directly deduced from the time senes TFP -'.. a o C
flame measurement. For modeling-comparison purposes, the 000

argument of Lewis and von Elbe23 was adapted which uses the
magnitude of the flame fluctuation, L, to represent the length
scale, r. Thus, one obtains 20 TTACE

UFTEO
CH.

K = (86u) (v'/L) (6) 100 0 ArfACEO
o-- FTED

By re-arranging Eq. (6), it can be shown that K is of a similar 0 ._._,_ __, _, __
non-dimensional group as the inverse of the Damkohler 0 20 40 60 80 100 120
number, Da AXIAL POSITION (min)

K = (8/Su) / (L/v') - 1 / Da (7) Fig. 15 Plot of measured strain rate sustained by flame surface
due to turbulent flame motion.

In the definition of the Damkohler number, L and v' must be
related to the velocity flowfield, which may be considered the 20
origin of the disturbance of the flame. In the definition of CAKarlovitz number, L and V' are associated with the motion of 9- ATTACHED

the flame surface, which is the result of flow disturbance. 0 L ...... LIFT

T ndi C.

These facts must be considered when making the decision to 0-15 ATTCED

use one of the above definitions to study flame extinction. Of 0--- UTE,

interest in -his study was characterization of the flame .

propagation; therefore, the Karlovitz number was chosen for I to
examination.

Since v' and L are turbulent in nature, K will be referred to
as the turbulent Karlovitz number, K. In the above expression
v'/L is equivalent to strain rate. Also, v' and L can be utilized 5
to model the turbulent diffusivity

Dt=vL (8) .0__ _ __._ _

0 20 40 O so 00 120
Dt defined above should be the turbulent diffusivity associated AXIAL POSITION (am|)
with the flame-surface motion because of the way in which v'
and L were measured. Normally, the velocity scale is derived Fig. 16 Plot of measured turbulent diffusivity associated with
from the velocity measurement of the flowfield. The velocity turbulent-flame-surface motion.
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Under stoichiometric conditions, the value of 8/S u is - V400 results indicate that the study of flame distinction by
sec for methane and - 1/430 sec for propane. 23 Therefore, the means of the concept of critical stretch may be a
turbulent Karlovitz number for the propane flame ranges from favorable approach.
- 0.75 to 1.0 and agrees well with the result of 0.8 given by
Lewis and von Elbe.23  The value for methane ranges from Finally, a novel approach is taken in this study which
-0.9 to 1.2 and is higher than the given value, 0.6. Considering allows examination of the concepts of critical flame stretching.
that the results were obtained from different combustion This approach avoids application of complicated, simultaneous
systems using various experimental techniques, this fair two-dimensional velocity and scalar measurement techniques.
agreement indicates that the concept of flame stretching can In addition, this technique is a powerful tool for studying the
adequately account for the quenching of the flame, as pointed unsteady flame/flow coupling which occurs at the stabilized
out by Lewis and von Elbe. In a turbulent flowfield, stretch- flame base.
ing can cause turbulence cascading and can lead to dissipation.
Thus, the local scalar-dissipation criterion proposed by Bilger'
may have the same physical basis as the Karlovitz number. Acknowledgements
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STABILIZATION ZONE STRUCTURE IN JET DIFFUSION FLAMES FROM LIFTOFF TO BLOWOUT
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Abstract 1) How does the thermal zone vary along the flame
under various liftoff condit ions; 2) Will the

Structures of methane and propane jet diffusion strain rate remain limited, and what is the range
flames under liftoff to blowout conditions were uf strain rate which the flame sustains when
studied. The focus of this investigation was on approaching blowout; and 3) Will the time scale of
the dynamic, time-varying features of flame propa- the dominant flame motio, remain constant and, if
gation and stabilization near the flame base. The so, why. In addition, efforts have been made to
turbulent velocity and length scales of the flame quantify intermittent flame oase motion.
motion were directly measured using a thin-filament
pyrometry (TFP) technique at high sampling rates.
The results indicate a significant change in turbu- 2.0 Experimental
lent velocity and length scales as the jet velocity
increases approaching blowout. The deduced turbu- A short, tapered contour nozzle with 5-mm inner
lent diffusivity displayed over an order of magni- diameter was used as the fuel Jet in these studies.
tude increases from liftoff to blowout. However, The contraction ratio of the nozzle was 20 to .
the strain rate never exceeded the limit of 600 To isolate the flame from room-air disturbance, a
I/sec. Near blowout, the flame zone assumed the 2i-cm duct was utllzed to confine the co-annular
characteristics of distributed combustion. air jet having a constant exit velocity of 0.15 m/

sec. The experimental setup for utilizing the
thin-filament pyrometry technique for the study of

1.0 Introduction flame lifting and flame/flow interactions of tur-
bulent jet dlffusion flames Is described In Ref. 2

Topics related to propagation and stabilization In detail. Therefore, only a brief description
of turbulent, lifted jet diffusion flames have been will be given below.
widely investigated.1 However, the progress of the
flame motion near the flame base remains one of the Time-dependent temperature profiles for the pro-
many unanswered questions. Understanding of pane and methane jet flames were made from the
dynamic flame stabilizatio processes requires blackbody emission of a SiC thin filament, n, 10 um
information on the time-varying properties of the in diameter, at a rate of > 3,000/sec. Each tem-
lifted flame. perature profile was curve fitted to permit the

position of the flame surface and thermal-zone
To obtain time-varying information on flame thickness to be determined accurately. Since the

propagation, Chen and Goss2  have utilized thin- data were taken at a high sampling rate, the time.
filament pyrometry (TFP) to profile the temperature varying information could be properly captured and
at high sampling rates. The velocity and length recorded. From the time-series trace of the flame
scales associated with flame motion were measured surface, the radial velocity and length scales of
for methane and propane flames under critical lift- the flame propagation could be deduced. The radial
off conditions. The thermal-zone thickness and velocity is the time derivative of the flame trace;
velocity and length scales were found to increase this trace is obtained by the filament aligned in
significantly after flame liftof.. However, the the radial direction. The root mean square (rms)
time scale associated with large-scale flame move- value of the radial velocity, v', is defined as the
ment remains within a narrow range. As a result velocity scale, whereas the rms value of the radial
the turbulent diffusivity increases with increasing flame location, y', is defined as the length scale,
jet velocity aod downstream location, while the L.
strain rate remains essentially constant. For
methane and propane flames at a critical liftoff The experimental conditions are summarized in
velocity, the strain rate sustained by the flame Table 1. For the propane flame, the heat released
surface is measured to be 450 I/sec. This result was very intense. The exhaust facility would not
is consistent with that of other researchers.3,4 allow a high-velocLty propane flame to be run for

long periods of time. Thus, the propane flame was
In this paper lifted flames with exit velocity not tested for conditions over 40 m/sec. r"r the

greater than the critical liftoff velocity are methane flame the heating problem was less severe.
examined. Questionc of particular interest include However, for a methane flame having an exit

velocity > 60 m/sec, the liftoff height was greater
*Senior Research Scientist, Senior Member AIAA than 140 nm and the height fluctuated at an ampli-

"*Chief Scientist, Optical Diagnostics, Member AIAA tude > 35 mm. In addition, the flame was no longer
tAssistant Professor flamelet-like. The fitting process for locating the

ttAssociate Professor flame peaks could not be justified In this case.

Copyright O American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics. Inc., 1989. All rights reserved.



Table I Experimental Conditions 2W

Fuel Exit Flame Origin (Case 2 -cH,
Velocity Status of Data No.) G. c
(m /sec ) I 0

Propane 19.5 Attached Ref. 2 0
Propane 19.5 Lifted Ref. 2Propane 29 Lifted Present Study (1) '00Propane 38.5 Lifted Present Study (2)
Methane 31. Attached Ref. 2 c() 10

Methane 31. Lifted Ref. 2 LFOFF
Methane 40. Lifted Present Study (3) s " U3
Methane 50. Lifted Present Study (4)
Methane 60. Lifted Present Study (5)
Methane 70. Lifted Present Study (6) 0 ,,

0 12 24 36 .8 60

JET VELOCITY (mAWC)
Therefore, temperature profiles for the methane
flames having a velocity of 70 m/sec were made but Fig. I Average liftoff height as function of jet
not analyzed with the fitting process. The flame exit velocity.
conditions shown in Table 1 (labeled Case Nos. 1-5)
were examined, and the results are presented in
this paper. 12 24 36 4 so 72

70 11 1

3.0 Results and Discussion so
u.-CM,

In Ref. 2 it was shown that under critical lift- 5
eff conditions, the methane diffusion flame experi-
en,:os stronger flame/flow interaction than the
propane flame. When the flame condition approaches 4 0

blowout, the flame/flow interaction becomes
stronger for both flames. For examining flame Z 3 0
behavior, data will be presented in the following <
order: General flame liftoff characteristics will CME

be described in Sect. 3.1, the thermal-zone thick- C UFLAME
ness and velocity and length scales in Sect. 3.2, uFTOF
the deduce. diffusivity and strain rate in Sect. 10
3.3, and the crossing frequency which behaves in a
similar manner to the strain rate in Sect. 3.4. o0_

0 12 24 36 48 60 72

3.1 Liftoff Height and Fluctuations
JET VELOCITY (miec)

The classical approach to studying the stabili-
zation of lifte flames is to first examine the Fig. 2 Amplitude of liftoff-height fluctuation as
liftoff height. ,6 Measurement of liftoff height function of jet exit velocity.
has often been accomplished by direct observation
but can easily be achieved by using a thin filament After the flame lifts, it jumps to an initial lift-
to indicate the presence of the flame. The off height. A reduction of the jet velocity will
observed instantinenus flame height fluctuates reduce the liftoff height and eventually cause the
which indicates t.e dynamic interaction of the flame to re-attach. This re-attaching regime is
shear zone and the flame zone. After the flame also presented in the figure as the region where
lifts, this interaction becomes even stronger. The the velocity is lower than the initial liftoff
interaction may be affected by 1) chemical kinetics velocity. The blowout velocity for the methane
of the mixture in the fuel jet, 2) fluid properties flame is % 80 m/sec and for the propane flame is
of the fuel jet and co-flowing jet, 3) flow condi- > 90 m/sec.
tions such as exit velocity (profiled) and turbu-
lence intensity, and 4) geometry effects which may For the methane and propane flames, a linear
be inherent in the flow conditions. This unsteady relationship between liftoff height and jet
interaction c~n cause intermittent flame behavior, velocity is observed which confirms the results of
To Lharacterize the range of intermittent flame- a previous study by Kalghatgi. 5  In this linear
base motion, both the lower and the upper bounds of region the relation for the liftoff height and exit
the liftoff heights were recoded along with the velocity for propane is given by
average height. h --21.74 4. 2.50 Ue (1)

The average liftoff height is shown in Fig, I as
a function of exit velocity. The difference in and for methane by
liftoff height between the lower and upper bound,
AH, is shown in Fig. 2. The exit velocity was cal- h - -28.45 + 2.61 Ue (2)
culated from the volume flow rate and the nozzle
diameter, 0 - 5 mm. The liftoff condition for the In Eqs. (1) and (2) the height, h, is in millime-
methane and propane flames is marked in Fig. 1. ters and the exit velocity, Ue, is in meters per

2
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second. From Fig. I the initial liftoff height for 200

the propane flame is \ 30 mm which is much less --cH,*2., 
than that of the methane flame, 52 am. 175 40-c, ". c 3. ff"

0--- CH., 40 mgew W

A linear relationship also exists between the ISO --C..0 tw¢

velocity and the height fluctuation for both the &.--CH,.Wnvw

methane and the propane flame. For the jet- 125 C .
velocity range 16-45 m/sec, the fluctuation of the 0 "
liftoff height for the two flames is nearly equal. I
The relation is

0 75
h -5.66 + 0.626 Ue (3) ow

Considering the differences in the reaction
kinetics and fluid properties of methane and pro- 025

pane flames, the equal liftoff-height fluctuation
shown in Fig. 2 requires further investigation.
Comparing Ah to h for the flames studied, Ah is 5 7S 100 125 IS0 175 200

% 20% of h. In addition, Ah is n, 50% of the flame
diameter or 100% of the flame radius. The flame AXIALPOSITIN (mm)
may be characterized as "not so turbulent" in
nature, yet the fluctuations cannot be character- Fig. 3 Measured rms value of radial velocity
ized as small. Approaching the blowout condition, fluctuation.
the liftoff height was n 200 mm and the fluctuation
of the height n, 60 mm, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. flame displays a higher fluctuation than the pro-

pane flame, as seen in Ref. 2. The maximum radial
Since co-flowing air was emoloyed, t'e result- velocity srerve was % 1.8 m/sec for the lifted

cannot be directly compared with those obtained by methane flame having a jet exit velocity of 60 m/
other investigators. However, for modeling com- sec. The local maximum axial velocity at the mea-
parison purposes, one can examine the Concept of surement location was estimated to be ' 12 m/sec.
the non-dimensional study by Kalghatgi.V For the Under this circumstance the normalized velocity
hydrocarbon gases the relationship between liftoff fluctuation is \, 15%, which Is comparable to the
height and jet exit velocity was given by jet turbulent intensity. For this flame condition
Kalghatgi as the flame surface motion may be passive and is

2 1.5 dominated by the flow field. This maximum turbu-
h - C(Ue/S)(P) (4) lent velocity is approximately four to five timeslevu the maximum laminar flame velocity.

where v is the kinematic viscosity, Su the maximum
value of the laminar burning velocity, and 5 the The rms value of the flame fluctuation, L, is
density ratio of the fuel and the ambient air. Cl shown in Fig. 4. Since L is an rms value, the
in this equation is an empirical constant which is actual range of the inner and outer bound of the
independent of the gas used. If the fluid proper- flame position should be ,, ?.83 L. This range is
ties of the gases employed are known, the constant called the flame-brush width and is the right-hand
Cl can be obtained by comparing Eqs. (1), (2), and vertical axis in Fig. 4. The dependence of the
(4). For the case of methane and propane flames, C1  value L upon the flame conditions and axial loca-
was determined to be 59 and 61, respectively. tion Is similar to that of the velo:Ity scale. When
These two numbers are essentially equal within the the flame-brush width is normalized by the radius
experimental uncertainty of this measurement, of the flame cone, the normalized value is found to
Thus, these measurements support the universal law be , 20% for most of the flame conditions tested.
described in Eq. (4), having an empirical constant For Test Condition No. 5--the methane flame having
Cl of 6 60. The value cited by Kalghatgi is 50; an exit velocity of 60 m/sec--the above normalized
the difference could be due primarily to the flow value approached 58%.
conditions related to the co-flowing air and the
nozzle geometry. In this study, co-flowing air was
employed (at 0.15 m/sec); in Kalghatgi's study co-
flowing air was not employed. ,42

3.2 Velocit Scale, Length Scale, and Therma- - C3.V

Zone Thickness 0-- C30

Since the turbulent flame has been viewed as an
ensemble of flamelets, the following properties 3 .s..
were measured in order to characterize the progress
of the propagation and stabilization of the lifted ..
jet flames. The radial velocity scale, length .2 I C(
scale, and thermal-zone thickness associated with
the turbulent flame motion are shown in Figs. 3-5.

In Fig. 3 the radial velocity fluctuation, v',
for the motion of the flame surface is plotted as a ,_, _, _,

function of axial locations for the five flame con- so s 2 ,5 ' 's 2W

ditions selected for this study. With increasing AXIA OSION(ww)
jet velocity and downstream location, the velocity
fluctuation of the flame surface for both propane
and methane increased consistently. The methane Fig. 4 Measured rms value of flame fluctuation.

3
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Figure 5 shows the thermal-zone thickness which temperature zone begins to appear. This transition
is defined as the area displaying a flame tempera- clearly shows that the thermal zone is thick, even

ture z 1300 K. Measurements of the reaction-zone at the stabilized flame base.

thickness require a spectroscopic technique
7 and

were not attempted in this study. The thermal zone 3.3 Turbulent DiffusivitU and Strain Rate

should be thicker than the reaction zone since the
thickness of the former is equal to the thickness The measured velocity scale, v', and the length

of the latter plus the thermal-boundary-layer scale, L, can be used to determine the turbulent

thickness. However, measurement of the thermal- diffusivity and strain rate as follows:

zone thickness yields the size of the area con-
fining the hot combustion products which have a Dt = v'L (5)
temperature higher than the ignition temperature.
The results in Fig. 5 clearly indicate that the Sr a vl/L (6)

methane flame has a thicker thermal zone than the
propane flame, presumably due to the higher thermal Figure 7 shows the turbulent-diffusivity results
diffusivity of methane. and Fig. 8 contains strain-rate results. Since at

a high jet velocity the flame base for the methane
14.10 flame could not qualify as an ideal flamelet, the

quality of the data for the methane flame is lower
than that for the propane flame. In addition, the

111 ,/8total number of profiles sampled at each location
.0 is only 720, which could constitute under-sampling.

O40- This is especially true for the diffusivity and

strain-rate calculations which are composed of two
measured data quantities. Therefore, the data pre-

?.05 sented in this section should not be considered
7.06 benchmark results. Instead, attention should be

a-- C 9.0mimc focused on the trend and ranges of the results.

.--- C H u
..-- -CH 0, . c 70

2 -... C1.. 60 mint

Fo r Flame Conditi CN5 te 29 ticnss
CH. 40 n1

was 13---. or te mehaneflam havng

so 75 Wo 125 ISO 175 200 - CH, 00 MOM,.

AXIAL POSITION (ram) 4

Fig. 5 Thermal-zone thickness as function of
downstream location.

iCondition No. 5, t f the tmckness 20 5
observed was n 13 mm. For the methane flame having
a slightly higher exit velocity of 70 m/set, which
Is very near blowout, the thermal zone becomes so 10

thick that the entire flame cone assumes the char-
acteristics of distributed combustion. This is 0
demonstrated in Fig. 6 by the evolution of the tern- 50 7s 1o0 12 ,s0 "zs 20

perature profile near the flame base. Figure 6 AXIL OSITION (nun)

clearly shows that the entire flame cone is filled
with hot combusting gases. Note that in this fig- Fig. 7 Turbulent diffusivity associated with
ure the intermittent flame motion is observed, turbulent-flame-surface motion.
When the flame is stabilized at a location higher
than the filament, no signal appears. When the
flame moves down toward the filament, the high

400 '' 24

I~ 40

0 
300 

- CM. 29 mluc
200 20 CAI 39 milw

D-- CH., 40 miec
20 .&-- cm,, 50 mISic

100 M0a --- CH , 6 m /s c J

10 8O 110 to 21020 310 20410 40 0 7 00 125 ?so 75 200

PIXEL RNK" AXIAL POSITION (mm)

Fig. 6 Three-dimensional plot of TFP results for Fig. 8 Measured strain rate Sustained by flame

metha': '!are hace it 70 -/sec. surface.
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With the critical liftoff velocity, the turbu- is a preferred location for entraining air,
2 it Is

lent diffusivity at Jhe liftoff height for the pro- physically sound to take the liftoff height as an

pane flame is % 2 cm /sec and for the methane flame important length scale which affects flame behav-

\ 10 cmz/sec. Figure 7 shows that turbulent diffu- ior. Variation of liftoff height will affect air

sivity consistently increases with an increase in entrainment, local fuel-air mixing and, thus, flame

the jet velocity and downstream location. However, stabilization. To quantify the consequence of this

the strain rate sustained by the flame surface unsteady flame/flow coupling, a non-dimensional

remains relatively constant, as seen in Fig. 8. ratio equivalent to the Strouhal number, St , can be

For the propane flame, the strain rate for the defined as

lifted flame remains at ". 350 I/sec which is lower

than that for the attached flame at the critical St = fh/U e  (7)

liftoff velocity. For the methane flame the strain
rate for the lifted flame remains at ^. 540 I/sec where f is the dominant frequency. In the above

which is higher than that for the attached flame at definition, global parameters such as h and Ue are

the critical liftoff velocity. It appears that the used. From the data shown in Fig. 1, the Strouhal

flame sustains a certain strain rate over a wide number is found to range from 0.10 to 0.15. Note

range of flame conditions. that over a wide range of flame conditions, the
ratio h/Ue remains constant, as was shown in Fig.

3.4 Crossing Frequency of the Flame Surface 1.

As discussed in Ref. 2, the flame can affect the

flow just as tne flow can affect the flame behav- 4.0 Conclusions

ior. This is evident in the results of the cross-
ing frequency which is defined as the frequency at A novel approach was taken to characterization

which the flame front crosses its mean position. of the stabilization-zone structure in jet flames.

Before reaching the end of the potential core, the Methane and propane flames having an exit velocity

jet-shear-layer structure becomes larger after the ranging from liftoff to near blowout were examined

flame lifts. Consequently, the flame crossing fre- and the results compared. Znphasis in this study

quency decreases after the flame has lifted. For was placed on the measurement of time-varying prop-

the methane flame the interaction is strong and the erties in order to characterize the dynamic behav-

structure less cohereQt, causing the frequency to ior related to flame propagation and stabilization.

decrease irregularly. However, the frequency of The results are summarized below.

the lifted flame falls between 100 and 150 Hz. For

the propane flame in which the interaction of the 1. Within the region from the flame base to the

shear zone and the flamg zone is weaker, the fre- end of the blue flame zone, the thermal-zone

quency clearly decreases4 from 200 by one-half to thickness and the velocity and length scales

100 Hz. For the flame conditions selected for this associated with the flame motion increase with

study which range from liftoff to blowout, this respect to an increase in the jet velocity and

trend remained. The majority of the measured fre- downstream distance. Under the same jet-

quency remains within 100 to 150 Hz, as shown in velocity conditions, the methane flame fluctu-

Fig. g. ates at higher velocity and amplitude than the
propane flame.

The exact reason for the crossing frequency of

the methane and propane flames falling into the 2. For the wide range of flame conditions tested,

range - 100 - 150 for a wide exit-velocity range is the strain rate sustained by the flame seems to

not clear. Nevertheless, this is a measure of the remain relatively constant. Local flame-

dominant time scale over which the lifted flame stretching models may be a valid approach to

responds to the flow modulation. Since the region the study of flame extinction.

between the lifted flame base and the nozzle mouth
3. Characterizat!on of the intermittent behavior

of the flame-stabilization zone was carried

250 out. The fluctuation of the liftoff height was
measured to be 20% of the average value.

2 00 4. Unsteady flame/flow coupling results in a

Strouhal number ranging from .0.10 to 0.15.
The liftoff height is considered to be an

O .4 important physical length scale.
'All 5. Approaching the near-blowout condition. the

flame base fluctuates violently and the flame

100 takes on distributed-combustion characteris-

a ,- ,4 29 m" tics.
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PROPAGATION AND FRACTALS OF TURBULENT JET DIFFUSION FLAMES

Tzong H. Chen* and Larry P. Goss"
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

A Division of Arvin/Calspan
2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, OH 45440-3696

Abstract the flame surface defined by the instantaneous tem-
perature profile captured by the TFP technique at high

Propagation of turbulent jet diffusion flames under sampling rates. In this method the entire tempera-
various flow conditions was characterized using a ture profile is curve-fitted to determine the location of
Thin-Filament-Pyrometry (TFP) technique. The the maximum temperature--presumably the flame
flame-propagation data were analyzed by fractal surface. Since temperature information on the entire
analysis in order to predict the turbulent flame flame surface is utilized in the fitting process, this
velocity and the results were compared with measured approach ensures that the flame position determined
values. The fractal dimensions for diffusion flames will be the most accurate one possible under limited
under numerous flow conditions and at various loca- pixel resolution. The fitting process also avoids the
tions were found to have a mean value of 1.312 and selection of a threshold value and, therefore, decreases
an rms value of 0.071. In a comparison of the pre- the number of possible systematic errors. A box-
dicted and measured velocities, the difference ranged counting scheme was used to evaluate the fractal
from 0 to 25%, presenting a striking resemblance to dimension of the time series of the recorded flame
results obtained on a premixed flame. The changing position under various flame conditions.
fractal characteristics of the flame with respect to One of the major reasons for measuring the fractal
downstream locations indicated that the jet flow was characteristics of a turbulent flame is to permit model-
dominant over the flame near the stabilized flame ing of its speed. Since the near field of the lifted
base. Further downstream, the heat release of the flame may be premixed in character, the model sug-
flame became important and reduced the fractal gested by Gouldin 7 and considered by North and
dimension of the flame. Santavicca' was applied in calculating the turbulent

flame speed based on the measured fractal characteris-
tics. The result was then compared with the measured

Introduction values which were directly determined fror the time
series flame position. In the present paper this

The propagation of various turbulent jet diffusion comparison is reported for a wide range of flame con-
flames has been characterized using a Thin-Filament- ditions--from liftoff to near blowout--to permit evalu-
Pyrometry (TFP) technique' at high sampling rates. ation of the capabilities of fractal modeling in the case
Time-varying properties (essential elements in under- of turbulent jet diffusion flames.
standing flame/flow interactions) such as velocity and
length scales of the flame motion have been directly
measured.2.3 Through the flame/flow interaction, the Experimental
flame surface--one of the important time-varying Flow Conditions
properties--can become contorted. The topological
complexity of the contorted flame surface has been a The fuel jet employed in this study consisted of a
focus of flame research and has been quantitatively short, tapered 5-mm-id nozzle. The annular air flow
described by means of fractal analysis. 6 Previous was confined by a 25-cm duct having a fixed coflow-
evaluation of the fractal geometry of flamelets has ing velocity of 15 cm/sec. The fuels used in this study
been based on tomography or visualization techniques were propane and methane, with jet velocities ranging
which employ seed particles to mark the flame sur- from flame liftoff to near blowout. The jet velocities
face.4' .6.7.8 The fidelity of these approaches depends varied from 29 to 60 m/sec, corresponding to
upon the particles used, the type of flame studied, and Reynolds numbers ranging from 12,000 to 43,000.
the flame conditions. The locations chosen for temperature measurement

In this study a novel ?pproach is introduced for were in the near-field region from the flame base to
evaluating the fractal dimension; this scheme utilizes the end of the blue-flame zone. In this region the

shear layer and flame surface interact strongly, and
*Senior Research Scientist, Senior Member AIAA deformation of the flame surface under the influence

**Chief Scientist. Member AIAA of the vortical shear layer can be studied.

Co prnht (V Aterican Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronauucs. Inc., 1969. All nlhts reserved.
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Thin-Filament Pyrometry cTFP) functions comprised of two Gaussians and a back-
ground value

The thin-filament pyrometer used in this experi-
ment has been described in detail previously: 1 its F(y) = a1 exp(- 0.5 ((y - a2 )/ a3] ) + a4
special features include high spatial resolution, fast
temporal response, and ability to measure temperature +a exp2-0.5(y-a / 2  (1)
distribution along a line rathe, than at a point, The 5  6) 7 1
thermal properties of the filament and the calibration
procedure for obtaining the temperature from the mea- where the amplitude of the two peaks is given by a1
sured blackbody radiation are also described in Ref. 1. and a,, their location by a2 and a ,, their width by a3
In the present study, the filament was utilized to trace and a7, and their background by a4. This fitting pro-

the motion of the flame. The signal strength was mea- cess improves the accuracy with which the peak (pre-

sured but the true temperature was not calculated, sumably the flame location) is located and avoids the

thus avoiding a complicated calibration procedure. difficulty associated with selecting a convention for

The filament is - 10 gm in diam. and is held by a determining the width. In Eq. (1). y has the same
"U"-shaped steel strip under proper tension. 'Me span dimension as the pixel number and can be converted

of the holder is - 12 cm, which covers the flame to a physical dimension through the known pixel reso-

diameter. When placed in the flame, the filament lution. It was crucial to ensure that each flame surface
beame visiblyWhot ped emtting t lac y te iatont would be covered by at least 20 to 40 pixels. An
became visibly "hot red" emitting blackbody radiation example of a plot of the measured signal (along the
which was imaged onto a single InGaAs photodiade filament) and its fitted function is shown in Fig. 2.
detector through the use of a rotating mirror, as dem-
onstrated in Fig. I. While the line image of the fila-
ment radiation was sequentially imaged, 512 pixels 150

were digitized and acquired during each gated scan.
For a fixed optical layout, the physical length scanned
can be adjusted by changing the mirror scan rate and
the digitization rate. This scanned length divided by
512 yields the pixel resolution. Since this study coy- 90
ered a wide range of flow conditions, the pixel resolu-
tion was varied from 60 to 150 gm.

3 60
ro Lecaor asoGIsR

TO LCeRO MGOS DIETECTOR
omieN? 04"1W.amO

30

\ 103 205 306 410 5T2

9- IM I LPS PIXEL NUMBER

V# N,.,,,O UWA00 Fig. 2. Typical TFP signal across diffusion flame;
dots - measured values, solid line - fitted
results.

F I, The fitting process allows the motion of the flame
-/ M" surface to be captured, even if its movement is less

than the pixel size. This improvement in spatial reso-
lution is important to the fractal evaluation of the
flame surface. The fitted function is stored for each

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of optical layout of scan; these functions form a time series which pro-
Thin-Filament-Pyrometry (TFP) technique. vides the instantaneous flame position, radial flame

velocity, and flame thickness. Figure 3 is an example
Data Processing and Fractal Analysis of the flame position captured as a function of time.

The flame trace shows the small-scale wiggle of the
Even under liftoff conditions, the flame could be flame motion and the richness of the frequency con-

described as flamelet-like. Since round diffusion tent.
flamelets exhibit two near-Gaussian peaks when inter- The fractal dimension of the time-series trace was
cepted by the filament, the TFP signal can be fitted by calculated using both the box-counting9 and the

2
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a variety of flame conditions and at numerous axial
locations. The measured fractal dimensions for these

,50 -conditions were ,.ompiled to form a probability distri-
bution function (PD F). From this PDF (shown in, Fig.
5), the mean value of the fractal dimension was calcu-
lated to be 1.312 and its standard deviation, 0.071.
These results compared favorably with those obtained

130 -by Mantzaras, et al.. 6 in their engine-flame study. The
E value chosen by Gouldin, 1.37.1 is within the range of
2 120 the standard deviation obtained in this study.

8.0

7.0 - MEAN I 312
RMS -0071

100 1
0 50 1o ISO 200 250 300 8.0

TIME (MS)

50
Fig. 3. Time-series trace of flame position.

1C

fractal-dust4 methods. It was found that the box- 0:
counting scheme is straightforward, as described by ao
Strahle and Jagoda.9 and requires less computation
time than the fractal-dust method. In addition, the 20-
box-counting method does not require one to select
the position at which analysis should be performed--a 10
definite disadvantage of the fractal-dust method.4 The
above advantages make the bx-counting scheme an .o
ideal choice for performing calculations on massive 10 11 1.2 1.3 1.4 15 1.6 1.7
amount of data. FRACTAL DIMENSION, D

Results and Discussion Fig. 5. Probability distribution function of measured
fractal dimensions.

A typical result of performing a box-counting
analysis is shown in Fig. 4 where log[N(e)] is plotted The measured fractal dimension can be used to
as function of log(e). The slope is - D, where D is the model the turbulent flame velocity as follows:4.6.8

fractal dimension.7.9 In this case D is measured to be
1.39, as indicated by the solid line. In this study over (S /S =(E /EO)2- 2  (2)
300 sets of time-series flame traces were made under T L) i

where ST is the turbulent flame velocity, S the lami-
40 nar flame velocity, E the inner-cutoff length scale, e

the outer-cutoff length scale, and D = D + 1. The
fractal dimension in Eq. (2) is available, as discussed

30 above. However, measurement of the inner cutoff
P - requires the pixel resolution to be finer than the

2.5 Kolmogorov scale. Therefore, the inner-cutoff length
was assumed to be the laminar flame thickness.8 0.1

Z 20 mm. The outer-cutoff length was assumed to be
equivalent to the integral length scale of the radial

15 flame fluctuation which is the mas value of the flame
position reported previously233  The isotropic

1o assumption"' of the flame surface required in the frac-
tal analysis was also adapted--but with the realization

ob -- that this assumption may be more valid in a premixed
than in a diffusion flame.

000 0.4 02 12 I 20 By applying Eq. (2) and the associated assump-
) w, tions, the ratio of turbulent to laminar flame velocities

was obtained and the velocities compared with those
Fig. 4. Plot of log[N(E)] vs log(e). directly measured by the TFP technique. Comparisons

3
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of the measured and predicted flame velocities as a
function of downstream location for various flame (a)
conditions are shown in Figs. 6-7. Since the liftoff

----

4
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.... Fig." 7. Plots of measured and predicted turbulent
(c) flame velocity as function of downstream

W.M."location for lifted propane diffusion flames
--o- ,,.--at various jet exit velocities.

~height of the diffusion flame changes with jet

velocity, the measurement locations for Figs. 6-7 vary
• ., "accordingly. Because the flame/flow interaction of
ul the methane flame is stronger than that of the propane

,' flame, the results for the former will be examined
first. Figure 6(a) shows that for a lifted methane

Sflame with a 40-m/sec jet velocity, the flame
velocities predicted using Eq. (2) are - 15% higher

SCHo.N o,..lo , Di ,.-.F than those measured. For a 50-m/sec jet velocity,
u .6fe c (NO (. 16,.2n) excellent agreement between predicted and measured

, . ... values was obtained, as shown in Fig. 6(b). Such
IIII lie Ise 1101 seecomparison for a 60-mn/sec jet velocity indicates that

z (,m) the model underpredicts by - 25% the flame
velocities shown in Fig. 6(c). For a propane flame

Fig. 6. Plots of measured and predicted turbulent with a jet velocity of 29 m/sec [Fig. 7(a)), the model
flame velocity as function of downstream overpredicts the velocities with a 100% error at z = 70
location for lifted methane diffusion flames mm where the flame base is stabilized. Near z = 1(0
at various jet exit velocities. mm, however, the predicted and measured velocities
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show good agreement. For the case of a propane dimension of the flame motion. In the near-field
flame with a jet velocity of 38 m/sec [Fig. 7(b)], the region, the rms fluctuation of the flame motion
model overpredicts the flame velocity by - 20%; increases with downstream distance, indicating
these results are similar to those for a methane flame increasing flame/flow interactions. In the flame/flow
having a jet velocity of 40 rn/sec [Fig. 6(a)]. interaction process, the flow turbulence tends to con-

Except for the case of a propane flame with a jet tort the flame surface, whereas the heat release from
velocity of 29 m/sec, the generally favorable compari- the flame surface and associated buoyancy effects
son between predicted and measured turbulent flame tends to smooth the flow turbulence. This is particu-
velocities is very encouraging, the difference ranging larly true in the premixed flame case where the flame
from 0 to 25%. The sizable difference for the case of has its own propagation velocity which contributes to
a propane flame with a 29-m/sec jet velocity may be the determination of the flame structure and, in turn,
due to a large deviation from the isotropic condition. the fractal dimension. However, in the case of the
The moderate difference for the case of a 60-m/sec non-premixed flame, the flame surface is generally
methane flame may be attributable to the flame zone believed to be passive. If the flame is completely pas-
having developed more holes and intermittently sive, then the flow may contort the flame surface and
become thicker. Under these circumstances, the fit- increase its fractal dimension to a point where it
ting process which employs a Gaussian shape for fit- approaches that of the velocity field. Contrary to this
ting a temperature profile across the flame surface is general belief, the fractal dimension shows a negative
subject to a higher failure rate. correlation with the rms fluctuation. It was found that

The experimental study of premixed flames by near the stabilized flame base, the jet flow is dominant
North and Santavicca8 indicated that the model over- and contorts the flame surface to a higher fractal
predicts the flame speed by - 10 to 20% for values of dimension. In this case, the flame is commonly con-
S'/S L ranging from 2 to 4. In addition, further ara .- sidered to be passive. While approaching downstream
sis of Eq. (2) indicates that a calculation error of 0.07 locations, the thermal layer develops to a higher
(- 5 %) in determining D will result in a prediction degree around the flame surface, and the jet shear
which differs by 17 - 32% over the range of fluctua- stresses decrease. Therefore, the flame may be able to
tion length scales measured (1 - 5 mm). Agreement play a more active role in smoothing the flow turbu-
between prediction and direct measurement of the tur- lence and reducing the fractal dimension, as shown in
bulent flame velocity is very satisfactory, considering Fig. 8; this may be the direct result of the premixing
the isotropic assumption for the near field of the diffu- which occurs upstream, near the lifted flame base.
sion flame, the assumed constant inner-cutoff length
scale. and the application of the flame-speed concepts Finally, the capability to observe changing topo-
to a diffusion flame. logical characteristics using fractal analysis has been

The changing fractal characteristics of the diffu- successfully demonstrated in this study. The impli-
sion flame with respect to the jet-flowfield develop- cations of the similarity in the non-passive flame
merit can be examined in Fig. 8 which depicts the behavior in premixed and non-pren,'xed flames merit

correlation of the rms fluctuation and the fractal further study.

Conclusions
13

D.,,,1.-0013y. The propagation of turbulent jet diffusion flames
has been characterized using a high-sampling-rate

,.4 TFP technique. The instantaneous temperature profile
which is directly associated with the flame has been

* utilized to investigate turbulent behavior. Because of
the high-sampling-rate capability of this technique,

0 1.3 * the velocity and length scales of the turbulent flame
motion were measured directly. Fractal analysis was
applied to the time-series trace of the flame position to

,.2 obtain the fractal dimension of the flame surface. The
measured f-actal dimensions were used to predict the
turbulent flame velocity which was then compared
with measured values. From this study, the following

1., 4 conclusions have been drawn:

v€ (-Im

1. The box-counting method is an ideal tool for per-
Fig. 8. Correlation of fractal dimension and rms forming fractal analysis of turbulent signals, espe-

fluctuation of flame-surface motion for cially when automation is needed to handle
methane flames. massive amounts of data. This technique was used

5
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to analyze diffusion-flame results for various 5. M. Murayama, and T. Takeno, "Fractal-Like

flow conditions and axial locations. The fractal Character of Flamelets in Turbulent Premixed

dimensions from over 300 sets of data were corn- Combustion," Presented at the 22nd Symposium

piled to form a PDF which displayed a mean value (International) on Combustion, Seattle, WA,

of 1.312 and an rms value of 0.071. 1988.

2. Although elaborate assumptions were made in uti- 6. J. Mantzaras, P. G. Felton, and F. V. Braccu,

lizing fractal theory to predict the turbulent flame "Fractals and Turbulent Premixed Engine

velocity, comparisons with the directly measured Flames," To appear in Combustion and Flame,

flame velocity were generally favorable, with a 1989.
difference of - 0 - 25%. This behavior bore a
striking resemblance to results on a premixed 7. F. C. Gouldin, "An Application of Fractals to

flame. The implication of this similarity merits Modeling Premixed Turbulent Flames." Com-

further study. bustion and Flame, vol. 68, pp. 249 - 266, 1987.

3. Near the stabilized flame base, the jet flow was 8. G. L. North and D. A. Santavicca, "Fractal
dominant over the flame, resulting in a higher frac- Analysis of Turbulence-Flame Interactions."
tal dimension for the flame surface. Further down- Presented at the Fall Technical Meeting of the
stream, however, the effects of heat release upon Eastern States Section of the Combustion
flow turbulence became important. As a result, the Institute, Clearwater, FL, 1988.
flame was able to play a more active role, smooth-
ing the flow turbulence and reducing the fractal 9. W. C. Strahle, and J. I. Jagoda, "Fractal Geome-
dimension. try Applications in Turbulent Combustion Data

Analysis," Presented at the 22nd Symposium
(International) on Combustion, Seattle, WA,
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CHARACTERIZATION OF TURBULENT JET DIFFUSION FLAMES:
RESULTS OF PLANAR IMAGING TECHNIQUES

Tzong H. Chen* and Larry P. Goss**
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

A Divisicn of ArvinlCalspan
2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, OH 45440-3696

Abstract fuel, for a taper nozzle jet exhibiting a flat
velocity profile. However, it has been experi-

Joint reactive-Mie-scattering and planar- mentally observed that this is not the case for a
laser-induced-fluorescence techniques have methane flame.8. 9  The observed difference in
been employed to study the impact of jet-shear- lifting characteristics between the methane and
layer development upon flame behavior. The propane flames in this study was attributed to
complete penetration of the shear-layer vortex the difference in the degree of interaction of
through the flame surface has been successfully vortices formed from the fuel jet and the flame
captured by planar imaging techniques. The surface. Thus, a complete characterization of
degree of flame/flow interaction varies with this interaction con aid in understanding flame-
respect to a wide range of flame conditions and lifting mechanisms.
results in observation of three different types of The Planar-Laser-Induced-Fluorescence 10
flame zones--flamelets, multiple flamelets, and (PLIF) and Reactive Mie Scattering,' (RMS)
thick flame zones. The probability of observing techniques were employed in the present study
the different types of flame behavior was mea- to characterize the flame/flow interactions of
sured, and the results are presented. Analysis of turbulent jet diffusion flames. For the PLIF
the probability data indicates that the rms flame technique, the OH-radical fluorescence was uti-
fluctuation, L, provides a proper length scale for lized; the existence of the OH radical is an indica-
studying the statistical behavior of the flame. tor of the ongoing combustion processes and can
Significant changes in the flame behavior were mark the area of the thermal zone. For the RMS
observed to occur at two critical values of L--the technique, TiO2 seed particles formed by the
minimal thermal thickness (I mm) and the noz- reaction of TiC 4 with water were used for Mie
zle diameter (5 mm). scattering. When properly introduced into the

fuel jet, TIC14 will form Tie 2 in the fuel mixingIntroduction layer. By tracking the vortex motion with Mie
scattering and marking the flame zone by OHKnowledge of the detailed flame/flow fluorescence, the impact of flow turbulence upon

interaction is an important key in understanding flame behavior can be observed. By statistically
flame stabilization or lifting mechanisms for jet analyzing the experimentally observed OH pro-
diffusion flames under attached or lifted flow files, the thickness of the thermal zone, the
conditions. Three different theoriest have been magnitude of the flame fluctuation, and the
applied to explain flame lifting: I) the laminar probability of observing flamelets, thick flame
flamelet model,2 2) the premixed combustion zones, and holes can be determined. This analy-
model, 3 and 3) the large-scale structural-mixing sis allows evaluation of the dependence of the
model. 4- 6  Although each of these models was statistical flame properties upon the flame/flow
established through sound experimental and interaction.
theoretical efforts, under many circumstances
they contradict each other. The disagreement Experimental
between the various theories may be due, in
pan, to the vast differences in the turbulence oiins
states of mixing processes in the jet flowfield
which result from the development of large- The fuel jet employed in this study con-
scale vortices. As an example, earlier work of sisted of a short, tapered S-mm-id nozzle sur-
Shekarchi. #t al.7 indicated that the mechanisms rounded by a 25-cm annular air duct. The con-
for flame lifting were the same, regardless of the traction ratio of the contoured nozzle was 20 to I

and was designed to yield a flat exit-velocity*Sr. Research Scientist Sr. Member AIAA profile. The exit velocity of the annular air flowS"Chief Scientist, Optical Diagnos., Member AIAA was fixed at 15 cm/sec. The fuels employed for

C*Wvi@S 0 1SS Aminm tnuM of A ouaua ad
Auaomm. tut Al rIu ram. 1
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this study included propane and methane, with used to filter out the Mie scattering from the
jet velocities ranging from flame liftoff to near- dust particles and soot. For most flame condi-
blowout. The critical liftoff velocity for the tions tested, the flame base was blue in color,
propane flame was measured to be 19.5 m/s and and soot emission was not observed to be a
that for the methane flame to be 29.0 m/s. problem.
Under the critical liftoff condition, the flame can
be either attached or lifted. The measurement Dissipation Calculation
locations were chosen in the near-field region
from the flame base up to 60 jet diameters One of the natural candidates for examin-
downstream, xld = 60. In this region the fuel-jet ing the degree of flame/flow interaction is inea-
shear layer and flame surface interact strongly. surement of the scalar dissipation involved in
allowing the deformation of the flame surface to the combustion process. The presence of the OH
be studied. radical marks the thermal zone which--for the

case of a diffusion flame--includes the reaction
Diagnostic Techniques zone. The absence of the OH radical in a cross

section of the flame surface thus represents
The optical setup utilized in this study for possible flame extinction. Calculation of the dis-

joint RMS/OH-PLIF measurements is shown in sipation of the OH radical was carried out for the
Fig. 1. A Quanta-Ray DCR-3:PDL:WEX laser sys- experimental OH images as:12 .13
tem was employed to produce the UV radiation
needed to excite the (0,1) transition of the OH X = 2D [(dS/dx) 2 +(dS/dy) 2 1 (1)
radical. The UV beam of 283-nm wavelength
was passed through sheet-forming optics and where D is the diffusion coefficient, S the
directed through the flame zone. Laser-induced measured OH signal, d the differential operator,
fluorescence from the OH radical was observed and x and y the ordinate of vertical and
at right angles to the laser sheet by an intensi- horizontal direction.
fied two-dimensional CCD camera (Photometrics
CC200). The 384 x 576 pixel density of the CCD Probability Analysis
camera combined with the optical arrangement
resulted in a 98-m/pixel spatial resolution For constructing a statistical description of
which allowed observation of a 37.5 x 55 mm the flame properties, hundreds of scalar mena-
area of the fla ne. surements are required. This can constitute a

Joint RMS/OH-PLIF measurements were problem in the case of two-dimensional imaging
made by introducing a small amount of TiCI4 techniques due to the massive amount of data
into the gaseous fuel. TiCI4 reacts with water required (443 KBytes of information per image).
formed as a combustion byproduct to produce To alleviate this problem, a line image system
small seed particles which can scatter laser light, was employed. In this case the laser excitation
Care was taken to ensure that the seed concen- beam is mildly focused into a cylinder or line,
tration was maintained at a low level such that the fluorescence from which is captured by a
the OH fluorescence signal would not be over- 1024-element intensified diode array system.
whelmed by the Mie scattering signal. In this For each flame condition, several axial locations
arrangement the Mie-scattering and OH-PLIF were chosen for measurement. At each axial
signals are observed simultaneously by a single location. 750 line images were taken and stored
camera system. For independent OH-PLIF mea- for analysis. Because the laser-excitation line
surements, a spike filter with 30% efficiency intercepts the flame axis perpendicularly, it
centered at 314 nm, half-width of 10 nm, was crosses the flame zone twice. Since the radial

flame fluctuation is small compared to the jet
CD-,, flame diameter, disappearance of the OH-fluo-

rescence signal cannot be due to drifting of the
' flame. Absence of the OH signal in an area

'le. . .... where the flame surface should be located could
_--- _be due only to flame extinction or hole forma-

- ion. The experimentally observed thermal
zones were of three types: thin flamelets (- I
mm in thickness), multiple flame zones, and

Fig. 1. Optical arrangement of joint PRMS/OH- thick flame zones. By counting the number of
PLIF systems. times each of these zones was observed, the

2
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probability of their occurrence could be deter-

mined:

Probability =(event couflt)/Nj (2)

where Ni is the number of line images collected
(750 in this study).

Result and Discussion

Local Extinction and Non-Flamelet Behavior .

Evidence for discontinuities (or holes) in %
the flame sheet of jet diffusion flames has been
reported by several groups1l. 14-16. The exis-
tence of holes in the flame surface is thought to
be a result of the penetration of the flame by
vortices formed by the fuel jet. Since flame-
stabilization behavior is linked to the evolution
of these vortices,1 .t 7  an experimental investiga-
tion was initiated to study the flame/flow inter-
actions.

Figure 2 is a joint RMS/OH-PLIF image
taken in the near field of an attached CH4 diffu-
sion flame at the critical liftoff velocity. The
vortex penetration through the flame surface can
be clearly seen in this figure. The flame surface,
indicated by the outer OH fluorescence, displays
an area of local extinction which corresponds to
the size of the penetrating vortex which is
marked by the inner Mie scattering associated
with the fuel jet. In this particular case the
propagation of the flame surface is passive and
dominated by the vortex motion which is driven 1 0 mm
by the fuel jet. However, for most jet diffusion
flames, the flame surface and shear layer are
well separated. 11,18 In the methane-flame case, Fig. 2. Image of penetration of vortex through
however, this separation is less than in the surface of CH 4 diffusion flame under
propane-flame case, resulting in a stronger critical liftoff condition; flame surface is
flame/flow interaction. In addition, the density marked by OH fluorescence and the jet
of the methane jet is lower than that of the co- by Mie scattering.
flowing air and, thus, the shear-layer vortex has
a higher probability of spinning out and interact- fluctuates at a frequency which is lower than
ing with the flame. As a result, the methane that of vortex shedding. This result is consistent
flame displays a higher probability for hole for- with those of previous studies which found that
mation than the propane flame at the critical the flame surface fluctuates in the frequency
liftoff jet velocity. The high probability of hole range - 50 to 125 Hz. Based upon the liftoff
formation at a location - 60 mm downstream height, jet exit velocity, and flame-crossing fre-
causes the methane flame to split before com- quency, the values of the Strouhal number for
plete lifting occurs. this flame were determined to be - 0.10 - 0.15.19

Seven large vortices can be identified in As can be seen from Fig. 2, the thermal
the RMS/OH-PLIF image displayed in Fig. 2. Of zone thickness remains fairly constant, - 1 mm,
these seven, the flame surface is distorted by at the flame base for both the propane and
only three. The other four have little effect upon methane flames operating under the critical
the flame surface due to their greater separation liftoff condition. The slow growth of the thermal
from the surface which reduces the strength of zone was also observed by Schefer, et al.15 The
the interaction. As a result, the flame surface OH zone thickness for the laminar propane and
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methane flames was experimentally measured,
and the smallest value was found to be I trm.
As the jet velocity increases beyond flame liftoff,
the interaction between the flame and the vortex
layer becomes stronger, resulting in an increase
in the probability that local extinction (hole) will
occur at the flame surface. In this case, the
flame attempts to stabilize at a downstream
location where the interaction is weaker. Under
the near-blowout condition, the flame base is
stabilized far downstream where fuel-air mixing
is nearly complete. This results in a premixed
combustion zone which tends to wrap around the
vo-tices and is thick in nature. In this region
tribrachial flames 2 0 may exist, which can also
contribute to a thick thermal zone. The mea-
sured thickness of the OH zone near the flame
base under this condition varies from - I to 3 cm
which compared favorably with previous tem-
perature results.8

Figures 3-5 depict planar OH images and
their associated dissipation at the base of a lifted (a)
methane flame operated under near-blowout
conditions. Under this condition flamelets of 1
mm thickness can still be observed but with a
lower probability. The observed flame-base
structure can be divided into three different
types. The first type, shown in Fig. 3, is a simple
flame tip. The second is a thick vortical struc-
ture, as is shown in Fig. 4. Two small non-
burning zones can be observed inside the thick
thermal zone. The ..-'o zones correspond to
pockets which are too fuel-rich to burn. 21 The
third type of flame base is shown in Fig. 5 and is
characterized by two distinct islands of combus-
tion located outside the main flame base. The
associated dissipation map, shown in Fig. 5(b),
indicates that the dissipation rate is maximized
at the interface between these islands. The
wedge shape of the maximum dissipation area
suggests that the local extinction in this area
may be due to excessive stretching.

Probability of Observing Flamelets. Holes. and
Thick Zones

The flames shown in Figs. 4 and 5 would
display multiple OH-signal peaks if observed by
a line CCD detector. The presence of such peaks
was reported in an earlier study. 19 The multiple
flame zones in this case were classified as thick 10 mm
flames. (b)

The flamelets, holes, and thick OH zones
can also be observed at different downstream Fig. 3(a). First type of flame base of C-I4 diffu-
locations. The probability of observing these sion flame under near-blowout con-
events is shown in Figs. 6-9 for methane and dition. (b) Dissipation map of OH image
propane flames under the critical liftoff shown in (a).
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(a)

(a)

10mm
(b)

Fig. 5(a). Third type of flame base of CH4 dif-
fusion flame under near-blowout
condition; island of combusting zone
located away from main thermal zone.
(b) Dissipation map of OH image
shown in (a).

condition. Figures 6-9 depict the attached
10 mm methane flame, lifted methane flame, attached

(b) propane flame, and lifted propane flame,
respectively. The probability of observing thin

Fig. 4(a). Second type of flame base of CH4 flamelets is highest at the flame base.
diffusion flame under near-blowout Downstream, the probability of observing holes
condition; local extinction found inside and thick OH zones increases. The methane

thick thermal zone. (b) Dissipation flame displays a higher probability for
map of OH image shown in (a). developing holes than the propane flame, as
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Fig. 6. Plot of probability of observing flamelets, Fig. 8. Plot of probability of observing flamelets,
thick flar.e, and holes for attached CH4 thick flame, and holes for attached C3 H8
flame under critical liftoff condition. flame under critical liftoff condition.
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Fig. 7. Plot of probability of observing flamelets, Fig. 9. Plot of probability of observing flamelets,
thick flame, and holes for lifted Clit flame thick flame, and holes for lifted C3H &
under critical liftoff condition. flame under critical liftoff condition.

explained previously. The fact that thin observing flamelets for the flow conditions pre-
flamelets, holes, and thick flame zones coexist sented in Figs. 6-9. Data for the methane flame,
poses several challenges for the modeling with an exit velocity of 40 m/s, are plotted in
community. 22 -24 Comparing Figs. 6-7 leads one Fig. 10. As the jet velocity is increased the
to the conclusion that under the critical liftoff flame/flow interaction is observed to become
condition, the attached and lifted flames have stronger. The probability of observing holes is
the same probability for flamelets, thick flame higher than the probability of observing
zones, and holes. This is primarily due to the flamelets at the 225-mm downstream location.
fact that the exit velocities are the same. This For a methane flame with an exit velocity of 60
same conclusion can be drawn from the m/s, the corresponding location moves to - 175
propane-flame results displayed in Figs. 8-9. Mm.

At the 300-mm downstream location, the
probability of observing holes approaches that of
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Fig. 10. Plot of probability of observing flame- Fig. 11. Correlation between rms flame fluctua-
lets, thick flame, and holes for lifted tion, L, and probability of observing
CH4 flame with exit velocity of 40 m/s. flamelets and holes for wide range of

flame conditions.
Statistical Properties of Flame/Flow Interactions flame-lifting condition with jet exit velocities of

As the flow is perturbed by large struc- 40, 50, and 60 m/s are included. For the wide
tures in the jet shear layer, the flame surface range of flame conditions studied, the maximum
fluctuates about its stationary (reference) posi- rms flame fluctuation was observed to be < 7
don. The rms value of the flame-surface fluc- mm for the flame within the 300-mm down-
tuation can be measured from the line OH stream location (x/d < 60). For the same flame
profiles. This rms flame fluctuation is denoted condition, the flame/flow interaction becomes
by L which is a length scale denoting the degree stronger (L becomes larger) as the downstream
of the flame/flow interaction. A similar location increases. At a given downstream loca-
approach was employed in earlier studies to tion, the flame/flow interaction becomes
determine the degree of flame/flow inter- stronger with increasing jet exit velocity.
action.8S19  Therefore, use of L as the independent variable

The probability data, as discussed in the inherently includes the fuel-type, fuel-velocity,
previous section, indicated that at the critical and downstream-distance dependence of the
liftoff velocity, the methane flame has a higher flame/flow interaction. Figure II indicates that
probability of displaying holes than the propane the probability of observing flamelets decreases
flame. This is due to the stronger flame/flow with increasing L while the probability of
interaction in the methane-flame case. The observing holes increases with increasing L.
thermal time scale--the ratio of laminar flame Indeed, the probability data which represent a
thickness and laminar flame speed--for the wide range of flame conditions fall within a
methane and propane flames is practically the relatively narrow band when plotted in this
same (1/430 and 1/400 sec, respectively), manner.
Therefore, under the same degree of flame/flow A detailed examination of Fig. 11 indicates
interaction, the probability of displaying holes or that there may be two important values of L
local extinction should be the same. To pursue which affect the statistical properties of the
this hypothesis, the probability of observing flames behavior. The first is the minimum
flamelets, holes, and thick flame was plotted as a thermal thickness measured to be -1 mm, while
function of the rms flame fluctuation, L; the the second is the nozzle diameter of the jet (5
results are displayed in Fig. 11. mm). When L is smaller than I mm, the

Data for the propane and methane flames probability of observing flamelets and holes is
under critical liftoff conditions, both attached constant, 1 and 0, respectively. When L is larger
and lifted, are summarized in Fig. 11. In addi- than I mm, the probability of observing
tion, methane flames operated beyond the flamelets decreases linearly, while that of
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CONDITIONAL VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
AT THE BASE OF TURBULENT, LIFTED JET FLAMES

Tzong H. Cben,* Darryl D. Trump,** and Larry P. Gout
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

A Division of ArvinlCalspan
2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, Ohio 45440-3696

Abstract flowfield under study. Particle-based techniques have
been shown to be biased in several ways including density

A novel technique has been developed for use in flame weighting. 1 For accurate measurement of the velocity
studies to condition LDV velocity measurements to the field of intermittent combusting gas mixtures, a technique
presence (or absence) of combustion. This technique capable of detecting the presence of the flame in the LDV
utilizes Thin-Filament-Pyrometry (TFP) to determine probe volume during the velocity measurement would
whether combustion gases are present during a velocity allow assessment of the extent of biasing. Thermocouple
measurement by an LDV system. TFP was selected for probes are intrusive and cannot precisely resolve thin
this purpose because of its effective flame-detection cape- flame sheets. Laser diagnostic techniques which have
bility, ease of implementation with Laser Doppler been employed for conditional measurements, i.e.,
Velocimetry (LDV), and low cost. The conditioning mea- combined Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectroscopy
surement technique was applied to the study of lifted (CARS) and LDV,1 '3 are complex, costly, and difficult to
methane and propane jet flames. Flame regions which implement. The recently developed Thin-Filament-
exhibited the most pronounced difference between condi- Pyrometry (TFP)Y technique which displays high spatial
tional and unconditional measurements were primarily and temporal resolution is an ideal choice for a condi-
areas having a high correlation between temperature and tional experiment. In the TFP technique, the blackbody
velocity. The velocity profiles obtained highlight the dif- emission from a SiC filament which is - 14 Mm in diam. is
ferences between methane and propane jet flames. employed to determine the local flame temperature with

negligible intrusion of the flame. The application of TFP
Nomenclature for conditioning LDV measurements is simpler and more

cost effective than the use of other laser diagnostic meth-
U. Mean axial jet exit velocity ods.
&¢ Mean axial velocity at jet axis at downstream In this study both conditional and unconditional

location of liftoff height velocity measurements were made at the base of tur-
Ufb Mean axial velocity at flame base bulent, lifted jet flames. In the conditional-velocity-
u' Root-mean-square (rms) axial-velocity fluctuation measurement case, a two-component LDV system was
z Axial ordinate used in conjunction with the TFP technique to condition

the velocity measurement to the presence (or absence) of
Introduction the flame. Velocity data were taken only when the flame

was present (as detected by the TFP technique). In the
Flame-lifting and blowout mechanisms remain an unconditional-measurement case, the LDV system was

important subject for study in the combustion-research allowed to collect velocity data without regard to the con-
community. Recent experimental efforts have been ditions of the flame. Both propane and methane fuel were
directed toward the measurement of scalar dissipation used with a 5-mm short tapered nozzle. Previous corn-
rates in order to gain insight into the phenomena of local bustion studies with the 5-mm nozzle have shown that the
flame quenching which can cause flame lifting and blow- interaction of the flame sheet and the fuel-jet shear layer
out. Approaches based upon premixed-flame and vortex- is stronger for the methane flame than for the propane
mixing concepts have been successfully applied in flame under the critical liftoff conditions. This result
attempts to understand blowout in swirler-stabilized indicates that for this nozzle, different lifting mechanisms
flames. Here velocity information is critical in assessing are dominant in the methane and propane flames. To
the effects of turbulent mixing upon flame stabilization, elucidate these differences, conditional and unconditional

Traditional velocity-measurement techniques (e.g., velocities were measured near the flame base for jet-flame
LDV) require introduction of seed particles into the conditions ranging from liftoff to near blowout.

*Senior Research Scientist, Senior Member AIAA
"Senior Engineer
tChief Scientist, Optical Diagnostics, Member AIAA
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Experimental maintained to allow steady, long-duration operation: and
the density was balanced to avoid biasing. Doppler bursts

R nitions from the sample volume were converted to periods by two
1990 TSI burst coLnters. The output from each counter

The fuel jet employed in this study consisted of a was fed into a mini-computer for analysis.
short tapered 5-mm-id nozzle surrounded by a 25-cm For flame detection a TFP setup was utilized. The
annular air duct. The contraction ratio of the contoured TFP technique has been applied in numerous turbulent jet
nozzle was 20 to I and was designed to yield a flat exit- flame studies. 6 Its unique features include high temporal
velocity profile. The exit velocity of the annular air flow and spatial resolution, capability of measuring tempera-
v, as fixed at 15 cn/sec. The fuels employed for this study ture distribution along a line, and ease of implementation.
were methane and propane. For the unconditional veloci- The filament employed was - 14-gim-diam. SiC and was
ty measurement, the axial profile along the centerline and held by a "U"-shaped steel strip under proper tension.
the radial profile at the liftoff height tLOH) were made. The span of the holder was - 12 cm, which covered the
For the conditional measurement, the focus was on the flame diameter. When placed in the flame, the filament
flame base. Three me.asurement points were chosen-- becomes visibly "red hot" due to blackbody radiation. In
inner edge, center, and outer edge of the flame base. this experiment the radiation from the filament was

imaged onto a InGaAs photodiode detector and used to
LDV and TFP Conditioning indicate the presence (or absence) of the flame. Previous

studies have shown that such an arrangement displays a
A -chematic diagram of the experimental setup low-temperature detection limit to - 1000 K.

employed for the conditional velocity measurements is For the conditional velocity measurements, the thin
shown in Fig. 1. The LDV system was a two-component, filament was placed - 0.5 mm upstream of the LDV

anl 1 PMT 2 probe, as indicated in Fig. 2. Care was exercised to

Charrel 2

, InGaAs PMT LDV Probe

P',cpssor P,(fpssur

LD . SiC Filament .
LoV Condtnonng .i ilm_ SiC Filament

Int.rcuitrW r - 0.5 mm below

LDV Probe
Host
Min! Z

Computer

Argon Fig. 2. Alignment of thin filament with respect to
Ion

Laser - LDV probe.

ensure that the proper tension would be placed on the fila-
ment: otherwise, a filament that was too loose could

/ vibrate into the LDV probe or one that was too tight might
Fig. 1 Sthe nhitic diagram of combined [.DV and break after limited flame exposure.

TFP experimental setup. The signal from the InGaAs detector was sent to a
custom-built electronic interface which amplified the sig-

forward-scattering single-color systeni utilizing polariza- nal and generated a gate pulse when the signal was above
Lion for component separation.5 A 5-W argon-ion laser a preset thresholo (see Fig. 3). The width of the gate
was u.sed as the light source at a wavelength of 488 nm. pulse was dcte:mined by the duration of the TFP signal
The seed particle employed for this study was A1203 above the preset threshold. The threshold in these experi-
having an a',erag" diameter of 0.5 hrn. For the fuel jet a ments was chosen to correspond to an approximate flame
TSI fluidized hed seeder was employed; for the coflowing temperature of 1800 K This approach was taken to
jet, a custom-made cyclone-type seeder was used. A low ensure that actual combustion would he sampled rather
seeding density in both the coflowing air and the fuel was than hot-combustion products. The gate pulse was fed
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very sin'ilar in magnitude, resulting in a high normalized
velocity, Ufb/Uc, for the methane flame. The rms velocity
fluctuations at the propane-flame base were higher than
those at he methane-flame base. Since the propane flame
had a higher centerline velocity at the LOH, the normal-
ized values, u'/Uc, are very similar for the two flames
under these conditions.

For the five conditions given in Table L both flames
display interesting trends. First, the velocity at the jet
center at the LOH, U., was - 12 m/s for all three
methane-flame conditions listed. For propane flames this
velocity was - 22 m/s for the two conditions listed.
Second, the mean axial velocity at the flame base, Ufb,
was - 2 m/s for all flame conditions. As a result the nor-
malized flame-stabilization velocity, Uf./Uc was - 9%

Fig. 3. TFP signals and generated gate pulses for and 15% for the propane and methane flames, respec-
LDV data sampling. tively.The similarity in flame-base velocity can be attrib-

into the LDV-computer-interface inhibit circuit to allow uted to the fact that the thermal time scale--the ratio of
the LDV system to acquire data when the gate was open laminar flame thickness to laminar flame speed--for the
and inhibit acquisition when closed. This was referred to methane and propane flames is approximately the same
as the flame-gating mode of operation. The TFP interface (1/430 and 1/400 .ec, respectively). Whereas, the differ-
could also be operated in a nonflame-gating mode in ences in velocity development along the centerline can be
which the LDV was allowed to acquire data only in the attributed to the variation in density, reaction rate, stoi-
absence of flame. For the unconditional measurements chiometric fuel-air ratio, and other effects.
the LDV system was allowed to collect velocity data
without regard to the status of the flame (free-run mode). Conditional and Unconditional Velocity PDF's

Results and Discussion Figure 4 displays the probability distribution func-
tions (pdfs) for the conditional and unconditional axial

General Observatio'U velocities taken at the inner edge, Rf - AR, of the flame
base for a lifted methane jet flame. The pdf of the condi-

The general flame characteristics observed in this tional velocity shown in Fig. 4(a) indicates that the local
study are summarized in Table I. For each flame condi- axial flow velocity where the flame exists is - 1.5 m/s. It
tion, attention was focused at the LOH where the mean- also shows that the diffusion flamelets cease to exist when
radial-flame-base location, Rf, was measured by means of the local jet velocity exceeds - 4.0 m/s. With uncondi-
the SiC filament. The flame fluctuates around this mean tional velocity measurements, both hot and cold gases are
location and covers the range radially from Rf - AR (inner measured which, in this case, significantly alters the
edge) to Rf + AR (outer edge). At the LOH the velocities observed pdf [see Fig. 4(b)]. Since the velocity data were
at both the centerline (Uc ) and the flame base (Ufb) were taken at the inner edge of the flame, which is near the jet
measured and are given in Table I. shear layer, .elocities higher than 4 m/s were also mea-

To achieve a LOH of 90 mm, the methane flame sured. The difference in the conditional and uncondition-
required a much higher exit velocity (U. = 45 m/s) than al velocity pdfs at the inner edge of the flame is the result
the propane flame (U = 38.5 m/s). At tiie LOH the cen- of high shear, incomplete mixing, and associated high
tral jet velocity for methane was 12.5 m/s and for pro- intermittent velocity and scalar fluctuations. At this loca-
pane, 21.4 m/s. However, the velocities measured at the tion where the jet shear is high, the probability of stabiliz-
flame base, Ufo, for methane and propane flames were ing the flame is rather low.

Table i. Flame Characteristics Observed
Fuel U. LOH U Rf AR Ufb Ufb/U. u u'/U c

(m/sl (m) (MI/s) (mm) (mM) (nms) MI (m/s) (%
CH 4  32.0 60. 13.0 14.5 ±3.0 1.86 14.3 1.0 7.7
CH 4  45.0 90. 12.5 21.0 ±4,0 1.89 15.1 0.86 6.8
CH 4  52.0 120. 11.8 27.0 ± 5.5 2.27 19.2 1.05 8.9
C3H8  26.0 50. 23.0 9.0 ± 2.5 2.04 8.87 1.50 6.5
C3HA  38.5 90. 21.4 16.0 ±4.0 1.86 8.69 1.39 6.5
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Fig. 4. PDFs of (a) conditional and (b) unconditional Fig. 5. PDFs of (a) conditional and (b) unconditional
axial velocities taken at inner edge of methane- axial velocities taken at mean position of
flame base. methane-flame base.

The conditional and unconditional velocity pdfs under should not result in a biased pdf or velocity statistics for
several flame conditions at the mean radial flame location, the flame. This is consistent with previous studies which
Rp were made. Although distinct differences between the have indicated that the temperature or scalar fields, in
conditional and unconditional velocity pdfs were found in general, display bi-modal distributions in intermittent
the inner edge of the flame, minor differences were flow regions where velocity fields seldom show a distinct
observed at location, Rr Figure 5 displays an example of bi-modal distribution.1 3

the near-Gaussian-shaped conditional and unconditional
velocity pdfs obtained in this region. These pdfs indicate Velocity Profiles
that the mean axial velocity is - 2 m/s; whereas, the rms
velocity fluctuation is - I m/s (also see Table I). The Both similarities and differences observed in general
nar-Gaussian-shape distribution may be the result of the comparisons of the methane and propane flames are given
flat profiles for both axial and radial velocities which indi- in Table I. To obtain a more detailed comparison of the
cates a low-velocity gradient in the flame zone. jet flames, the velocity profiles along the centerline and

At the outer edge of the flame, Rf + A, the measured radially at the LOH were made.
conditional and unconditional velocities display similar The mean velocity and rms velocity fluctuation of the
pdfs since the velocity profiles in this area are relatively axial component along the centerline are depicted in Figs.
flat. These results indicate that at the base of a lifted 6-7. Figure 6 shows results for the methane jet flame with
flame, most of the flame area displays only minor a LOH of 60 mm. The maximum turbulent fluctuation
differences between conditional and unconditional was observed to occur at - 30 mm (z/D = 6); the flame
velocity pdfs. This implies that the velocity pdfs for the LOH was -60mm (z/D - 12). Figure 7 shows results for
hot and cold gas pockets do not differ significantly. Thus, the propane flame with a LOH of 50 mm. In this case the
the LDV sampling bias which favors cold gas pockets' maximum ris fluctuation occurs at - 50 mm (z/D = 10),
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Fig. 6. Centerline mean and RMS axial velocity profiles Fig. 8. Radial scan of velocity profiles at base of lifted
for methane flame with LOH of 60 mm. methane flame with LOH of 60 ram.
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Fig. 7. Centerline mean and RMS axial velocity profiles Fig. 9. Radial scan of velocity profiles at base of lifted
for propane flame with LOH of 50 nun. propane flame with LOH of 50 mm.

which was the LOH. A comparison of these two figures flame/flow interactions than the propane flame under the
indicates that the velocity field of the methane jet decays critical liftoff condition. The shear-layer vortices of the
much faster than that of the propane jet due to the lower methane jet have a higher probability of spinning out at a
density of methane. As a result the methane jet is less high radial velocity and can strongly interact with the
stable, with the onset of turbulent fluctuations occurring flame under these conditions. As a result the methane
nearer the jet exit. In addition, the rms fluctuation is of flame displays a higher probability for hole formation
higher magnitude for the methane jet than for the propane than the propane flame at the critical liftoff jet velocity.
jet.

The effects of density upon the development of the Conclusion
velocity field can almo be observed in the velocity profiles
taken radially at the LOH (see Figs. 8-9). Figures 8 and 9 A novel technique for conditioning LDV velocity
show results for the methane flame with a LOH of 60 mm measurements to the presence of the flame has been
and for the propane flame with a LOH of 50 mm, developed. Measurements in flame regions which display
respectively. The methane jet in this case displays a a high correlation between temperature and velocity
lower axial velocity in the LOH region than the propane require some means of distinguishing the presence (or
jet; yet, the radial velocity of the methane jet is higher absence) of the flame. For detecting the flame, the TFP
than that of the propanejet. This is consistent with results technique was found to be easy to implement and cost
from a previous study6 in which both OH imaging and effective. The combined LDV/TFP technique was suc-
TIT measurements of the flame-surface fluctuation cessfully uulized to measure conditional and uncondi-
indicated that the methane flame displays stronger tional velocities at the base of lifted hydrocarbon jet
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flames. The present study indicates that the combined 3. T. K. Chen, L. P. Goss, D. D. Trump, and W. J.
LDV/TFP technique is a reliable tool for conditional stud- Schmoll, "Studies of a Turbulent Premixed Flame
ies of jet flames. Future efforts will be directed toward Using CARS-LDV Diagnostics," J. Prop. Power 6,
obtaining correlation measurements with the combined 106 (March-April 1990).
instrument.
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2.4 AXIALLY SYMMETRIC SWIRL-COMBUSTOR STUDIES

As part of a joint experimental/computational research effort, velocity measurements
have been made for a turbulent, axially symmetric, gas-fueled, fixed-vane swirl com-
bustor. The data were acquired using a two-component LDV system and included
cross-correlation terms for the radial-axial and tangential-axial components.

The combustor utilized in this study was a cylindrical Pyrex tube 300 mm long and 95
mm in diam. operated in a vertical orientation. Fuel and air were introduced through a
fixed-vane swirler built by Rolls-Royce, Inc. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the
combustor and swirler. The swirler has 20 vanes oriented at an angle of 30 deg., with
an inner-hub diameter of 21 mm and an outer-hub diameter of 42 mm. The fuel injec-
tor is located in the center of the swirler and introduces the fuel into the combustor in a
conical sheet, with an included angle of 90 deg. The fuel was propane flowing at 41
Ipm, and the iotal air-flow rate was 1514 pm (air-to-fuel ratio of 23.68). Alumina parti-
cles having a nominal diameter of 1 mm were employed as the seed.

The combustor was mounted on an x,y,z traversing mechanism to translate it relative
to the two-component LDV system. Traverses passing through the center of the com-
bustor in the x direction measured axial and tangential velocity components, and those
passing through the center of the combustor in the y direction measured axial and
radial velocity components. Combining axial and radial components measured at the
same radial distance from the center of the combustor and the same axial distance
above the swirler allowed two-dimensional axial-radial flowfields to be determined.
Figure 2 shows the general flow features of the combustor including the fuel-air jet
coming from the swirler, a large recirculation zone in the center between z = 0 and z =
100 mm, and the net upward flow above the recirculation zone. Radial and tangential
velocity (swirl) components were also combined to indicate two-dimensional flowfields
at various axial distances above the swirler. A representative radial-tangential plot at
z = 20 mm above the swirler is shown in Fig. 3.

The data set includes axial (u), radial (v), and tangential (w) velocity components;
velocity fluctuations (u', v, w'); and the axial-radial (u'v') and axial-tangential (u'w')
cross-correlation terms. These data are presently being utilized to evaluate time-aver-
aged CFD models.
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Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Cylindrical Combustor and Swirler.
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2.5 HARDENED CARS SYSTEM

The diagnostic instruments developed during the course of this contractual effort were
employed in a variety of environments. As with all experimental techniques, some
limitations to system performance were identified. However, with each successive
application, the reliability of the instrument capability was increased.

The temperature-measurement capability of the hardened CARS system was demon-
strated and reported in the paper, "CARS Measurements in the Near-Wake Region of
an Axisymmetric Bluff-Body Combustor," which was published in the AIAA Journal
(see p. 126). The measurements performed during this study identified a system limi-
tation in obtaining species concentration due to thermally induced beam-steering
effects which occur in a large-scale turbulent environment. Subsequent efforts to
overcome this limitation by referencing were unsuccessful.

Confidence in the velocity- and size-measurement capability of the PDPA was gained
in a study which was reported in the paper, "The Influence of Particle Size on the Mea-
surement of Turbulence Characteristics in Two-Phase Flows," presented at the 4th
International Conference on Liquid Atomization and Spray Systems (see p. 134).
These efforts involved the head-to-head comparison of velocity information obtained
from the PDPA and a well-established LDV system.

Subsequent studies performed with the PDPA were directed toward more practical
applications. In programs conducted in cooperation with researchers from various
universities, several basic spray studies were performed. In a paper entitled, "High
Power Density Evaporative Cooling," which was presented at the AIAA 22nd Thermo-
physics Conference (see p. 142), droplet size and velocity information was gathered to
provide insight into the evaporative-cooling mechanisms in effect while cooling a
heated plate with a water spray. Single-fuel-droplet evaporative rates were deter-
mined experimentally for comparison with theoretically predicted rates. These results
were reported in a paper, "Vaporization Behavior of Multicomponent Fuel Droplets in
Low-Temperature Streams," which was presented at the 1988 Spring Technical
Meeting of the Central States Section of the Combustion Institute (see p. 149). In
another application of the PDPA, capability data were collected for comparison with
predicted droplet distributions and velocities in a pressure atomizer; the results were
presented in the paper, "Comparison between Theory and Experiments for Sprays
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from a Pressure Atomizer," which was presented at the ILASS Americas 4th Annual
Meeting (see p. 155) and has been accepted for publication in Combustion and
Flame. The evolution of the combined CARS/PDPA system encompassed several
optical geometries. Unsuccessful geometries were found to be prohibitively limiting in
optical accessibility through available windows or in that they allowed only the mea-
surement of an off-axis axial-velocity component which was not reducible to an axial
velocity. The final geometry removed these limitations; however, it suffers from the
inability to perform simultaneous measurements. A paper entitled, "Combusting Spray
Studies Using Phase Doppler and CARS Instruments," which was also presented at
the ILASS 4th Annual Meeting (see p. 187) describes the results of a major application
of the instrument and demonstrates the extremely useful information that can be
obtained with this capability.
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CARS Measurements in the Near-Wake Region
of an A"symmetric Bluff-Body Combustor

G. L. Switzer,* L. P. Goss,t and D. D. Trumpt
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc., Dayton, Ohio

and
C. M. Reeves,§ J. S. Stutrud,§ R. P. Bradley, and W. M. Roquemore " °

U.S. Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

The coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy (CARS) technique has been employed to measure temperatures
in the ear-wake recirculating flow region of a bluff-body-stabilized diffusion flame. Time-averaged
temperature profiles and probability distribution functions are discussed in terms of the flowfleld
characteristics. Velocity Information obtained by laser Doppler anemometry and the theoretical predictions of
temperature and velocity are employed as aids in Interpreting the time-averaged CARS data. Results of
temperature measurements made with CARS and thermocouples of three different designs are compared.
Several problems affecting CARS In the fuel-rich regions are Identified and discussed. Among these are the ef-
fects of nonresonant background CARS generation, beam steering, and detector aging.

Introduction mocouple probe disturbing or having secondary effects upon
R ESULTS of coherent anti-Stokes Raman spectroscopy the temperature measurement process were examined by corn-

(CARS) diagnostic experiments being conducted in a paring results obtained with probes of several different
simulated practical combustor environment at the Combus- geometries.
tion Research Facility of the U.S. Air Force Wright This paper identifies the problems influencing the CARS
Aeronautical Laboratories/Aero Propulsion Laboratory have and thermocouple temperature diagnostic capabilities in the
been reported previously.t. 2 The research objectives and the fuel-rich recirculation zone encountered during this measure-
facilities assembled to conduct this research have also been ment program and discusses the implemented solutions.
documented. 3 ', The published CARS results were obtained in CARS temperature profiles are presented and compared with
a highly sooting bluff-body-stabilized diffusion flame at a those of thermocouples and model predictions. Flow velocities
position well downstream of the recirculation zone established obtained from laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) data and
by the bluff-body combustor. It was felt that both the CARS model predictions are employed along with temperature prob-
and thermocouple measurement techniques would be most ap- ability distribution functions (pdf) as aids in interpreting the
plicable in this combustion zone; indeed, results of the processes thought to be ocurring in the recirculation zone.
averaged-temperature measurements are in good agreement
for the two techniques. Combustion Tunnel Facility

The CARS diagnostics efforts discussed here are a continua- The axisymmetric bluff-centerbody research combustor, as
tion of these experiments through examination of the near- configured for these experiments, is diagrammed in Fig. 1.
wake region behind the bluff body where intense mixing oc- The centerbody is 79 cm long and has a diameter D of 14 cm.
curs. During this study, two effects crucial to the CARS and Gaseous propane fuel is injected from the center of the bluff-
probe diagnostic capability in this flame environment were body face through a nozzle 4.8 mm in diameter. Annular air-
identified. The first involved the effect upon the CARS flow is conditioned using a honeycomb flow straightener and
temperature measurements of the contribution of the nonreso- screens. The centerbody is mounted in a 25.4 cm diameter duct
nant background CARS signal generated from the unburned
propane fuel; although several other problems were en-
countered that influenced the CARS results, this was the most POE CENTERBODY
severe. Even after nonresonant background effects and other W2- wi 0 /- CM
CARS-related problems were minimized, a discrepancy be- HONEYCOMB
tween the CARS and thermocouple probe temperatures re-
mained. The second effect upon the diagnostic capability was
the intrusive nature of the thermocouple probe, which is
believed to be responsible for the remaining tempeature LENS \-FUEL
discrepancy. The consequences of the physical body of a ther-

LASER PROSE SEAMS
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equipped with 30.5 x 7.6 cm viewing ports that provide either 0.476 cm
probe or optical access to the combustion regions. To
facilitate optical access, these ports are covered with 2.5 cm (b) NAT
thick optical windows; metal ports are used for probe access. (c) R4

Additional details of the combustion tunnel facility can be
found in Ref. 3. 0476 c

All of the experiments were conducted under one set of test
conditions. The annulus air velocity was 23.3 m/s, which cor-
responds to a Reynolds number of 1.5 x 106 based on the
bluff-body diameter and inlet temperature of 294 K. The 3.7 cm
gaseous propane fuel-jet exit velocity was 69.6 m/s. with a 0476 cm
Reynolds number of 4.2 x 104 based on the jet diameter and
inlet temperature of 400 K. This condition was chosen because
of the understanding gained in previous high-speed motion 0 CM 2
picture flame studies of the flowfield 4.16 and the computations 2.0 cm
of Sturgess and Syed,' which suggest that the measured vortex (a) POLST
shedding frequency observed under this condition is far
removed from the calculated acoustical resonances of the
tunnel. 7.lcm

Theoretical Predictions k1s. 2 Three thermocouple configurations used for temperature
comparison: a) macooled right-amngle tip (POLST); b) water-cooled, T-

Theoretical predictions are presented to aid in the shape lip (NAT); c) uncooled eud-onm tip (R4).
understanding of the complex flowfield in the near-wake
region of the bluff body. The predictions were made using a
computer code (TEACH) developed at Imperial College as a
tecahing aid and described in Ref. 6. The code uses a hybrid
upwind finite differencing scheme to solve the Reynolds- about 3 cm above the thermocouple where the platinum tip is
averaged equations. Closure is obtained by using the k-e tur- located. The extension of the probe below the thermocouple
bulence model with the standard constants. A simple one-step has been shown to be beneficial in establishing symmetry in
chemical reaction is assumed. Flat velocity and turbulence in- temperature measurements made in parabolic flows, while ex-
tensity inlet profiles were used for boundary conditions. The peratre asureent the in desi fpobe -computational grid had 41 axial nodes and 39 radial nodes and perience has shown that the end-on design of probe R4 (Fig.exteded4D owntrem. ridindeendnceof he oluion 2c) causes the peak temperature in a radial profile to shift
extended 4D downstream. Grid independence of the solution away from the direction of the stem. R4 is an uncooled bare-
was not determined and no attempts were made to improve on wire thermocouple (20 gage) with a 1.4 mm bead.
the calculations, since the predictions are used primarily to
give qualitative insights into the flowfield.

LDA System
Instrumsentation The velocity data presented in this paper were obtained by

Tbermocouples Lightman et al.7 using a two-component laser Doppler
It is well recognized that probes can interfere with their en- anemometer (LDA) especially designed for use in the combus-

vironment to such an extent that the temperature at the point tion tunnel facility. It is a real-fringe system with a three-beam
of measurement in the presence and absence of the probe can optical configuration and a fringe spacing of 10 Mm. The scat-
be quite different. This is particularly true in'the combusting tered light is collected 10 deg from the forward direction by a
recirculation zone behind a bluff body. Since the direction of parabolic mirror. The length of the measurement volume is 3
the flowfield changes dramatically with time and location (as mm. Polarization is used to distinguish the two orthogonal
will be shown later in Fig. 7), probes must be sufficiently small velocity components. The optical beam, which is common to
to minimize blockage and sufficiently sturdy to survive the both LDA channels, is frequency shifted to permit measure-
high-temperature environment. It is not always clear how to ment of both the positive and negative velocities. The
configure the probe to accomplish this. In this study, three scattered light is separated according to polarization and
thermocouple probe designs were evaluated in the near-wake transmitted through optical fibers to two photomultipliers.
region of the bluff body. The electrical signals are processed by two model 1990 TSI

Envelopes of the three designs are shown in Fig. 2. All have counter processors. Each velocity realization is -:ored in the
a sheath diameter of 4.76 mm near the tip. The portion of the facility computer for future processing.
NAT probe that is perpendicular to the tunnel centerline is Both the annulus air and the fuel were seeded with alumina
6.35 mm in diameter. These dimensions are large with respect particles using fluidized-bed seeders. For each point measure-
to the 4.78 mm diameter of the fuel jet, but small in com- ment, 5000 velocity realizations were obtained. In practice, it
parison to the diameter of the bluff body. Hence, one might is very difficult to provide equal seed densities to the fuel and
expect all of the probes to interfere significantly with the flow air streams and no attempt was made to do so for these
near the fuel jet, but to a lesser extent farther downstream or measurements. Experiments in cold flows, where the extreme
removed from the jet flow. All three thermocouples are made variations in the results were obtained by the use of one seeder
from platinum alloys. Probes NAT and R4 are type R (plati- and then the other, indicated that the precision of the velocity
num-platinum/13% rhodium) thermocouples and POLST is a measurements was about 10%, except near the stagnation
type S (platinum-platinum/10% rhodium). NAT, R4, and regions where much larger errors can occur. The precision was
POLST are the identifiers used in the management of the ac- not determined for the combusting flow. A detailed descrip-
quired data. tion of the LDA system and the test procedures are given in

The POLST probe in Fig. 2a was designed to minimize the Ref. 7.
effects of the stem. It is uncooled and has an exposed tip made Radial profiles of axial velocity are presented for axial loca-
from 22 gage wire with a 1.6 mm bead. The NAT probe in Fig. tions at 4 and 8 cm. These data are not sufficiently detailed to
2b is a shielded thermocouple with a platinum alloy sheath describe the combustion flowfield in the near-wake region of
constructed in the shape of a rotated T. Hot gases pass over the bluff body. However, they do provide insight that aids in
the 1.1 mm bead of the 24 gae thermocouple and exit through interpreting the CARS temperature data and also lend
holes in the shield. The stem is water cooled to a distance of credibility to the trends of the theoretical predictions.
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CARS System of - 770 in the magnitude of the concentration factor ex-
A detailed description of the optical and electronic con- pected in a stoichiometric environment. The addition of this

figuration of the basic CARS system employed in these ex- parameter to the temperature-reduction procedure necessi-
periments can be found elsewhere. 1.s Several modifications to tated only a slight modification to the existing software, but
the basic system were made for the present study. The CARS increased the time required for fitting a temperature to a single
system employs a frequency-doubled neodymium-YAG laser spectrum from I to 3 s on the MODCOMP Classic computer
that produces a 6 qs (FWHM) pulse at a 10 Hz repetition rate. system.
A planar BOXCARS9 optical configuration was employed in The decrease in CARS temperatures obtained by fitting to
conjunction with a broadband N2 Stokes dye laser to obtain the background concentration can be interpreted in terms of
single-shot N2 temperature information along a 1.5 mm path the characteristic shape of the temperature pdf of Fig. 4. Here,
in a spatial volume on the order of 1 mm'. A beam expansion the temperature pdf at a point 40 cm downstream of the corn-
telescope was added to decrease the energy density of the w, bustor face is shown without (Fig. 4a) and with (Fig. 4b) con-
pump beams as they pass through the combustion tunnel ac- sideration of background susceptibility modification. It is ap-
cess windows. This modification allowed a radial scan range parent that the average temperature decrease from 911 to 844
sufficient to probe the total combusting flow plus the major
portion of the annual airflow without causing damage to the
window material. 10

The CARS signal generated in the sampled volume is col-
lected in a 200 ,m diameter fiber-optic transmission line and
introduced into a 0.64 m spectrometer. Dispersion of the
CARS information within the spectrometer is accomplished 08
with a 2400 g/mm holographic grating and detection of the
resultant spectral content is provided by a Tracor-Northern
model TN 6132 diode array rapid scan spectrometer (DARSS) 06 - EXPER~MENTLSETU

detector head. The detector is an intensified, gateable, 1024 + EXPERIMENTAL SPECTRUMK BA
element silicon photodiode array that exhibits sufficient ---10830 K WTH BACKGROUND PIT

z ...1430 KW WTHOUT BACKGROUND FIT

linearity that only one optical split of the CARS signal is re-

quired to accommodate the dynamic range enhancement 04" R

scheme' 0 necessary to follow the factor of 500 variation in
signal intensity occurring within the turbulent combusting
medium. This grating and detector represent the remaining 02

modifications to the basic CARS system with respect to the
1200 g/mm grating and the TN 12231G detector described
previously.' This combination exhibits a hybrid Gaus-
sian/Lorentzian slit function and produces an overall system 00 ... ,

resolution of 4.1 cm-I HWHM. 2270 2;85 230 2315 2330 235

WAVENUMBER (cm "I
)

Fig. 3 Effect of background concentration on temperature fitting: +
Results and Discussion experimentally observed spectrum; - best fit at 1060 K, theoretical

The initial attempts to measure the temperature with CARS spectrum obtained with fitting to background conceatratlon. -- best
within the highly recirculating flow in the near-wake region of fit ot 1430 K, theoretical spectrum without background variation.
the bluff-body combustor resulted in indications that in some
areas of the flame the temperatures were as much as 500 or 600
K higher than those measured with thermocouples. Inspection 020

of the single-shot CARS spectra in those areas revealed that a
large nonresonant CARS background signal was being 015 IITAVG K

generated and was contributing to the N2 spectral signature.
This background signal is primarily due to the nonresonant
susceptibility of the high concentration of unburned propane. 0 0i
Since the least squares temperature-fitting procedure being
employed to fit the CARS spectra is sensitive to frequency and
resonant CARS spectral shape only, it became evident that 005
many temperatures in the predominantly fuel-rich combustion
environment were being fit artificially high. .0 0oo

For a more accurate prediction of the composite N 2 spectra 300 800 0 ,0 1500 ,s0 210 2

being generated experimentally, a technique similar to that
described by Hall and Boedecker" was incorporated into the 020 -. 16 1AvG 844 I

temperature-fitting procedure. This technique provides for the
expression of CARS intensities as a function of two indepen- 0 Is
dent parameters, namely, temperature and a concentration
factor consisting of the ratio of N2 concentration to back-
ground nonresonant susceptibility. This modification allows 0,0o

one to consider the relative effects due to the concentration of
probe-to-background species rather than to assume a predom- 0 DS

inant resonant N2 contribution and a constant, relatively small
background component. The magnitude of the effect of the
background concentration factor upon temperature deter- 0o0o

mination is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, the theoretical spectra TEMPERATURE (K)

with and without background concentration are fit to an ex-

perimentally observed spectrum. The extreme shift in the Fig. 4 Influence of background fitting procedure upon temperature
lower-wavenumbtr tail of the 1080 K spectrum of Fig. 3 pdf: a) distribution of temperatures without background fitting: b)
relative to the 1430 K spectrum is due primarily to a decrease temperature distribution when variable background is considered.
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K results when the correction for background shifts the hotter downstream of the thermocouple tip plays a definite role in
temperatures in the 1500 K region to lower values. This shift in blocking the transport of the reverse-flowing combusting
a relatively small number of temperature determinations has gases that would otherwise be present at the measurement
the effect of smoothing the pdf profile, thus making the location. Although the POLST and R4 probe temperature
aparent bimodal structure much less dominant. The profiles of Fig. Sa are similar in shape, there is sufficient
magnitude of the shift in average temperature and the distor- spread in the data to cause concern that perhaps one or both
tions in the pdf resulting from background considerations can of these probes also perturb the characteristics of the measure-
be interpreted as a measure of the degree of penetration of ment volume by their presence in a recirculating flowfield.
combustion reactants within the combustion region. The four temperature profiles of Fig. 5b, obtained at an ax-

Another phenomenon that affected the CARS temperature ial location of 24 cm, show a marked convergence. This con-
measurements was observed within the Tracor-Northern 6132 vergence is thought to occur because this measurement loca-
detector. It was observed that a relatively short-duration tion is downstream of the recirculation zone and, thus, the
overexposure of the diode array resulted in a permanent thermocouple is influenced to a lesser degree by the presence
nonuniform decrease in the sensitivity of the affected diodes. of the physical body of the probe. Secondary effects such as
One of the consequences of this desensitization was that the heat conduction away from the thermocouple through its
spectral profiles were artificially broadened, thus producing leads or probe body and radiation from the heated probe body
an apparent increase in temperature. This effect was especially may contribute to the probe inaccuracies, but their effect is
noticeable at lower temperatures where the spectral width is thought to be much less severe. The convergence of these pro-
most critical in temperature fitting. For instance, what nor- files continues as the measurement location moves further
mally would have been a 400 K spectrum could be distorted to downstream. At z = 40 cm, where the flow is parabolic, point-
indicate a temperature 150-200 K higher. to-point temperature differences of less than 50 K between

Since overexposure of the detector diodes is unavoidable at CARS and the NAT probe have been measured. 2

present, particularly near the edge of the flame in a turbulent Figure 6 shows measured and predicted radial profiles of
combustion environment, several steps were taken to minimize average temperature, axial velocity, and rms velocity at axial
its potential effect. The sampled spectra were moved to new locations of 4 and 8 cm. This figure is presented to illustrate
areas of the 1024 element array having uniform response and the qualitative agreement between the TEACH code predic-
sensitivity. Subsequent overexposure time of the detector was
kept to a minimum by input filtering. Daily calibration to
room temperature and to a standard flame provided a check i~8
for variation in detector sensitivity. These steps effectively
eliminated the influence of detector "aging" upon the
measurement process and helped to ensure the reliability of 1400!

the CARS data.
In addition to its nonresonant contribution to the CARS ,2o

spectral information, the fuel-rich combustion environment in
the near-wake region of the flame presents another problem in ' ow
CARS diagnostics. Large thermally induced gradients in the
index of refraction are present between the mixing cold fuel wo
and the hot combustion products. These gradients cause con-
siderable bending of the optical beams in transit through the
flame. Since each of the three laser beams (two of frequency

, and one at frequency W2) entering the sample focal volume
experiences a different optical path, each is steered in- 40 o POLST

dependently and there is relative movement at the beam R4
I NAT

cofocus. This defocusing causes a decrease in CARS intensity. zo0 0 CAAS

While this intensity does not detract from the spectral content
(i.e., temperature-dependent information), it does prohibit c 0
determination of N2 concentration by relative intensities.' 0 , 2 3 4 5 6 7 a

Thus, until a scheme for compensation of turbulent beam
steering can be implemented, the CARS concentration fe0w (b)

measurement capability will not be reliable for the near-wake
recirculating combusting flow. ,,o

As stated earlier, a large discrepancy between temperatures
determined by CARS and thermocouple probes remained 12M0
after the CARS temperature-reducing procedure was modified
to fit nonresonant background contributions. To help identify Iwo
the source of this discrepancy, the type, geometry, and orien-

tation of the thermocouple were varied. Some of the results of
these experiments are shown in Fig. 5. The radial profiles -

enable a comparison of the CARS temperatures to those ob-
tained from the three thermocouple probes identified in Fig. 2. 6o
The NAT and POLST probes were oriented parallel to the
flow, facing upstream. The R4 probe was inserted from the ,0oL
top and normal to the flow axis. The data of Fig. 5a reveal A R4X[ NAT

that the error between the CARS and NAT temperatures is 2W N CAS

due to the probe characteristics. The distinct departure of the
NAT profile from the other thermocouple data suggests that
this probe exhibits a large perturbing presence in the com- 0 2 3 7 a

busting media. The cause of this perturbation becomes ap
parent if one considers that, at an axial location of 4 cm, the RADIAL POSITION (cm)
combusting flow is highly recirculating, as will be discussed Fig. 5 Radial profile of temperture for CARS ad tbermocomples at
presently. Thus, the body of the NAT probe located axial loceldou of a) 4 cm (0.29 t/D) md b) 24 cm (1.71 z/D).
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tions and experiment. It also offers insight into the processes the peak appear to be related to the width of the reverse-flow
that are occurring. It is our intent to give only a qualitative (negative-velocity) region. The TEACH code predicts and
assessment of the TEACH r ode predictions since measured in- LDA measurements confirm that the reverse-flow region is
let conditions have not been used and the necessary checks on considerably larger at z = 4 cm than at z = 8 cm. The radial
the numerical accuracy of the computations have not been locations of the peak temperature and the zero velocity are
made. It should be noted thai if precise inlet conditions are also farther from the centerline at the 4 cm location than at the
desired, inlet velocity and turbulence intensity data for this 8 cm location. The change in width of the reverse-flow region
combustor can be found in Ref. 4. Also, recent studies have with axial location is clearly evident from the velocity vector
shown that LDA velocity data, when not collected at a con- overlay in Fig. 7.
stant time interval, are Favre averaged (density weighted), The temperature decreases very rapidly at radial locations
whereas the TEACH predictions are time averaged.' 3- 1 This greater than the peak temperature location in both Figs. 6a
difference must be taken into account if quantitative and 6b. Since this occurs just as the flow changes direction,
assessments of the model are to be made. the rapid decay is most likely due to mixing of the cold

Qualitative agreement between theory and experiment is downstream flowing annular air with hot products and burn-
most evident when comparing the temperature plots in Fig. 6. ing fuel. This view is supported by the small peak in the
At z = 4 cm, the temperature profile in Fig. 6a has a broad measured rms velocity fluctuations, which indicates enhanced
peak that is skewed away from the cente'ine for both predic- mixing near the outer velocity stagnation point. The TEACH
tion and measurement. At z=8 cm, the theoretical and code predictions also show a small peak in the rms velocity
measured temperature peaks in Fig. 6b are more rounded. The near the stagnation point. However, it is not very noticeable in
maximum temperature occurs at a radial location very near Fig. 6 because of the chosen velocity scale. The TEACH code
that of the zero-velocity point in both Figs. 6a and 6b. The predictions of average and rms velocities aid temperature ap-
breadth in the temperature profile and the radial location of pear to exhibit very good qualitative agreement with the

measured data.
Measured and predicted temperature isotherms along with

a) the predicted velocity field are shown in Fig. 7. The average
- ', CARS temperatures on a 0.5 cm radial by 2 cm axial grid (for

,, r =0-7 cm and z = 2-26 cm) were used to produce the upper
half of the temperature contour plot. For purposes of com-

,6 ,,' 5o parison and to assist in interpretation, the TEACH code
predictions of temperature and velocity are presented in the

1400 ,,0 lower half of the figure. For the sake of clarity, some of the
velocity vectors have been omitted from the fuel jet; other-

0 0ECA TEMPEATURE wise, they would obscure the temperature isotherms in this
-TEACH VELOCITY region. Since the absolute temperatures measured using CARS

I OA VLOCI- and predicted by TEACH are different, the scale shown in
,0oo ,' + TEACH RUS VELOCITY Fig. 7 is normalized to the maximum temperature in each half

6 LOA R VELOCITY (1587 K for CARS and 1994 K for predictions). This approach
,0 allows more convenient comparison of the qualitative

features. Large toroidal vortex structures are known to be
0shed from the bluff body.' An illustration of the shed vortices

is superimposed on the time-averaged flowfield calculation in
Fig. 7 as a reminder that the dynamic events are important in'0 discussing the processes occurring in the near-wake region of

X - the bluff body.2 0 20 >_• 5

,- 2 7 The strong similarity between the CARS-measured and
0 TEACH-predicted temperatures in Fig. 7 suggests that the

,-- () 70 predictions contain the important qualitative features of the
- ." r entire temperature field. For example, each isotherm shows

- 60 that the cool fuel is heated as it moves downstream and radi-16OO] spt6lbldb0hi omaie eprtr) h n

"" -ally outward. Also, each map shows that there are two hot
i'" 400- i 5 spots (labeled by their normalized temperature). The one

[50 .located downstream and near the centerline will be referred to
Ias the fuel-jet hot spot, and the other near the face of the bluff

-. TEACH TE9PERAT PEC 4 body will be called the annular-jet hot spot. The fuel jet hot
CICARS EMPEPATUP spot identified in the CARS data is considerably cooler than

I ~~~~EAC', VFLOI- R ( ta rdctdb ECHadi islcdfrte on
lO0 J~ ~ TL D A VE LPEF C I E-,Ocvp ,+ , that predicted by TEACH and is displaced farther down-

+ TEAC. Rc S EOoc,, stream. This displacement differential might be expected
A DA RMS JEOC s 2C because this hot spot is associated with the central jet and the

TEACH code with the standard constants normally under-
,W predicts the velocity field and overpredicts the development of

a round jet flow.
-0 0" - - Figure 7 shows that the TEACH code predicts the annular

jet hot spot to be near the vortex center established by the an-
-0'. nular jet. This is supported by the measured data in Fig. 6.

21Y( The maximum temperature in the flowfield was measured at

o- an axial location of 4 cm and is shown , Fig. 6a. As noted
2 earlier, the measured peak temperature is very near the radial

location where the measured axial velocity is zero. From
RADIAL POSITION iCrn observations of high-speed movies of the flame, it was deter-

Fig. 6 Comparton of time-averaged CARS temperatures and mined that this position is very near the vortex center.'
averaged and rms LDA aiai velocities with TEACH code predictions The apparent connection between the velocity and
of aial locations of: a) t = 4 ca 10.29 z/D) and b) z - I cm 10.57 zID). temperature fields suggests that the dominant mechanism of
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Fig. 7 Comparison of the time averaged CARS temperature measurements and TEAC.H predictions of temperature and velocity with an illustra-
tion of shed vortices.

heat transport is convection. An examination of the TEACH ucts moving downstream from the products and reactants
predictions showed that the magnitude of convective heat moving upstream. Some of the hot products moving upstream
transport tn the shear layer of the bluff body is at least an are entrained into the fuel jet near the bluff-body face, thus
order of magnitude larger than that due to the turbulent diffu- heating the fuel as it moves downstream. By the time the fuel
sion transport at all but a few locations in the flowfield. The near the centerline reaches minimum velocity, reaction has
qualitative agreement between the predictions and experimen- begun as a result of the entrained hot products. Since this
tal data suggests that the measured temperature field might burning fuel remain.r for a considerable time in this region
also be interpreted in terms of the convective heat transfer. To where the velocity is low, the temperatures will be high. The
this end, a qualitative explanation of the TEACH code predic- TEACH predictions indicate that the radial extent of the
lions of the temperature field, based on the mean velocity downstream hot spot is determined by the cooling effects of
field, will be presented as a reasonable interpretation of the the radial penetration of the annular jet shear layer. This can
time-averaged CARS data. be confirmed by tracking the velocity vectors in the shear layer

The zero axial velocity surface of the annular jet vortex, of the bluff body as they move downstream.
which is observed in the lower half of Fig. 7, is thought to be The discussions have considered a time-averaged view of the
important for understanding the cause of the associated hot near-wake region. However, it must be remembered that the
spot. Judging from the velocity plot, the zero axial velocity flow is very dynamic, with large toroidal vortices (illustrated
surface extends about one bluff-body diameter downstream, in Fig. 7) being shed from the bluff body.1 6 The impact of the
This surface, which is near the outer edge of the 0.80-0.87 dynamic motions on the temperature field is shown in Fig. 8.
isotherm, is considered to be very important because it In this figure, each pdf is the result of averaging 6-8 sets of at
separates the gases flowing upsteam from those flowing least 1500 individual CARS temperature samples. The proba-
downstream. The fluid elements on either side of the surface bility axis height is 0.2 and the temperature axis is 300-2400 K
haver very different time histories. The downstream flow, with 100 K temperature bin widths (same as Fig. 4).
which is outside the surface, contains mostly cold annulus air Temperature probabilities of 0.2-0.27 are represented by
and some hot products very near the surface. Inside the sur- darkened bin segments and temperature bins exceeding a
face, the ignited fuel and hot products are convected upstream probability of 0.27 are clipped at 0.2 on the plot and labeled
by the mean flow. Tracking the velocity vectors and isotherms with their actual value. The worst-case precision of the experi-
near the fuel jet r~veals that combustion is sustained in the ment, as indicated by averaging six CARS data sets taken on
upstream flow region by the continuous supply of hot fuel different days in the shear layer of the annular jet, was 80 K.
from the outer shear layer of the fuel jet. Also, the fuel For most locations, the experiment was repeatable to 40 K.
transported near the zero velocity surface of the annular jet Those plots, consisting of a single line, indicate only "best-
vortex must linger for a relatively long time because of the estimate" values of the thermocouple temperatures. CARS
very low velocities. In effect, the long residence time ensures measurements were not made in these locations due to large
sustained high temperatures in this region. nonresonant signal generation from the unburned propane in

The fuel jet hot spot, as noted in Fig. 7, is also located in a the fuel jet. The time-averaged and rms temperatures for the
* region where velocities are very low. The velocity vector plot particular pdf are given in the upper right-hand corner of each

in Fig. 7 shows that the fuel jet penetrates the recirculation plot.
zone established by the annular jet. Tracking the magnitude of The pdf's in Fig. 8 provide a map of the annular air
the velocity vectors near the centerline reveals that as the fuel transported into the near-wake region. The 300 K
travels downstream, the velocity decays to a minimum value temperatures can serve as a marker for the annulus air that is
and then begins to increase. The fuel jet hot spot is located in unmixed and, thus, unheated by the combustion process. By
this region of low velocity. Studies of high-speed movies of the tracking the radial locations where the probability of measur-
flame also show that the fuel jet penetrates the recirculation ing 300 K temperatures approaches zero (from the high side),
zone and that the fuel jet hot spot is located in a region where one can determine how far the annulus air extends into the
the axial velocities are very low.' near-wake region without being mixed. The probability of the

The fuel jet is heated by the entrainment of hot products. 300 K bin yields the fraction of time during which this occurs.
The vortex associated with the central jet (see Fig. 7) also has a An examination of the pdf's for an axial location of 4 cm
zero axial velocity surface that separates the fuel and hot prod- shows that, at a radial location of 5 cm or less, there is zero
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Fig. 8 CARS temperalure pdf's in the near-wake region of the bluff body.

probability of measuring a temperature of 300 K whereas, at 6 The temperature pdf's in Fig. 8 support the vie%,, estab-
and 7 cm. 300 K temperatures will be measured at certain lished by the study of high-speed movies in Ref. 16, that shed
times. This implies thait the annular flow penetration into the vortices are actually responsible for the transport of annular
near-wake region at z - 4 cm is between 5 and 6 cm. Figure 6a air and heat (mixed air and hot products) into the wake of the
confirms this, since the measured ,ero axial velocity location bluff body. The presence of the 300 K inlet temperatures at
separating the downstream and upstream moving gases is at certain times and veiv high temperatures at other times in-
5.3 cm. At the 8 cm axial location, the annular air does extend dicates that the flow is intermittent. Indeed, the probability of
to the 5 cm radial location, as interpreted by the nonzero prob- observing the presence of annular air is a measure of the inter-
ability of measuring 300 K. The location of the zero axial mittence. The study of high-speed movies suggests that the
velocity point is 4.7 cm, according to the LDA data in Fig. 6b. cause of the intermittence is the occurrence of large-scale shed
Thus, by tracking the probability of measuring a temperature vortices. By imagining the observed large-scale vortices being
of 300 K, one can determine to what extent unmixed annular convected do%%nstream. as depicted in Fig. 7, one can more
air penetrates the near-wake region and the fraction of time easily visualize the events leading t, the transport of unmixed
during which it happens. annular air into the near-wake region. As the vortex rolls up,
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

Simultaneous velocity measurements of The laser Doppler velocimeter is a
gas and droplet phases are required in powerful tool for studying complex,
evaluating many types of two-phase flows, turbulent, and single-phase reacting or
In this paper the Phase Doppler Particle isothermal flows (1). The Phase Doppler
Analyzer (PDPA) is evaluated as a laser Particle Analyzer incorporates the basic
Doppler velocimeter (LDV) in direct, LDV capability in addition to its
comparative tests in measuring velocities capability to size spherical, translucent
in a 30 m/s free jet. In addition, the scatterers. The work reported in this
droplet sizing capability of the PDPA is paper examines the capability of the PDPA
used to evaluate the response of different as an LDV device in both smnle and
size droplets to the local gas phase two-phase environments.
turbulence. Results indicate that the The assumption that the seed material
PDPA performs well as an LDV device. Mean of the flow responds infinitely fast to
and rms velocities, and turbulent shear the movement of the continuous phase is
stresses determined from PDPA and LDV inherent to an accurate LDV measurement of
measurements generally agreed. Notable the continuou's media. This assumption is
discrepancies were observed in determining generally accepted for particles below
mean velocities near zero and rms values approximately 2 or 3 micrometers (micron)
below 1 m/s. In this flow droplets below in diameter. The typical LDV configura-
11 micron in diameter responded nearly tion, however, is not able to size the
identically to the submicron particles scatterer. Some investigators have used
used to seed the flow for the LDV the intensity of the light scattered by
measurements. Droplets above 11 micron the seed particle as a crude means to
consistently lagged the seed particle identify large scatterers and prevent
behavior, their velocity from contributing to the

carrier phase measurement (2, 3). Other
NOMENCLATURE instruments have become available, based

on LDV principles, but using additional
D - Droplet diameter in micrometers information contained in the received
LDV - Laser Doppler velocimeter signal to size the scatterer (4, 5). The
(LV in figures) Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer represents

LOC - Location in flow expressed in the state of the art in this type of
nozzle exit diameters instrument. The additional capability of

PDPA - Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer this instrument affords experimentalists a
(PD in figures) unique potential for studying two-phase

m/s - Meters per second flows.
r/a - Radial position expressed in nozzle

radii EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
rm - Root mean squared
Z/D - Axial position expressed in nozzle Comparative measurements were made in

diameters a free jet with both a two-component
Aerometrics, Inc. PDPA and a two-component
TSI, Inc. LDV. Gas phase data were
acquired with the two instruments at
numerous positions throughout the flow
field. Titanium dioxide seed, having
particle sizes typically 1 micron in
diameter and smaller, were used to obtain
the gas phase axial and radial velocity
characteristics of the jet.

Contributed by the Fuel Society of Japan for presentation at the 4th International Conference on
Liquid Atomization and Spray Systems held in Sendai, Japan from August 22nd to 24th, 1988
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1 -_ .The flow was seeded in one of two
D r- ways. For gas-only measurements a dry

seed was used. Titanium dioxide particleswere generated by reacting titanium

tetrachloride with the water vapor of
saturated air in a reaction vessel. The
particles were then injected at high speed
into the settling chamber. The resulting
agitation upstream of the flow straight-
enera and contraction sections insured
uniform particle dispersion. The
particles were less than 1 micron in
diameter (6).

In the second set of measurements a
water spray was used as the source of seed
for the jet flow. A Delaan pressure
atomizer, model 0.7gph-90 , generated the

T TN r "M droplets. The water spray was contained
in a separate chamber through which a low

Al velocity air flow entrained and carried
ZN droplets into the settling chamber of the

nozzle assembly. The reservoir pressure
COARSE A of the Delavan nozzle and the carrier air
FLOW flow rate were adjusted to produce a
STRAIGHTNER CMBRM uniform distribution of droplet sizes over

the diameter range from submicron to

Fig. 1 Diagram of free jet nozzle assembly approximately 20 micron.

In a second set of measurements Optical Instrumentation
involving only the PDPA, the jet was The LDV used for these experiments
seeded with water droplets. The sizing was a two-component TSI, Inc. four beam
capability of the PDPA permitted analysis backscatter system with several in-house
of the velocity data as a function of the modifications. The optics included two
droplet size. Mean and rms velocities, Bragg cells, a 3.75X beam expander with a
and turbulent shear stress were computed 35mm entrance beam separation and a final
from each set of axial and radial velocity focusing lens of focal length 450 mm. The
measurements. The largest droplet which 514.5 nanometer (nm) and 488 nm lines of
accurately characterized the gas phase the Argon-ion laser operating at 300
flow field was determined. Further, the milliwatts were used for all measurements.
deviation of the velocity of larger The approximate measuremint volume
droplets from the velocity of the gas dimensions, based on l/e intensity
phase was documented as a function of points, were length 600 micron and
local gas phase turbulence and the diameter 80 micron. The system was
diameter of the droplet. aligned so that the two nominally

orthogonal setg of fringes were inclined

Free Jet Flow at 45 and 135 to the jet centerline. To

The free jet was created by the provide directional sensitivity and to

nozzle assembly depicted in Figure 1. The prevent fringe bias both sets of fringes
assembly consisted of a settling chamber, were shifted at 40 MHz, corresponding to
two sets of flow straightening honeycombs, fringe velocities of 73 m/s. The
and a contoured discharge section. The coincidence window for the axial and
nozzle assembly was mounted on a 3-axes radial measurements was set at 20
traversing table which enabled the free micro-seconds.
jet to be precisely positioned relative to The PDPA was a two-component,
a fixed optical probe volume. The nozzle Aerometrics, Inc. instrument. A complete
exit velocity was approximately 30 m/s and description of the instrument has appeared
its profile was top-hat. The ratio of gas in the literature (7). Features of the
velocity at the nozzle exit to that in the device pertinent to this investigation
settling chamber was 100:1. The volumetric have been identified below.

flow rate through the nozzle was held The PDPA was operated in the near

constant at 5.30 liters per second.. Air forward scattering mode, collecting
was the working gas. predominantly refracted light at 300 off

The LDV and PDPA were aligned along the forward axis. Three spatially

the same optical ax s. Their transmitters distinct detectors are located in a single
were positioned 180 apart. The test receiver unit to independently observe the

article was positioned between the two Doppler bursts generated by a droplet

instruments. There were at least 25 jet transiting the probe volume. The 514.5 nm
diameters of free space around the jet. line of the Argon ion laser was used to
The nozzle assembly was traversed to form the interference fringes to measure

measure the axial and radial velocity the droplet size and one of its velocity
components of the jet. components. The 488 nm line formed a

second set of fringes, orthogonal to the
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first, to measure a second velocity Post-Processino Techniaues
component. Since the LDV and PDPA both used the

Coincidence of the two -signals was same spectral lines the two sets of dry
determined by the degree to which the seed measurements could not be acquired
Doppler bursts from the two channels simultaneously. However, the measurements
overlapped in time. For these tests an were taken sequentially at each point in
overlap of 1 of the burst length was the flow field where an instrument-to-
sufficient for the measurements in the two instrument comparison was made. Full
channels to be considered coincident, jet diameter profiles were made with the
This value was selected because it most LDV in order to verify the symmetry of the
closely paralleled the criteria jet. The PDPA was operated during only
established in the LDV instrument. The half of each diameter profile to conserve
PDPA criteria was still more restrictive computer storage space. For the droplet
than that of the LDV by a factor of seed data the LDV was not used because it
approximately seven, could not separate the scatterers it

The performance of the PDPA as a observed by size.
droplet sizing device has been reported in For the dry seed measurements
other studies (8,9) and was not a large data sample was taken by both
specifically examined in this evaluation, instruments at each sampling point in
In the dry seed velocity measurements the the flow. The LDV and PDPA systems
sizing feature of the instrument was recorded 27,000 and 11,000 samples per
switched off. For measurements with point, respectively. From these, axial
water droplets as scatterers, the droplet and radial mean and root mean square
sizing feature of the PDPA was turned on. velocities and the Reynold's stress were
The measurement range used was 0.7 - 22 computed from the measurements at each
micron. point in the flow for each instrument.

The PDPA transmitter uses circular For the droplet measurements the PDPA
diffraction gratings, one per laser line, sample size was limited to 35,000
to act as a beam splitter and frequency realizations per point. The limits upon
shift device. As beam splitters they are the PDPA sample populations were imposed
positioned in the PDPA transmitter after by present data storage requirements.
the two predominant laser lines have been Both the LDV and the PDPA retained
separated. In each of the two separate the time-of-arrival of each Doppler burst.
optical paths the beams are focused onto This information permitted post-processing
the grating lines. The two first order of the data to exercise standard velocity
beams of both laser lines are directed biasing correction schemes. Velocity
back to a single optical path and are biasing occurs as a result of the sampling
captured and collimated by a downstream process, not the measurement process.
lens. Other orders of the diffraction Several studies have been performed on
process are intercepted by beam masks. The velocity biasing in LDV devices and a
four collimated beams (2 green and 2 blue) variety of techniques have been developed
are then focused by a single lens to form to compensate for the problem (10). To
the two coincident interferometric probe compare the PDPA performance to that of
volumes. The gratings are mounted on the LDV three types of bias correction
motors. They can be rotated in either schemes were used to process the data:
direction at speeds between 400 and 8,000 McLaughlin-Tiederman (11), interarrival
rpm. This feature provides a means of time weighting, and constant time interval
frequency shifting the incident light. sampling. Consistent with past
The track and rotational speed of the observations on this free jet (12), the
gratings are independently selectable. In correction schemes did not significantly
the configuration used in this evaluation, change the interpretation of the data and
the available frequency shift was between did not contribute to the PDPA - LDV
0.219 and 4.369 MHz. performance comparison. Therefore, the

The probe volumes for the PDPA and only data reported are the biased velocity
LDV instruments were aligned to overlap, sets.
A 20 micron aperture was used in the set-
up procedure to ensure all eight beams RESULTS
crossed at the same point. Since the
aperture was appreciably smaller than the Dry Seed Data
measuring volume diameter, rraunhofer The performance of the PDPA as an LDV
rings were evident when the beams were instrument is presented in Figures 2, 3,
passed through the aperture and projected and 4. Comparisons between the two
onto a screen. When all projected beams instruments are presented at four
showed Fraunhofer rings of equal intensity positions downstream of the jet exit: 0,
and symmetry, the crossing point was 2, 10, and 22 nozzle exit diameters. The
established. As a further check, the 0 and 2 jet diameter stations illustrate
aperture was moved along the optical axis the near field behavior of the jet. The
in and out of the probe volume to ensure 10 diameter station is the approximate
that the four LDV beams on one side of the position where the potential core
aperture and the four PDPA beams on the collapses. The 22 diameter position is in
other, appeared and disappeared in unison, the self-similar region of the jet.
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The two instruments identify the same mean
velocity in both the near and far field 12
regions of the jet. However, the two 12
instruments consistently differ at the
transition location (Z/D - 10. The axial LU PC LOC
rms measurements are the same at all X Z
locations except where the LDV values dip
below 1 m/s. At these lathe PDPA me- Z0O 2
rms values are consistently higher, ZM tO-l
reaching an apparent minimum value. a end a2

The radial rms velocity profiles, * 4 -
shown in Figure 3, exhibit similar s
behavior. The two instruments compare
very well until the LDV values drop below
approximately I m/s. A more striking
feature of Figure 3 is how poorly the 0
instruments compare in their measurement 3 L . . -

of the radial mean velocity. The LDV

profiles exhibit trends that are c
self-consistent. The PDPA measurements : =l -4
exhibit weak trends only at the 10 and 22 03
diameter positions. At the near field
positions the data appear to be simple ia

*scatter between 0 and -1 m/s. W
Figure 4 depicts the Reynold's stress

profiles for the two instruments. This
value is based on the product of the
measurement of the local fluctuations of
the axial and radial velocities. Since -12 Lthe two instruments measure similar rms .1 -4 -.2 0 L. 4
values in both directions, they compare RADIAL LOCATION, roR
well in the Reynold's stress computation.

The dry seed data raises three issues
in comparing the LDV and PDPA instruments:
first, the apparent asymptotic limit of Fig. 4 Dry seed data: diameter profiles of
the POPA in measuring low rms values; Reynold's stress
second, the poor resolution of the PDPA in
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Radial profiles of the axial mean and
rus velocity at four axial positions are
presented in Figure 6. These figures
illustrate the variation in the velocity
quantities as a function of droplet size
class. Overplotted on each figure are the
LDV results. The dry seed and droplet
data were acquired during tests separated

Iby several weeks. Minor variations in
the jet reference velocity from

20 test-to-test are removed by normalizing
the mean velocities. The LDV data are
normalized by the centerline value at that

.3 - axial station. The PDPA droplet data are0 o-(4 rW normalized by the centerline velocity of

is9£40(Mc~i the smallest diameter droplet class.
At the nozzle exit (Figure 6a, Z/D0)

+ ? 0 ( 1! ICROMS the gas and droplets have been accelerated
X II ( 0 I i$ NICOWs through the contraction section of the

0 I 0 MINIONS nozzle assembly. The center streamline of

10 the jet between the beginning and end of
the contraction process (recall Figure 1)
is the shortest. The streamline following
the contraction contour is the longest.
Therefore, droplets in the center of the
nozzle contraction have less length

0 ' 4 6 6 0 1 6over which to interact with the
-2 0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 120 ED E? accelerating gas; those at the edge have

AXIAL POSlTION,2WD the longest interaction time. Droplets

larger than 11 microns are not fully
accelerated to the local gas velocity and

Fig. 5 Droplet data: axial decay of exhibit higher rms values. This is most
centerline velocity pronounced at the jet center with the

effect diminishing towards the edge.

measuring velocities near zero; and third, At Z/D-0 the droplets are only
the discrepancy in the mean axial observed out to approximately 85% of the
measurements in the region near the end of nozzle radius. They are not in the high

the potential core. These issues will be shear flow close to the jet boundary.
addressed in the discussion section. Thus, the radially outer most measurement

point is in a low turbulence area; drops
Droplet Seeded Flow Measurements of all sizes have reached the same mean

The droplet data are analyzed in flow and exhibit the same level of
five droplet diameter groups between 0.7 fluctuation.
and 22 micron. See the Figure 5 legend The accelerating influence of the
for details. For each group the mean and nozzle contraction ends at the exit
rma axial and radial velocities and the plane. At that point gravity and
Reynold's stress are computed. entrainment processes work to decelerate

Figure 5 illustrates the decay of the droplets and the gas. At two
the jet centerline axial velocity as a diameters downstream of the exit plane
function of distance from the nozzle exit (Figure 6b) all but the largest class of
and droplet size. Overplotted on this droplets have equilibrated to the same
data are the LDV values for reference. mean velocity out to a radial position of
Qualitatively, all droplet sizes follow r/R-0.5. The rms levels exhibit
the gas phase measurements. However, at expected trends. Different droplet
each axial station note that the droplet classes begin to illustrate differences in
data are, in general, consistently ordered their response to the local gas phase
by diameter. From Z/D-0 to 4 the large turbulence. The separation in the rms
drops lag the smaller drops. At Z/D-4 and measurements of the different size classes
5 all droplet classes exhibit similar increases with distance away from the jet

behavior in the mean flow. Beyond the centerline. The influence of the shear
Z/Dw5 position the droplet groups reverse layer extends closer towards the jet

their order with the large drops centerline.
decelerating at a slower rate than the It should be noted that at both Z/D

small drops. The separation in the of 0 and 2 the droplet measurements
measurements for different size groups is indicate very low rms values in the
widest at the nozzle exit. It narrows as central region of the jet. This is in
all the droplets reach the same velocity direct contrast to the dry seed
due to differences in their rate of measurements presented in Figure 2. The
deceleration. It broadens again at the apparent lower limit reached by the PDPA
end of the potential core. In the in determining the rms for the dry seed
self-similar region, the separation in tests is not encountered when measuring
the measurements again narrows, droplets. This is true for the droplets
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Fig. 6 Droplet data: radial profiles of axial mean and rms velocity

smaller than 4 microns (comparable in size the rms profile but differ in their
to the titanium dioxide geed particles) as values. The maximum variation in the rms
well as for some larger droplets. values determined for different sizeOperationally, the only difference in the classes at a single location at this

two sets of data in that the particle station is 1 m/s (local gas phase rms
sizing feature of the PDPA wag switched is 4.3 m/s). Amongst droplets less than
on for the droplet measurements and off 11 microns the maximum variation is 0.5
for the dry seed data. The discrepancy mls (local gas phase rms is 3.2 m/s).
in the two data sets remains unexplained. By the Z/D=10 station the droplet

By the Z/D-6 station the gas has population is significantly diminished,decelerated to a mean velocity lower than particularly at the edge of the jet.

the larger droplets (Figure 6c). Droplets Therefore, this is the last stationbelow 1 F microns exhibit ga phase where a radial profile could be generated.
behavior in terms of their mean velocity. Figure d illustrates the results. The
The a to 15 micron drops are slightly variation in the mean axial velocities is

faster than the gas and consistently within 2 m/s and, generally, theslower than the droplets larger than 15 values are ordered according to droplet

microns. The rms values show more of a size. Variation in the rms measurementsseparation for the different size classes are typically within 0.5 m/s and are
than do the mean values. All sizes randomly ordered. The et is not
qualitatively indicate the same trends in self-similar at this point but is

beginning to exhibit that behavior.
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DISCUSSION measurement discrepancy noted near the

end of the potential core (Z/D-I0) is
In a previous analysis (13) of PDPA constant at approximately 1 m/s. This

measurement errors in low mean and rms measurement location is moat challenging
velocity flows, two problems were because of the unsteady behavior of the
observed. First, the current grating jet in this region.
motors exhibited a rotational instability, The major challenge to the above
which generated a constant noise band of conclusion arises from the droplet data.
approximately 40 kHz for all values of In this set of mea3urements very low rms
frequency shift up to about 3 MHz. values were recorded for droplets from
Between shifts of 3 and 5 MHz the observed submicron to 11 micron at the Z/D
level of noise was higher and more stations of 0 and 2. The PDPA droplet
irregular. Second, in measuring rms values follow those of the LDV down
velocities near zero (0.38 m/s) an error below 0.3 m/s, well below the apparent
of 3% was noted with no frequency shift limit observed in the PDPA dry seed data.
and up to 45% when a shift of 2 MHz was When the sizing feature of the PDPA is on,
applied. For the zero-shift case the an additional layer of checks is imposed
source of the error has not been on the quality of the raw Doppler signal.
determined. The on-off status of this feature was the

In the dry seed tests no frequency only difference in the measurement sets.
shift was applied to the PDPA measurements It is possible that the additional
at Z/D-0. Thus, the rotational instabil- signal filtering of the sizing feature is
ities of the grating motor do not account a necessary element of PDPA measurements
for the error in the rms measurement. in flows with low rms values.

At Z/D-2 the grating rotational The droplet seed data were all well
instability may be pertinent. For the ordered and followed expected trends.
PDPA dry seed measurements out to a radial Further, the droplets below 11 microns
position of r/R-0.75, a I MHz shift was generally followed the mean velocity
imposed on the axial velocity behavior of the LDV measurements.
measurements. With the 5 micron fringe Droplets below 7 microns closely tracked
spacing the 40 kHz noise of the grating the rms velocity behavior of the LDV
motor translates to a velocity error of up measurements. Where droplet size was
to 0.2 m/s. The computed resolution of important, the trends were consistent and
the LDV is 0.04 m/s. The total difference ordered with droplet diameter.
between the LDV and PDPA rms measurements
in this region is approximately 0.4 m/s. CONCLUSIONS
The grating motor problem accounts for
half of the discrepancy. The PDPA performed well in

The PDPA radial velocity measurements characterizing the velocity field of a 30
were all made with a constant 4 MHz m/s free jet. It tracked the LDV data
frequency shift. The very low rms point-for-point in the measurement of the
measurements incurred the same problems axial mean velocity and the higher levels
facing the comparable axial measurements, of axial and radial rm velocities. The
The higher rms values agree with the LDV radial mean velocities and rms velocities
in spite of the large frequency shift used below 1 m/s were poorly tracked. For
by the PDPA. In light of the problems PDPA measurements utilizing frequency
noted above with the rotational shift, some of the differences in the
instabilities at high values of frequency two instruments can be resolved. There
shift, the agreement in the data may be are known errors that result from the
suspicious. It is speculated that it instabilities observed in the rotation of
results from maintaining a constant, the diffraction gratings used as beam
albeit high, frequency shift for all the splitters and as a source of frequency
radial measurements. Conversely, the shift in the PDPA. Steps have been taken
problem in measuring the radial mean by the manufacturer to resolve the
velocity is entirely consistent with the problem. Some of the instrument
earlier attempts to identify near-zero discrepancies, particularly for the
velocities with frequency shifted PDPA unshifted measurements, remain unresolved.
measurements. The PDPA performed well in

Considering only the dry seed data measuring gas phase velocities in a
it could be concluded that the PDPA dilute two phase flow. Droplets below 7
performed very well as an LDV device. micron in diameter tracked the mean and
First, the apparent lower limit reached by rms LDV measurements. Measurements of the
the PDPA in measuring rms values below 1 larger droplets first deviated from the
m/s can be explained in part by the LDV rms values; then, in more turbulent
rotational instability observed in the areas of the jet, the mean flows
diffraction grating motors. The errors deviated. In all cases the data were
not covered by this anomaly are small and consistently well ordered according to
occur only at low rma levels. Second, the the size of the droplet.
errors in measuring a near-zero mean are In a polydispersed spray the smaller
not uncommon in two-component measurements droplets can be used to identify the mean
when the orthogonal flow is substantially and rms velocity characteristics of the
higher than zero. Finally, the gas phase. The problems of seed density
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biasing, velocity biasing, and other 9. Dodge, L.G., Rhodes, D.J., and Reitz,
sources of error in an LDV device apply to R.D., "Comparison of drop sizing
the PDPA measurements. But with measurement techniques in fuel sprays:
sufficient care and a sufficient Malvern laser diffraction and Aerometrica
population of small droplets the phase/Doppler, • Anlied Optics Vol 26, No
measurements can be reliable. 11, 1987.
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Abstract

Spray evaporative cooling has been of the water delivered to the surface would be
demonstrated to be a viable method to remove very evaporated. This indicates that the majority of
high heat fluxes from surfaces with low superheats the heat was removed by subcooled flow boiling.
(surface temperature minus fluid saturation The liquid next to the surface evaporates and then

W/at2 recondenses delivering the heat to the bulk of thetemperature). Hast fluxes greater than 1100 Wc eann li. Dncn ta.ivsiae hhave been removed from a surface maintained below remaining fluid. Bonacina t al. investigated the
havebee reove frm asurfce ainaind blow low heat flux range using very low percentage. of

160 C by spraying water directly onto the surface 3
at one atmosphere. This type of cooling provides surface saturation. Practically all of the liquid
heat transfer coefficients and critical heat fluxes delivered to the surface was evaporated. Their
an order of magnitude greater than those found in data indicates that droplet size greatly effects
conventional pool boiling. It has been determined the heat transfer coefficient. For similar droplet
that the spray characteristics affect the heat velocity and surface saturation, variation in
transfer process significantly. The observed heat droplet diameter yielded heat transfer coefficients
fluxes and heat transfer coefficients are explained 15 and 15 W' 2  C. Smaller droplets
through the analysis of the spray characteristics, between liuid fim . Sinete hetyield thinner liquid films. Since the heat
The droplet/vapor interaction can also affect the transfer coefficient is dependent on conduction
transition from a wetted surface evaporation to a through the liquid film, thinner films give more
film boiling condition. efficient heat transfer.

Backiround The wide variation in data indicates thatextensive testing to quantify the effects of the
High power density spray cooling has been spray characteristics on the heat transfer process

receiving a considerable amount of attention. is necessary to identify the limits of evaporative

Advances in VLSI circuitry require the removal of cooling.

large heat fluxes at near room temperature to Experimental Desirn and Procedure
maintain the reliability of the electronic
components. The high power density evaporative cooling

The objective of this research is to test apparatus is shown in Figure 1. The heater
experimentally investigate spray cooling by block is a solid copper cylinder 10.16 cm in
identifying the effects of spray characteristics on diameter. Six 1000-Watt cartridge heaters are
the heat transfer process. This research is inserted into the heater block. These heaters are
necessary so that the most efficient heat removal controlled with a rheostat so that a variable power
conditions can be achieved.conit si s ca beaieved, pubinput may be obtained. The test surface is clamped

Analysis of previously published data fortoheearblcwihisupredna

similar experimentation where surfaces are spray pl eas bo and s sroude owth ic f

cooled with water in air at one atmosphere plexilas box and surrounded with ceramic fiber
indiate tht th het tansfr i hihlyinsulation. A machinable ceramic seal and

indicates that the heat transfer is highly stainless steel cover are used to protect thedependent on the spray characteristics. Toda islto rmtesryadesr htha
performed experiments which showed critical heat remo or e onyy endposuiotfrm he

2removal occurred only by evaportion from the
flux values of 200 to 250 W/cm consistently exposed test surface. This apparatus is capable of
occurred at a surface superheat between 30 and 60 supplying up to 1200 W/cm2 to a 2.0 cm diameter

0C.1 Eastman and Ernst demonstrated that heat smooth copper surface.
fluxes of up to 2000 W/cm2 can be removed from a During testing, the temperature gradient just

c bbelow the sprayed surface is measured by six

surface maintained at 300 0C. However, if all the thermocouples. Three thermocouples measure the
heat was removed by liquid evaporation, only 0.2 % temperature gradient at the centerline. The other

three measure the temperature gradient at a radial
distance of 0.5 cm. A date logger is used to

Graduate Student, Dept. of Mehnical record the temperature measurements, calculate the
ngiduerin StudentDept. Me ch l heat flux and then extrapolate to estimate thetEngineering, Student Member AIAA surface temperature.

Associate Professor, Dept. of Mechanical

Engineering, Member AIAA
Technical Area Manager, Nuclear/Thermal

Technology Group, Member AIAA

Thk pop" h derle'd o nr of I U.S. Goem.sl and is
VAN ub).i Iq "90260 p.Mffle1 In * Ughsd NlW%.
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Spray Characteristics

TEFLONSEAL For the experimental results considered in
STAINLESS TESTSURFACE this paper, five differeiat spray nozzles wec used.
STEELCOVER The characteristics of these nozzles, operating at

various pressures, govern the heat transfer.

-distributions, and the volume flux profiles is of
/ vital importance to the understanding and analysis

CERAMIC - of the experimental results. Table I shows the
INSULATOR orifice diameter, nominal volumetric flow rate, and

spray cone angle for the five nozzles tested. More
important information concerning the spray

t HEATER BLOCK characteristics was obtained using a laser phase
doppler system. Figure 2 shows the droplet
diameter and velocity distribution for nozzles 2
and 5. The Measurements were taken at the center
of the spray cone at an axial distance of 1.7 cm

from the nozzle tip while operating at 20 psig. It

is seen that the droplet velocities and diameters
are about the same. The only difference is in theHEAIERS volume flux.

_____NSULAT __N ___Figure 3 shows the volume flux and arithmetic
...S..T.. mean diameter plotted against radial position for

nozzle 2. The figure shows that significantly less
PLEXIGLASS BCX -

'  
liquid is delivered to the center of the surface.
These measurements of the spray characteristics
were performed without spraying onto the heated

Fig. 1 Experimental Apparatus surface. The actual droplet velocities and the

volume flux during the experiments would be
A variable speed magnetic drive gear pump is decreased due to increased drag from the escaping

used to control the nozzle pressure accurately vapor, and droplet rebound. The velocity of the
between 10 and 90 psig. The pressure and flow rate impinging droplets is governed by the following
are measured. There are five different nozzles equation which balances the drag and the droplet
ranging from 0.51 to 0.76 m in orifice diameter, deceleration.
The droplet diameters, velocities, and flow rates
for the experiments performed are presented in the (u-v) = (u-v )exp(-l8pt/pd

2
)

following section. The distance between the nozzle
and the test surface can be varied but was left at where u vapor escape velocity
1.9 cm for the cases presented here.

For each experimental run, the following v = droplet velocity
procedure was followed. v droplet velocity at nozzle exit

1. The surface was cleaned to remove any p = vapor dynamic viscosity
oxidation or dirt. p = droplet density
2. The nozzle pressure was set to the desired d = droplet diameter
value. t = time
3. The power to the heater block waq
gradually increased at a rate slow enough to Obviously, as the heat flux increases, the vapor
ensure quasi-steady measurements. The energy escape velocity will increase, thus decreasing the
stored in the section just below the test droplets impact velocity. As the droplet diiameter
surface w~s less than 0.1 % of the heat decreases, the velocity of the droplet will
removed by evaporation. This percentage was approach the velocity of the escaping vapor much
monitored and kept as low as possible for all faster. Therefore the smaller droplets become
runs. entrained much more easily. This compounds the
4. When the critical heat flux was reached, problem of insufficient liquid supply to the center
or the heater block temperature became too of the surface. The droplet rebound is governed by
high, the heater power was turned off and the the Weber number,
apparatus was allowed to slowly cool down.

Table I Nozzle Characteristics

Nozzle Orifice Flow Rate (gph) Cone Angle

dim. (in) 20 psag 30 psig 40 psig 20 psig 40 psig

1 0.020 2.5 3.1 3.6 500 58'

2 0.022 3.4 4.1 4.8 56" 600

: 0.024 4.3 5.2 6.0 560 60'

4 0.027 5.1 6.0 7.2 540 590

5 0.030 6.0 7.2 8.4 540 606

2
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plotted against the surface superheat. The effects in the center first. This is supported by the
of variation in the spray characteristics and thermocouple readings. They indicated that the
general observations concerning the heat transfer heat flux to the center of the surface was less
process are discussed. than that at the location of the outer

The curves plotted in Figure 4 indicate that thermocouples. The thermocouples also predict n
there are different heat transfer mechanisms which higher temperature in the center of the surface.
occur in the wetting region. For these cases, it Also, as shown in Figure 2, the droplet sizes and
appears that until the surface superheat reaches velocities are relatively equal in the center of
approximately 35 SC, the heat transfer is the spray, this indicates that the critical heat
predominantly due to forced convection. This is flux is mainly governed by the volume flux. The
evident due to the linear dependence of heat flux volume flux at the center increases with increasing
,,it Ihi. peheat. Also, ir all th,. liquid was orifice diameter. Consequently, the critical heat
raised to the fluid saturation temperature, the flux should increase with orifice diameter. Figure
hf..t flux vitlues indicated in figure 4 could be 4 supports this contention.
rpm.vpd with no evaporation. Above this superheat, When a stable vapor layer blankets the entire
the liquid supply begins to deplete due to surface, heat has to be conducted through the vapor
increased evaporation rates resulting in more film before liquid evaporation can take place. Due
efficient evaporation heat transfer. This to the low thermal conductivity of the vapor, the
continues until the liquid supply becomes surface temperature jumps 200 - 400 "C and the heat
insufficient to sustain the heat flux. At this flux drops off dramatically. At this point the
point, the surface temperature begins to rise experiment was concluded. No data in the film
rapidly until the critical heat flux is reached. boiling region is presented.
Some of the curves do not show this rise because Figure 5 shows the heat flux versus superheat
data points were taken at five minute intervals, for nozzle 1 at three different pressures. The
When the liquid supply becomes deficient, the curves indicate that increasing the pressure and
critical heat flux is reached very quickly. At the the flow rate delays the onset of film boiling but
critival heat flux, roughly 20% of the fluid decreases the heat transfer coefficient. It is
sprayed at the surface is evaporated, believed that the drop in heat transfer coefficient

- Nozzle 1Nozzle 21100 - o Nozzle 4

a Nozzle 5

E 900-

x 700

500

300 I

10 20 30 40 50 60

Superheat (deg. C)

., .1 Ih';l! Flux vs. Superheat, 20 psig

It haq Ip.,.wl,,I-Tv.d Ilit ;is the liquid supply is due to increased droplet rebound. The average
h- 4 ,.'ient, Ilih format ion of the vuloi layc, Weber numbers for the higher pressure experiments

,.gifin t I, h ' ,-enfer of the surface, and propagates are greater than 100 based on the velocity measured
,.11wirI ;4.4 Ih,. het flux 1!.' e.,sId. 1 guit. A with no vapor gmneration. Droplets thut rebound
.l0'.wq th:it Ine volume flu. cIn th,. ,.iler of th,. are very ineffective at removing heat because of
%Ia was v,.1i 1,,cG mi.l I " dr oldr't 'c ;im,'ter'; .fr, {l tir low residence time on the surface. Figure 6

sina l..,. '.i14. I,ss I,,iud is supi,ldled to the shows curves for the same pressures for nozzle 2.
o, ,,1 h1.r .I'0,, nnd th ,' Iroldlf t in Ih ,. The droplet rebound for the 30 and 40 psig cuses

,,.itc l,.,on,. -t, , ;i ily ent -iriPd, it iS was significantly greater than the 30 and 40 psig

,,i I'1t,, " I, c misslIa. t hat It,' vapor ft Im wtUlId It ,m cases in Figure 5. The hut transfer coeffici(iitt
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drops off even more dramatically and the critical the water is turned back on, the jagged curve
heat flux was never reached for the two higher approaches the smooth curve as the surface
pressure curves. It is believed that the liquid saturation increases. This indicates that if

supply would eventually begin to deplete due to sufficient liquid could be supplied while

increased evaporation resulting in an increase in maintaining the surface saturation at a minimum,
heat flux. However, the heaters were turned off the efficiency of the heat transfer process could

before this occurred because the surface and heater be greatly improved. This is due to the extremely

block temperatures were much too high. The heat high evaporation rates which occur at the interface

transfer for the higher pressure cases is still where the liquid surface is in contact with the

predominantly due to forced convection. The hump test surface. When the surface is flooded, the

in the 30 psig curve corresponds to the depletion heat must be conducted through thicker liquid

of liquid in the center of the surface. The curve layers before evaporation can occur from the upper

leveled off after a stable vapor layer developed in liquid vapor interface.
the center of the surface. At the edge of this
layer where the surface was wet. intense
evaporation occurred. Further away from the center 30 psig
the heat transfer was still predominantly forced E off/on
convection. L 450
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E
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Fig. 7 Heat flux vs. Superheat, Nozzle 3,
300 L -________________ Effect of Surface Saturation
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Figure 8 was plotted to show the repeatability

Superheat (deg. C) of the experimental measurements. The maximum
point on run number 2 was not the critical heat

Fig. 5 Meat Flux vs. Superheat, flux value. This curve shows that if the same
Nozzle 1 conditions are employed the data is repeatable.

However, the saturation condition can cause a
hysteresis effect and the curves can be different

2 600 . 2 pS1for short periods of time as indicated in Figure 7.
- -30 psgg

E a Run 2

o500 ' 600
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L- 400" 500

30C10

-400-

3001
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Fig. 6 Neat Flux vs. Sulwrtint, Superheat (deg. C)
Nozzle 2

Figure 7 shows the effect of surfumee Fig. 8 Date Repeatability
saturation on the heat transfer coefficient. Both
curves are plotted for nozzle 3 at 40 iwtJ. The Com.jarison with trevious Results
jags in the off/on curve result from momentarily
turning off the water, Jetting the surfave totally This section compares the present experimental
dry out, and then restarting the spray. The first results to those previously published. It is seen
point on the smooth curve focrure sfter the woter that the critical heat flux values are much higher
was turned off, and then restarted once. Each tiat than those obtained by Teda.

1  Toda used a volume

5
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flow rate of about I gph or less. His droplet Arknladom
velocities and droplet sizes were on the order of
50 ais and 200 )am, respectively. These give much The research described in this report was
greater Weber numbers compared to the present conducted at the Aero Propulsion Laboratory,
experiment and consequently more droplet rebound, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio and at the
resulting in a liquid deficiency at a much lower University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky under

3 the sponsorship of the Aero Propulsion Laboratory
heat flux. Sonacina et al. supplied very small and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.
amounts of liquid at low velocity. Their volume The laser phase doppler measurements were taken at
flow rate was 1-2 gph. The droplet velocities and the Aero Propulsion Laboratory with the assistance
droplet sizes were approximately 1-2 m/s and 50-100 of Dr. Mel Roquemore, Gary Schwitzer, and Tom
#a, respectively. The heat transfer coefficients Jackson.
they obtained were very large. The maximum heat

flux removed was about 200 W/ca
2 . They speculated References

that much larger heat fluxes could have been
obtained, however this was not investigated due to I. Toda, S., "A Study of Mist Cooling", Heat
apparatus limitations. There was no droplet Transfer-Japanese Research, Vol. 1 (3), 1972,
rebound or excess liquid for these cases. Eastman pp. 39-50.

and Ernst 2 used liquid flow rates two orders of 2. Eastman, G.Y., Ernst, D.M., "High Power
magnitude greater than the experiments presented Density Evaporative Cooling (HIPDEC)," Final
here. Although the heat fluxes were very high, the Report, Air Force Weapons Laboratory, Kirtland
heat transfer coefficients were very low. For a AFB. September, 1982.

heat flux of 1000 W/ca 2 , the present experiment
yielded a surface superheat of only 45 *C while 3. Bonacina, C., Del Guidice, S., Comini, G.,
Eastman and Ernst obtained superheats of over 100 "Dropwise Evaporation," Journal of Heat
OC. Transfer, Vol. 101, August 1979, pp. 441-446.

Conclusions 4. Wachters, L. and Westerling, N., "Heat
Transfer from a Hot Wall to Impinging Water

It is concluded that the spray characteristics Droplets in the Spheroidal State," Chemical
govern the heat transfer process for this type of Enrineering Science, Vol. 21, 1966, pp.
high power density evaporative cooling. Just as in 1231-1238.
pool boiling, the interaction between the liquid
and the vapor has a significant effect on the
critical heat flux. An optimal spray can be chosen
to provide the most effective conditions for
supplying sufficient liquid to the surface at low
enough Weber number to avoid undesirable droplet
disintegration and rebound. This can be
accomplished by repeating some of the tests
presented here with accurate laser phase doppler
measurements while the heat transfer is occurring
to quantify the effects of increasing heat flux on
the spray characteristics. It is recommended that
the volume flux to the center of the surface be
increased to delay the generation of a vapor layer.
This has been shown to increase the critical heat
flux. The droplet velocities must be large enough
for the water to reach the surface but low enough
to avoid excessive rebound. Excess water should be
kept to a minimum to improve heat transfer
coefficients by maintaining lower levels of surface
saturation or thinner liquid films.

In addition to the spray characteristics, the
surface saturation conditions and the liquid film
thickness also need to be accurately measured
before accurate predictions of critical heat fluxes
and superheats can be made. Higher droplet
velocities and larger diameters delay the onset of
film boiling but have an adverse effect on the heat
transfer coefficient. Low values of surface
saturation provide the most efficient heat
transfer.

Current research efforts focus on spray
control so that the droplet size, velocity and
volume flux can -be controlled independently. It is
important to have a uniform spray so that the
deficiency of droplets at the center of the spriy
can be a,'oided.
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VAPORIZATION BEHAVIOR OF MULTICOMPONENT
FUEL DROPLETS IN LOW-TEMPERATURE STREAMS

T.A. Jackson, G.L. Switzer, S.K. Aggarwal*, and K. Nguyen*
Aero-Propulsion Laboratory

Wright-Patterson AFB
Ohio, 45333

INTRODUCTION

An experimental-theoretical study has been undertaken to investigate the vaporization
and dispersion behavior of droplets in hot turbulent flows. In this paper, the development
of the experimental facility and of a computer code, and some preliminary results on the
vaporization of n-hexane droplets in heated laminar flow are described.

Literature gn the behavior of an evaporating/burning droplet is extensive. Starting
with the basic d' -law model [I1, several improved vaporization models have been developed
[2, 3]. Numerous experimental studies [2] have also been reported. However, relatively
little information is available on the behavior of evaporating droplets in low temperature
environment. Under such conditions, the possibility of an envelope flame is precluded and
the droplet gasification rate is low. The droplet heat-up may not be small as compared to
its lifetime, although the latter is relatively large under low-temperature conditions, and the
liquid-phase transient processes may still be important. The study is also relevant to the
understanding and modeling of the processes in nondilute sprays, where the gas temperature
and vaporization rate are relatively low.

In the following, a brief discussion of the experimental set-up and theoretical models,
and some preliminary comparison of experimental and theoretical results are given.

EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

The test configuration was designed for injecting fuel droplets in a well controlled,
laminar, heated flow field with only axial gradients of temperature and velocity. It
consisted of inlet flow conditioning equipment, a droplet on demand injector system, a
confined test section. The instrumentation used included a Phase Doppler Particle Analyzer,
a hot wire anemometer, a micro-thermocouple, and a laser sheet lighting system.

Air was filtered, dried to a dew point of 220 K, and metered into a 25.4 cm diameter
plenum chamber. This chamber contains, in series, a scintered metal diffusing element, a
fine mesh screen, two resistance heating elements, a second fine mesh screen, and a flow
straightening honey comb. At the end of this section the flow had been evenly distributed,
heated to 400 K, and decelerated to a velocity of 0.16 m/s. This air then enters a circular-
to-square transition section leading to the test section. In this transition the flow is
accelerated to a mean velocity of I m/s. The velocity and velocity rms profiles at the test
section inlet are illustrated in Figure 1. Note the very low values of the rms, indicating
turbulence intensities of less than 3%. These measurements were made with a hot wire
anemometer and confirmed with the PDPA. Figure 2 indicates the inlet air temperature
profile (orthogonal to each other and both are through the center of the test section).

'The University of Illinois at Chicago
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These measurements were taken with microthermocouple (Chromel-Alumel, 0.13 mm diameter
lead joined to form a measurement bead approximately 0.25mm in diameter) positioned in the
test section by a long sting inserted from the exit plane of the section.

The test section is 8.9 x 8.9 cm and 45.0 cm long, constructed of four pyrex panels.
The flow is driven vertically upward. Figures I and 2 indicate that conditions in the test
section were uniform out to a radial position of approximately 1.5 cm. In the center of this
section droplets are injected. Figure 3 is an illustration of the transition section and the
test section, along with a photo of a stream of droplets illuminated with a sheet of laser
light. Optical measurements of droplet diameter and local velocity are made along the flow
axis by the PDPA. For this experiment the test chamber assembly is positioned, relative to
fixed measurement volumes, by a x-y-z precision traversing table.

The Phase Doppler Particle Analyser is an interferometric droplet sizing device. It
sizes single droplets by measuring the radius of curvature of the droplet. There are several
publications 14, 5, 6, 7) describing its features and the accuracy with which it determines
droplet size. For this effort a single component system was used. Some velocity limitations
were discovered during this effort and are reported in a companion paper at this conference
is].

Theoretical Model

The theoretical model involves the calculation of the velocity, size, and surface
properties of a droplet in a laminar hot air now. The time-dependent Lagrangiun equations
for the droplet position, velocity, and size are numerically solved. The local experimental
values or gas velocity and temperature are employed in the computations. For calculating
the droplet surface properties, three liquid-phase models, namely the diffusion-limit, infinite-
diffusion, and vortex, are used. The thin-skin model is also employed for some of the
calculations involving a single-component fuel droplet. Basically, the models differ in the
way of representing the transient liquid-phase processes. For example, the thin skin model
ignores the liquid-phase transport completely; the droplet surface is assumed to be at a wet-
bulb temperature which is determined by the local conditions.

In the diffusion-limit model, the transient heat and mass transport in the droplet are
assumed to be represented by the unsteady heat and mass diffusion equations. The effect of
liquid circulation, which is neglected in this model, is considered in the infinite-diffusion
and vortex models. The former assumes that the effect of liquid motion is to make the
liquid temperature and mass fractions spatially uniform, though they vary temporally. A
more realistic representation of the liquid motion is provided in ,he vortex model, where the
liquid properties are assumed to be uniform along the liquid streamlines but not across them.
Further details of these models can be found in earlier publications [2, 91.

Preliminary Results

Some results from the experimental-numerical effort are given in Fig. 4. The
vaporization behavior of a n-hexane droplet is shown in terms of the variation of its size
and velocity along the trajectory. The numerical results are obtained for the thin-skin,
infinite-diffusion, and diffusion-limit models. The experimental values of air temperature
and velocity along the droplet trajectory are employed in the computations. Figure 4(a)
shows the variation of the square of the non-dimr.nsional diameter along the trajectory.
The predictions of thin-skin model and diffusion-limit model show, respectively, the best and
the worst agreement with experimental values.
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The results are somewhat surprising but interesting. Note that for these results the
initial droplet temperature was higher than the wet-bulb temperature. It appears that the
diffusion-limit model does not work in such cases. More detailed comparison of
experimental and numerical results is required, however, before any final conclusions can be
drawn. The comparison of the predicted droplet velocity with experiment is shown in Fig.
4(b). Note that the droplet velocity is much higher than the gas velocity at the injection
point. As a result, the droplet velocity relaxes to the gas-velocity value. The relaxation is
much faster for the infinite-diffusion and diffusion models, since they predict a much faster
vaporization rate as compared to the experimental results. However,. the faster relaxation
for the thin-skin model raises some questions about the drag-coefficient versus the Reynolds
number correlation used in the computation. This aspect is being investigated further.

To summarize, the capabilities of our experimental and numerical efforts have been
outlined. Some preliminary results have been presented. In future, we plan to investigate
the vaporization behavior of less volatile facts, pure and bicomponent, in laminar as well as
in well-defined turbulent heated flows.
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Comparison Between Theory and Experiments

for Sprays From a Pressure Atomizer

X. Li*, L.P. Chin, R.S.Tankin, Northwestern University;

T. Jackson and J. Stutrud, United States Air Force;

G. Switzer, Systems Research Laboratories, Inc.

ABSTRACT

Measurements have been made of the droplet size and velocity distributions in a

hollow cone spray from a pressure atomizer using a phase/Doppler particle analyzer. The
maximum entropy principle is used to predict these distributions. The constraints

imposed in this model involve conservation of mass, momentum and energy. Estimates

of the source terms associated with these constraints are made based on physical
reasoning. Agreement between the measurements and the predictions is very good.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sprays play an important role in many engineering applications; for example, in

combustion of liquid fuels, agricultural applications, painting, direct injection condensers,

cooling, etc. In all of these applications droplet size and velocity distributions are important

parameters in addition to the spray cone angle and droplet penetration. Until recently the

main interest of researchers has been on the droplet size distribution. This was primarily

due to the fact that it was nearly impossible to measure droplet velocity distributions. It was

often assumed that the droplets leave the spray with a uniform velocity, equal to the sheet
velocity at breakup (for pressure atomizers). However, with the advent of the

phase/Doppler particle analyzer (PDPA), it is possible to measure both the local droplet size

and velocity distributions. The PDPA is a single point, scattering technique, making a

measurement of each droplet as it passes through a small probe volume. Results are

reported at an isolated point (or several points) in the spray. For example, Bhatia and Durst
(1989) made measurements along the centerline of a spray at various axial locations, and

compared their results with various models. In this paper, we will report measurements

* Present address: Mechanical Engineering Dept, University of Waterloo
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across a selected plane in the spray and compare these results with predictions obtained
using the maximum entropy principle.

The concept of information entropy was developed by Claude Shannon (Shannon,
1948), and Jaynes (1957) who later extended this concept into the now well-known
method of maximum entropy formalism. This formalism can be applied to problems which
involve probability, i.e., where insufficient information is available to obtain exact
solutions. Tribus (1961) used the principle of this formalism in thermodynamics and
showed that the concepts of heat and temperature in thermodynamics could be defined
through the formalism of maximum entropy. We were originally influenced by Haken's
book on synergetics (1978) which establishes links between dynamical systems theory and
statistical theory with information theory as its basis. This maximum entropy formalism
allows one to determine the probability distribution functions for complex systems in
physics, chemistry, biology, as well as in many other disciplines by measuring relatively
few average (macroscopic) quantities. In the present paper, we will confine our attention to
its application to liquid sprays in order to predict the droplet size and velocity distributions
in sprays. Since the application to this kind of problems has been adequately discussed by
several researchers - Kelly (1976), Sellens and Brzustowski (1985, 1986) and Li and
Tankin (1987, 1988, 1989), it will not be necessary to develop the background materials
once again.

The primary purpose of this paper is to compare the theoretical predictions based
on maximum entropy principle of Li and Tankin (1987, 1988, 1989) concerning droplet
size and velocity distributions with experimental results. In the process of making these
comparisons, estimates will be made of the source terms that appear in the equations. To
accurately compare theory and experiment it is necessary to account for drag effects on the
droplet velocity distributions.

2. EXPERIMENT
The test article in these experiments was a hollow cone spray nozzle manufactured

by Delavan (WDA-2 with a 600 spray angle). The spray of distilled water issues into a
quiescent, saturated air environment at 295K. The flow rate is 2.39 x 10"6m3/s (2.2
gallons/hr) at a pressure drop across the nozzle of 1.3MPa (190 psig). The water exiting
the nozzle forms a liquid sheet, hollow cone in shape, which breaks up into ligaments
which form droplets. It is desirable to measure the spray as close as possible to the sheet
break up region. Measurements beyond this will be influenced by local gas aerodynamics
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and complicate the comparison with prediction. Photographs of the spray (Figure 1)

indicate that sheet break up occurs at approximately 7.5mm from the nozzle face. At 10mm

the droplets have formed. Based on the photographs, the measurement plane was set at

10mm from the nozzle discharge plane, 2.5mm past the sheet break up.

Droplets are sized with an Aerometrics, Inc two-color, four-beam PDPA. This

instrument has a probe volume of 0.002mm 3 . It sizes a droplet by measuring its radius of

curvature. The instrument is configured like a standard laser Doppler anemometer, each of
its two beam pairs yield a measurement of one component of the droplet velocity. At each

measurement station 10,000 droplets are measured. Collection times for this many samples

is on the order of seconds. Sample sizes as large as 20,000 were acquired before

determining that 10,000 samples are sufficient to yield stable mean and RMS velocity

statistics.

Comparison between experiment and prediction demands that the measured values

of droplet size and velocity near sheet break up be representative of the behavior of the

entire spray. Several constraints inherent in the PDPA must be addressed. First, measured

droplets must be spherical. This requires that the measurement station be sufficiently far

from the sheet break up region so that droplet are not oscillating. Second, the PDPA has a

dead time of 16 microseconds associated with each measured droplet. Another droplet

entering the probe volume during this dead time will not be measured and may prevent the

measurement of the first droplet. Thus, in dense spray regions, typical of the sheet break

up area, all droplets may not be counted. If the rejection is completely random (not based

on a particular droplet size or velocity class) the measurements are still suitable for this

purpose. Third, the cross sectional area of the optical probe volume is small compared to

the cross sectional area around the sheet break up. Data collected by the PDPA must be

extrapolated to the entire spray area at the measurement plane located 10mm from the

nozzle.
The first two considerations influence the percentage of valid signals verses the total

attempts. That is, the PDPA attempts to process all Doppler signals. It performs checks on
the quality of each signal and rejects those which exceed certain limits. In these experiments

valid signals range from 25 to 70% of the signals collected. Thus, to collect 10,000 valid

signals at a challenging location in the spray it was necessary to make as many as 40,000

attempts. The third consideration is one of spray symmetry and of specifying the probe

volume cross section. For the symmetry evaluation two orthogonal, full diameter traverses

were made. The axis of the spray was horizontal for all measurements. A horizontal
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traverse through the spray yielded measurements of droplet size and its axial and azimuthal
velocities; a vertical traverse yielded measurements of droplet size and its axial and radial

velocities. Measurements were made at 0.5mm intervals .Figure 2 depicts the axial and

radial velocity along with their root mean square (rms) values, and the Sauter mean
diameter (SMD) measurements from the vertical traverse. The axial and azimuthal velocity
along with their root mean square values (rms) and Sauter mean diameter (SMD) profiles

from the horizontal traverse are illustrated in Figure 3. The two axial velocity profiles and
the two SM) profiles are replotted in Figure 4 for comparison. The velocity and droplet

size profiles along two orthogonal traverses through the spray are nearly identical,

indicating the spray has good symmetry about its axis. Thus, size and velocity

distributions, obtained from the point measurements, can be integrated over the ring area

associated with each measurement point (see Figure 5) to yield a total spray measurement.
After initial spray symmetry checks, data were collected to evaluate the predictions.

One detailed radial profile was taken at the 10mm location where measurements were made

at 22 radial points from the spray center to its edge. Ten thousand valid samples were taken

at each location. A joint size-axial velocity distribution function is constructed from the

individual point measurements, weighing each measurement by their time of collection and

the ratio of their optical probe area to the ring area represented at that location. This

experimentally determined joint distribution function can be compared to that predicted by
the maximum entropy analysis. Droplet size is normalized by the mass mean diameter,
D30, determined from measurements to be 25.3 microns. Droplet velocity is normalized by
the computed axial velocity of the sheet at the nozzle exit, Uo. This value is determined

from the measured flow rate of the nozzle and the size of the air core at the nozzle exit

plane. This latter value is determined from the spray cone angle, photographically

determined to be 580, and the discharge coefficient of the atomizer (E. Giffen and A.

Muraszew, 1953). The computed axial velocity of the sheet is 30m/sec; its tangential
velocity is 23.5 m/sec. As an aside, using this tangential velocity at the nozzle exit and

assuming a free vortex flow one can compute the tangential velocity as a function of radius.
Comparison between this result and measurements is shown in Figure 6. It is noted that the

measured values have been shifted 0.5mm horizontally due to error in exactly locating the

nozzle center. There is also a slight shift vertically to yield a symmetric profile to compare

with the calculated curve.
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THEORY

Since all the detailed formulation and derivation have been published (Li and Tankin,

1988), we will not reiterate them but just give the final pertinent equations. The constraints

imposed on liquid atomization processes are conservation of mass, momentum and total energy

- the sum of kinetic energy and surface energy. In addition there is the requirement that the sum

of the joint probabilities be unity. Thus,

Mass: f f f 15dUd15= 1 +Sm(1

Momentum: J ff 0 3 U dOdD=1 + Smv (2)

Energy: fJ ff ( D3 02 +BD 2 )dOdD=1 + S (3)

Normalization: f f dU dD = 1 (4)

where Sm Smv and Se are the nondimensional mass, momentum and energy source terms; f is

the joint droplet size and velocity distribution function, which maximizes the Shannon's

entropy subject to the above constraints (1) - (4). Thus, f can be derived to have the following

form:

f=3D2 exp{- ao-a 1
"3 -a 2 D 3 U - a 3 (D 3j 2 +BD 2 )) (5)

where
-- D

D-D30

is the dimensionless droplet diameter,
- U

is the dimensionless droplet velocity, and
12

=We5
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We -e D30 (5a)

We is the Weber number representing, within a constant factor, the ratio of the total droplet

energy available (i.e., the ,iquid kinetic energy at nozzle exit to the droplet surface energy). P1

is the liquid density, and a is the surface tension. Eq.(5) shows that for any particular droplet

size, the velocity distribution is Gaussian-like. However, the droplet velocity in a spray (at the

breakup region) can not be negative; thus, the resulting velocity distribution is a truncated

Gaussian distribution. The mean and variance of the droplet velocity distribution depend on the

droplet size. Eq.(5) can be integrated over velocity space from minimum to maximum velocity

to yield the number-based droplet size distribution

_1
dN/dD a ()2erf(xmax) - erf(xmin)) exp( . ao - a3B 2 (al - 3 }

2B -3 a3 j)

(6)
where

a2 3 1/2
xmax = (Umax + 2a3)(a3 )

a2 - 3  1/2

xmin = (Umin + a-3 /2 )

and erf(x) represents the error function and N is the normalized droplet numbers. Eq.(6) shows

that the number distribution vanishes as the droplet diameter D equals zero - just as the

experimental evidence and physical reasoning require.

It is necessary to estimate the following quantities: 9m, Smv, 97e. Values of Uo and

D30 are determined from the experiment. It is important to restate that the control volume

(shown schematically in Figure 7) extends from the nozzle exit to the breakup region. This is

an important point because this control volume differs from that of Sellens and Brzustowski's

(1985,1986) which extends from the tip of the sheet breakup region to the droplet region.

The spray is isothermal and issues into a saturated air environment. Therefore, the mass

source term, Sm, is assumed to be zero. The momentum source term,Smv, is estimated as

follows. The spray discharges into a quiescent air environment, creating a drag on the spray

sheet. To estimate this drag, the hollow cone liquid sheet is unfolded into a triangular shape

(Figure 7) having an altitude of 7.5mm and a base equal to 26 mm (which is 2nr). Using

laminar boundary layer flow (Reynolds number based on 7.5mm is well below the critical
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Reynolds number of 5x10 5) past a flat plate yields Cf=0.02 on one surface (outside) of the

triangular sheet. Since the air flow inside the hollow cone consists of vortical structures (see
Lee, S.Y. and Tankin, R.S. 1984, Figure 3), the drag of this air flow on the liquid sheet is
neglected. Using the computed value for tf, yields a value for gmv of - 0.017. The energy
source terme, consists of kinetic and surface energy components. The surface energy is a
function of the surface area, which increases between the nozzle exit and the drop formation
zone located just beyond the tip of the sheet breakup. On the other hand, the kinetic energy
component ofSe decreases between nozzle exit and breakup. Thus, Se is estimated to be zero.
Admittedly, the estimates for 3mv and §e are very crude but they're accuracy is not a critical
aspect of this paper; they serve as a reasonable first estimate. Knowing D30 and Uo from the
experiments, the Weber number (Equation 5a) is determined to be 311. It should be noted that

the Weber number is not the usual one associated with sprays. It is based on the fluid (water)
density not the gas (air) density. When comparisons are made between experiments and
theory, it may be necessary to adjust the values of Smv and Se; the only two adjustable

constants in the theory.

COMPARISONS BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENTS

The predicted and measured joint size-velocity probability distributions are illustrated in
the three dimensional plots of Figure 9. The predicted results are shown in Figure 9a and the
experimental results in Figure 9b. The corresponding iso-probability contours are presented in
Figure 10a and 10b. Clearly the predicted joint probability distribution is symmetric about
U/Uo1 in contrast to the experimentally determined distribution. By summing the values of

the probability function, f, over all velocities for each drop size, the size distribution function
of the spray is generated. Figure I 1 shows the predicted and measured values. Agreement
between prediction and experiment is very good. The predicted and measured droplet size-
velocity correlations for the spray, Figure 12, are not in agreement, however. The discrepancy

lies in the separation between the sheet break up location (7.5mm) where the predictions are
valid and the measurement location (10mm). Over this 2.5mm separation it is necessary to
account for the drag of the quiescent ambient air on the droplets. The drag correlations listed in
Table I were used.
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Rage Correlation

21111 . . = 3/16 + 24/Re

QI Rt <Cd = 24/Re [1 + 0.1935 i0{ - °T'g
20 < Re <260 Cd=24/Re 1

Table I. Drag Coefficient on Liquid Drops as a Function of Reynolds
Number

The 2.5mm region between the sheet breakup region and the measuring plane is divided

into 100 equal intervals - 0.025mm. The correlations given in Table I are used to compute

the new velocity distributions - using particle mechanics. It is assumed the droplets leave

the sheet region with the joint PDF predicted in Figure 9a and move into quiescent air.

After accounting for the drag on the droplets, the resultant three dimensional joint

probability plot and its associated iso-probability contours seen in Figure 13 are similar to

the measured values of Figures 9b and 10b. The predicted size distribution function shown

in Figure 11 doesn't change due to drag effects. However, the mean velocity changes

significantly as a function of droplet diameter. This is seen in Figure 14 where predicted

values are compared with measured values. The agreement is reasonably good. Also

shown is the effect that the distance between the breakup plane and the measuring plane has

on the mean velocity values. A difference in only 1 mm has a meaningful effect. Referring

to Figure 1, it is difficult to be more precise than about lmm in determining the position of

the breakup region. At different diameters, one can plot the probability distribution function

for velocity and compare the results between theory and experiment. This was done in

Figure 15 for D/D 30=J.5,1.0,1.5, and 2.0. Again the agreement is reasonable.

DISCUSSION
The computed joint probability distribution function is dependent on the following:

We, Sn, Smv, and -e. There is little doubt that one can better match the theory with the

experiments if one selects values for these non dimensional quantities without physically

justifying their magnitude. Figure 16 inc ates the sensitivity of dN/dD on Weber number.

With a decrease in Weber number, the peak of this curve increases and moves to smaller

D/D 30 values - thus agreement with experimental data improves if one assumes

We=250.On the other hand, one can decrease the peak of the computed dN/dD by
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increasing the energy source term (Se) or decreasing the momentum source term (Smv);
these are shown in Figures 17 and 18 respectively.

However our goal was to estimate, however crudely, the magnitude of these source
terms (and We) based on the physical aspects of the problem under consideration. Then to
compare the theoretical results with the experiments and make adjustments, if necessary, in
the source terms. The predicted results agree reasonably well with the experiments using
the estimated source terms.

There is however, an inconsistency in this study. There is a variation between the
measured volumeric (or mass) flow rates - that obtained from a calibration of the pressure
drop at the nozzle, and that obtained by using Equation 1. Th-ese different methods of
determining the flow rates are concerned with the measured quantities; not the predicted
quantities. Using Equation 1 to compute the flow rate yields a value that is a order of
magnitude less than the calibrated value. There are different sources for this error, such as,
(1) The size of the probe area. The Aerometrics' software computes the probe area of the
green beam; however we are using a two beam system (blue and green wavelengths). A
measurement is only recorded when a droplet passes through both beams. Since the blue
beam has a smaller probe area than the green beam, one would expect the measured flow
rate using the Phase/Doppler to be low. This error in the measured flow rates due to the
probe area does not effect the measured droplet size and velocity distributions. (2)
Selecting the proper run time to collect the 10,000 drops at each station. The following
quantities are recorded: attempts, validations, corrected count, and run time. The rejection
rate at several radial stations was high - as great as 44,000 attempts and 10,000 validations.
If we had used, for example, the attempts instead of the validations to compute a corrected
run time, the discrepancy between the measured flow rates is reduced. Sensor (1990) also
had large discrepancy between similarly measured flow rates - particularly near the breakup
region - in the dense portion of the spray.

In the formulation presented in this paper, one starts at one local equilibrium state
(the nozzle exit) and ends at another local equilibrium state (where the droplets are formed)
using the maximum entropy principle. From a statistical point of view, we are interested in
determining the second local equilibrium states (PDF) for a given initial state. The details of
how one goes from one local equilibrium state to another is not important, except in a gross
manner - through physically motivated source terms (mass, momentum, and energy). One
need not be involved in the details of the sheet instability, the breakup process, the
formation of ligaments, and their final breakup into droplets. In fact, these are just a way or
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means of converting part of kinetic energy (at the nozzle exit) into surface energy (when

droplets are formed). The detailed physical processes of the transition plays no role in the

maximum entropy approach. How one proceeds from one local equilibrium state to another

is linked through the physical conservation laws - conservation of mass, momentum and

energy.

CONCLUSIONS

Experiments were performed on a pressure atomizing nozzle which operated at its

normal operating conditions. The drop sizes and velocities were measured. Predicted
values for velocity and size distributions were obtained using maximum entropy principle.

The size distribution agrees reasonably well with the measured values, but the velocity

predictions did not. By accounting for the drag on the droplets between the breakup region

(where predictions were made) and the measuring plane yield results that agreed with

experiments. It should be noted that the droplet size for the measured and predicted

distribution deviates significantly from a Gaussian distribution. Physically justified source
terms were used in the predictions. Using the maximum entropy principle to obtain the joint

PDF as formulated in this paper can serve as the initial input to a computer program that

computes the droplet trajectories in a complicated air flow situation.
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FIGURES - CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Photographs of the spray taken at designated axial distances from the nozzle
exit.

Figure 2a. Plot of the axial mean velocity and RMS values as a function of radial position
obtained from a vertical traverse.

Figure 2b. Plot of the mean radial velocity and RMS values as a function of radial
position obtained from a vertical traverse.

Figure 2c. Plot of the Sauter mean diameter as a function of radial position obtained from
a vertical traverse.

Figure 3a. Plot of the axial mean velocity and RMS values as a function of radial position
obtained from a horizontal traverse.

Figure 3b.Plot of the mean tangential velocity and RMS values as a function of radial
position obtained from a horizontal traverse.

Figure 3c. Plot of the Sauter mean diameter as a function of radial position obtained from
a horizontal traverse.

Figure 4a. Comparison between the axial velocity components obtained from horizontal
and vertical traverses.

Figure 4b. Plot comparing the Sauter mean diameters obtained by vertical and horizontal
traverses.

Figure 5. Schematic drawing indicating the locations where the measurements were made
in a plane 10mm from the nozzle exit.

Figure 6. Plot comparing the measured and computed (free vortex) tangential velocities.

Figure 7. Schematic drawing showing the control volume used in the predicted model.

Figure 8. Drawing showing the model used to estimate the momentum source, Sy.

Figure 9a. Three dimensional plot of the predicted joint probability distribution function.

Figure 9b. Three dimensional plot of the experimentally determined joint probability
distribution function.

Figure 10a. Iso-contour plot of the predicted joint probability distribution function.

Figure lOb. Iso-contour plot of the experimentally determined joint probability
distribution function.
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Figure 11. Plot of experimental and predicted droplet size distribution.

Figure 12. Plot of experimental and predicted mean velocity as a function of droplet
diameter.

Figure 13a. Three dimensional plot of the predicted joint probability distribution function
accounting for drag on the droplets.

Figure 13b. Iso-contour plot of the predicted joint probability distribution function
accounting for drag on the droplets.

Figure 14. Plot of the experimental and predicted mean velocity as a function of droplet
diameter. The predicted values are shown where the distance between the breakup
region and the measuring plane is 1.5mm and 2.5mm.

Figure 15. Plots comparing the experimental and predicted velocity distributions at
selected droplet diameters.

Figure 1§. Plots indicating the sensitivity of the Weber number on dN/dl, where S'm=O,
Stay=- 0.017, and Se= 0.

Figure 17. Plots indicating the sensitivity of -e on dN/d5, where Sm=O, We=31 1, and
Stay=-0.017.

Figure 18. Plots indicating the sensitivity of Smv on dN/dD, where Sm--O, We=3 11, and
se=O.
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Figure 1. Photographs of the spray taken at designated axial distances from the nozzle
exit.
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Mean Axial Velocity and RMS Values Obtained from Vertical Traverse
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Figure 2a. Plot of the axial mean velocity and RMS values as a function of radial position
obtained from a vertical traverse.
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Figure 2b. Plot of the mean radial velocity and RMS values as a function of radial
position obtained from a vertical traverse.
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Figure 2c. Plot of the Sauter mean diameter as a function of radial position obtained from
a vertical traverse.
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Mean Axial Velocity and RMS Values Obtained from Horizontal Traverse
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Figure 3a. Plot of the axial mean velocity and RMS values as a function of radial position
obtained from a horizontal traverse.
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Figure 3b.Plot of the mean tangential velocity and RMS values as a function of radial
position obtained from a horizontal traverse.
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Figure 4a. Comparison between the axial velocity components obtained from horizontal
and vertical traverses.
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Figure 4b. Plot comparing the Sauter mean diameters obtained by vertical and horizontal
traverses. 175
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Figure 5. Schematic drawing indicating dhe locations where the measurements wene made
im a plane 10mm from the nozzle exit.
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Figur 6. Plot comparing die measured and comnputed (free vortex) tangential velocities.
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Figure 7. Schematic drawing showing the control volume used in the predicted model.
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Figure S. Drawing showing the model used to estimate the momentum Source, 9Smv.
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Figure 9a. Thiree dimensional plot of the predicted joint probability distribution function.
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Figure 9b. Thrm dimensional plot of the experimentally determined joint probability
distribution function. 178
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Figure 11. Plot of experimental and predicted droplet size distribution.
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Figure 12. Plot of experimntal and predicted mnean velocity as a function of droplet
diameter.
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Figure 14. Plot of the experimental and predicted mean velocity as a function of droplet
diamneter. 71e predicted values are shown where the distance between the breakup
region and the mneasuring plane is 1.5mm and 2.5mm
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Considerable time and resources are expended annually by the government and turbine
engine manufacturers to iteratively design, build, and test new combustors. This development
process can be streamlined by providing the designer with computer models that help him to
predict the behavior of proposed combustors. In many cases, such computer models give a good
qualitative idea of the conditions in the combustor, but quantitatively most codes are somewhat
inaccurate. In order for these codes to become more quantitatively correct and useful to the
designer, accurate experimental data must be provided for comparison to the theoretical results.
Such data is difficult to obtain in actual turbine engine combustors, therefore, simplified
combustors and combusting flows are studied. Laser based diagnostic techniques have provided a
valuable means by which nonintrusive in situ flow and thermal field information can be obtained in
complex combusting flows.

The purpose of this study was to obtain flow and thermal field measurements !i the near
region of a reacting flow located in a combustion tunnel that simulates the dome region of a jet
engine combustor using two different laser diagnostic techniques. A phase Doppler instrument
was used to obtain droplet velocity and size, and gas phase velocity data. A coherent anti-Stokes
Raman spectroscopy (CARS) instrument was used to obtain gas temperature data. The
combustion tunnel has a 25.4 cm inner diameter with a 14.0 cm bluff body that is centered within
the tunnel (Figure 1). The nozzle is flush with the face of the bluff body and is centered radially in
the bluff body and tunnel. The phase Doppler and CARS instruments were physically integrated
and contained on a 4x6 ft optical table which can be accurately positioned about the tunnel axis.
The optical systems are confined to a protective box which straddles the combustion tunnel and
provides protection against dust and other hazards (Switzer et al., 1989). The two systems are
positioned such that they can be operated one after the other with only minor repositioning of the
optical table.

Military JP-4 fuel issued from a 2 gallon per hour, 30* half angle, pressure atomizing
Delevan nozzle. The pressure in the fuel line just before the nozzle was 195 psi. The annulus air
flow rate was 1.0 kg/s producing a calculated average velocity of 24 m/s. The swirl air flow rate
was 0.016 kg/s for a calculated velocity of 14 m/s. Swirler vanes turned the swirl air 45* to the
flow axis of the burner producing a clockwise rotation of the flow as it moved away from the bluff
body towards the exhaust.

The two-component phase Doppler was aligned perpendicular to the flow axis of the
combustion tunnel. The probe volume created at the focus of the laser beams was then moved
horizontally through the flame to obtain axial and azimuthal velocities. Only half profiles were
obtained for the set of data described in this abstract. The probe volume was not passed vertically
through the flame because of physical constraints associated with the test facility. The majority of
the velocities and sizes obtained with the phase Doppler are average values based on 2000 samples
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at each point. The average velocities and sizes were found to be significantly unchanged after
about 500 samples and the probability density functions were fairly stable after 1500 samples.
Sample axial and azimuthal velocity profiles at the 10 mm axial position are shown in Figure 2.
The location of the spray, swirl air, and annulus air can be identified in the figure. Once the spray
had been detailed to its most extreme radial edge, micron sized alumina seed was introduced into
the swirl and annulus air fiows and data was again collected. Potential difficulty was encountered
with the wide distribution of droplet and seed particle sizes and the dynamic range of 35 for
diameter associated with the phase Doppler. Sizing capabilities of the phase Doppler instrument
provided a way of connecting velocity and size in regions where both droplets and seed particles
existed. Figure 3 shows the average axial velocity profiles at 5, 10, and 20 mm downstream of the
nozzle.

Gas temperature measurements were obtained by fitting experimental nitrogen CARS
spectra to theoretical spectra. The basic shape of the spectrum is altered as a functiun of gas
temperature. Much of the temperature data col!ected near or in the spray were heavily influenced
by background and non-resonant interferences. The background interference results from a plasma
discharge generated by laser induced breakdown of droplets. The non-resonant interference stems
from a CARS signal generated in the plasma that can compete with the desired nitrogen CARS
signal. A correction scheme described by Dunn-Rankin et al. (1988) was used to account for these
unwanted backgrounds or discard spectra which were too disfigured to allow a reasonable
temperature fit.

Sample temperature profiles at 10 and 20 mm axial positions for the flame investigated are
shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the axial velocity at 10 mm with the corresponding
temperature profile superimposed. The temperature profile in the figure indicates combustion
within the cone of the spray at the 10 mm axial position. The temperature is then reduced in the
spray itself where many unburned droplets exist. The temperature then increases just outside the
spray cone where mixing has taken place but then decreases dramatically near the swirler. The
effect of the bluff body is then seen as the temperature increases due to recirculation of the
combusting fuel. Finally, the temperature drops off at the edge of the bluff body where the cooler
annulus air becomes dominant. At each position 1000 spectra were collected at a rate of 10 Ilz and
a pulse length of about 10 ns. At locations near dense portions of the spray a large percentage of
the 1000 spectra were discarded because of excessive breakdown interferences. In those regions
the number of spectra required to produce stable average temperatures was still maintained.
Average temperature profiles for 5 to 200 mm axial position will be used to help produce a
temperature contour map of the combusting flow.

These preliminary results indicate that flow and thermal field information can be obtained in
combusting fuel sprays. Velocity and size data can be obtained for the spray and the surrounding
gases but some difficulty is encountered when the size range exceeds the dynamic range of the
phase Doppler instrument. Temperature measurements with CARS become more difficult to obtain
near the spray because of laser induced breakdown, however, this difficulty can oe somewhat
overcome by using a correction scheme to account for the unwanted background.
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